


NOI available in aVariety 01 Calibers
The Ruger Redhawk revolver signals the most important advance in the design of heavy
frame double-action revolvers in many decades. It is the first double-action revolver
designed from the start to withstand the stresses imposed by the most demanding
revolver cartridge ever made - the potent .44 Magnum. In addition, the Redhawk
revolver is now also chambered for the .357 Magnum/.38 Special and .41 Magnum
cartridges to make it responsive to a wide variety of sporting and service requirements.

Based on an. entirely new mechanism and design philosophy, the Redhawk
revolver encompasses- a series of unique improvements and exclusive new features
which make ita truly outstanding firearm. No other revolver made can compare to the
Redhawk revolver in these important details.

The rugged construction of this revolver ensures a service life in excess of many
thousands of rounds with no appreciable signs of wear - a durability that has yet to be
fully measured. The great strength inherent in the Redhawk design is accompanied by a
velvety smoothness and elegance in the function of its components which represent the
unmistakable mark of quality - the outcome of creative Ruger engineers reaching for
perfection. The Ruger Redhawk revolver demonstrates its superiority by the results it
produces at the target. A simple comparison of the Redhawk revolver, point by point,
with any competitive model will convince even the most critical user of this superiority.

This detailed cross-section of the REDHAWK
mechanism shows this massive double-action
revolver actual size.

Copyright 1983 by Sturm, Ruger & Company, Inc.
RUGER and REDHAWKere U.S. registered trademarks

.357 Magnum .41 Magnum .44 Magnum
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THESE NEW EXCLUSIVE FEATURES MAKE IT
THE BEST DOUBLE·ACTION REVOLVER EVER MADE

Heat-treated 416 stainless steel with extra metal in top strap and critical areas around barrel
threads.

Barrel forged with integral rib and ejector housing. Note thick walls of barrel breech and largest
diameter 'hreads ofany production revolver made (3/4" X 20!)

Massive cylinder with wall thickness greater by 25% than that of comparable competitive
models. Locking notches are offset - not cut into thinnest part of cylinder wall over center of
chamber.

SCOPE SIGHT MODEL
INTEGRAL SCOPE MOUNTS WITH ONE INCH

STAINLESS STEEL RINGS

New, patented Ruger Locking System locks cylinder in firing position by bolting crane directly
into frame at front, with a strong pilot bearing at rear of cylinder. No reliance on ejector rod for
locking.

Grip frame contoured to provide full Magnum-style grip for security and comfort, results in
better control and less perceived recoil. No need for adapters, spacers, or overhanging grip
panels. .

New, patented Ruger Single-Spring Mechanism - hammer and trigger are powered by a single
heavy coil spring that provides reliable ignition with a light, controllable double-action trigger
pull. Parts linking hammer and trigger transmit spring energy with minimum friction loss.

Strong solid side-wall frame eliminates need for removable sideplate and contributes to the
great strength of the Redhawk revolver. Field stripping for cleaning and maintenance is quick
and simple - entire mechanism is readily removed from frame without tools.

New Front Sight System features interchangeable front sights. Standard steel red insert front
sight mounts with spring-loaded plunger and is matched to adjustable steel rear sight with white
outline notch. Colored Nylon front sights or gold bead front sight with matching "V" notch rear
sight leaf are optional accessories. Scope sight model incorporates patented Ruger Integral
Scope Mounting System, with one inch stainless steel scope rings included.

Calibers: .357 Magnum/.38 Special, .41 Mal?,num, and.44 Magnum/.44 Special; Barrel Lengths: 7'12", 5'12";
Overall Length (7 112" Bbl.:) 13"; Weight (7 112' Bbl.:) approx. 3112 Los.; Sight Radius (7 1/';' Bbl.:) 91/2'; Scope
Sight Model: Equipped with Ruger Integral Scope Mounting System, with one·inch stainless steel scope rings
furnished; Finish: Stainless Steel, satin polished. .

SPECIFICATIONS:

WRITE FOR A FREE COLOR CATALOG OF THE ENTIRE LINE OF FINE RUGER FIREARMS.
SINGLE COPIES OF INSTRUCTION MJ.NUALS FOR ALL MODELS OF RUGER FIREARMS ARE
AVAILABLE ON REQUEST - PLEASE SI'ECIFY MODEL FOR WHICH YOU REQUIRE A MANUAL.

STURM, RUGER & COlOpany, Ine.
2 Lacey Plaee
Southport, Conneetieot 08490 U.S.A.
ALL RUGER FIREARMS ARE DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED IN RUGER FACTORIES IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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For Visa, MasterCard or American Express. please send account number, ex
piration date and signature. Virginia residents please add tax.

Address .

Name .

Yes, [ wish to reserve the Korean War Commemorative
Thompson, selectively plated with 24-karat gold, with roll
engraved inscriptions and deluxe presentation finish. Only
1500 will be made. I will also receive a Certificate of
Authenticity, membership in The American Historical
Foundation and information concerning the history, care,
display and firing of the Thompson.

D My deposit of $95 (or credit card authorization) is en
closed. Please invoice (or charge my credit card) for the
balance due...

D in four equal payments of $275.
D for the balance.

D My payment in full (or my credit card authorization)
for $1195 is enclosed.

D Also please send the optional, furniture-finished walnut
display case. Please add $225 to the final charge of the
method of payment I have selected above.

r---------------- --------------------------I R~ERVATION

, Satisfaction Guaranteed or Return in 30 Days for Full Refund
: To: The American Historical Foundation
: 1022 West Franklin Street, Dept.AHK

! ~:::~:~;~;3~~
l 24-hour toll free reservations: (800) 368-8080

I

front sJght. Your finger resIs on the 24-karat gold 'plated
trJaer. Even the apedal, black, miIltary style sIlJIg is
afliXed to swiwIs which are 24-karat gold plated and
_ted with four 24-lcarat gold plated screws.

Genuine GI Stocks-Spedally Fbdsbed
The solidwalnut stocks aregenuine GI produd:!on

orfgInaIly made durfngWorId War 11-. were most of
theThompsons U8ed in Korea.They are now being re
mqved from their orlgiDat storage crates for this project.
For the fint %:L..they are being stained to a ticb; ectra
dark walnut then glwn a EinllIh • beautiful. the
finest shotguns.

The rear grip Is fitted with a black, red and blue
doJIcmne naecWIlOn, embossed with the Great Seal of the
UnIted Slates in the CX!Db!r and bearing commemorative
lnscrIptIons.The famous red and blue dIaIIar SYDlboI of
the Republic of Korea, worn by IIliIIl)' GIs in the 0lIIler
of their Korean PresIdentIal Unit Otatkm. forms the cen
traldesfgnofthespecialdoisonneflredenamelmedaDIons
which are custom lnset on both sides of the butt stock.

Not JUst A Showpiece
But this Is not just a ehowpIece.lt Is a fIdna ThOmp

son. Beamse It8res in the semi-automatic mode, you do
not need a spedallklense to own it. An)'Ollll who can
own a !IIand8rd Inmtlng rISe can own the KoreanWar
Commemorative'I1lompsoll. And because It's fImctIonaI,
It could evm be called upon to defend your hoIIIe and
family-with the same f.Iimous .45 ACP ammo GIs and
American shooters haw U8ed sint'e 19J1.

It Is a dramatic: symbol of combat. DesIgned by
CateraI Jo1mT. ThomPson, this _ the weapon that
pioneered the use of GeueraI Thompson's term "Sub.
maddne Can"-and the fint weapon of this type ever
issued to u.s. miIltary forces.

TheThompsongidned fame in the hands of alI OW'

service brancIu!s-~Marlne Corps, N~,_~ AIr
Force. It was the most desired, hand-held, dose
c:ombat -wt"\veapon the K_War. .

Collector lDterest
Only :1500 will be made-making itODe of the tanIIt

df alI firearms. It Is the fint __Kliatlve tribute ever
Issued to honoi the Americans who fought in Korea, so
It is also in the "fint_" dass of c1Istbldimt. At a time
when ooIIedors~~ .2,000 and .20,000 for a
standard Issue with a urdqae feature or two
realgIIIzabJe only to the advancedQ)~ the orf&lnaI
Issue price of thisThompson Is parIiclJIarIy l'eaIOIlabIe.
It Is a piece of wodcmanshIp you wm enjoy owuh1a and
displaying, and you will be proad to pae it along to fa-

ture~~~lined with draped aad
fitted gray velvet, Is also aVailable. The I!I1tire gun Is pro- I

-I

Koretl-"The
front lines 0/
freedom."

'-- --' PrahIent RmWd Regan

For the fint time in world~ Amerlcans drew
the line against Commanfsm.The placie was Korea.
The _ of the battlefields are lmmortaI...the

Pusan Perlmeter...Inchon...the Chosln Resenoia:. Here we
aune to the aid of freedom. 33,629 Amerlcans save their
Iiws; 103,284 were wounded and 7,140 were c:aptared.

Today, 40,000 AmerIcan troops still patrol the DMZ
- Presldent Reasan calls it: "The front Ilnes of freedom."

The Korean War CommemorativeThompson Is the
fiI!! commemorative tribute ever issued to honor the
unsung AmerIcanS who fint drew the line against Com
munism in the 1950s-and the AmerIcans wIio amtlnue
today to hold that narrow line.

The tremendous ftreJ'ower of theThompson, with
the Icno<:kdown punch 01 the .46 ACP auirldge, made
it a favorite of the front line fighting men in Korea in
stopplng the human WlM! char8ts of"the Red 1tordfs. It
Is a proud AmerIcan firearm to honor the braw Ameri
cans who defended freedom in thIs_

When you hold this U-pound weapon, it may bIlng
back memories of those faraway places or-for the fInt
time-let you experience what a &lend or family mem
ber felt 30 years ago.

This project was created by The AmerIcan HlstorIcal
foundation; eac:h Is SJN!daIly buIJt by Auto-Ordnance
Corporation, offidaf manufacturer of the famous
Thompson.

Umited EdItIon of Only 1500
This Is a strictly limited edition of only 1500, world

wide. Eac:h Is SPedaDY serlaIIy numbered between 0001
and :1500, with the Pre8x KW{for KoreanWar). This
number Is also lnsaibed on an aa::ompanylrIg Certl£lcate
of Authentidty. Eac:h is being produced in a 8rhIg, semi
automatic wnlon or, upon request, in fully-automatic
for holders of aa. III Federal FIrearms IIamse (please
add $350).

The fit and finish of eac:hThompson Is presentation
grade. Spedallnsaiptions are roB-qravecI and gold
gilt In&IIed on both sides of the rec:elvs

Richly Plated with 24-Karat Gold
You sight IIO'Ol!lIl the 24-karat gold plated rear sJght

and the special, gold plated, two-rlbbeel adivator knob.
Your eyes move aaoss the 35 deep coollna fins and aJong
the high-pollshed and blued barrel to die hefty mirror
poJlshed, 24-karat gold plated Cutts Compensator and



MICKEY FOWLER

COMBAr SHOOriNG

WIFE AND SON CAN'T HANDLE THE
.45 AUTO WITH FULL LOAD AMMO

light.38 Special loads and their time limits
are very generous, so recoil control isn't a
problem. Ifa variation of this stance is used
for I.P.S.C. type events, the shooter should
lean slightly forward so body weight can
help control recoil. I suggest you try both
stances and see which one works best for
you..

Q.: My wife and son are interested in
joining me in Practical Shooting Competi
tion. My boy is 14 years old and weighs
about 110 lbs. My wife is very slender and
not physically strong. Both do well when
shooting .22s but have trouble handling
the .45 auto. I would like to make this a
family sport, but my wife and son get
discouraged by their lack of ability with
full power loads in the .45 auto. Any
suggestions?
A.: You say your wife and son do well with
the .22 but poorly with the .45 auto. The
fundamentals of pistol shooting are the
same for all pistols, sight picture, hold,
trigger squeeze and follow through must be
understood to make center hits regardless
of caliber. If they shoot accurately with the
.22 but poorly with the .45, it's because of
the noise and recoil of the big gun. There
are a number of ways to help this problem.
Have your wife and son shoot minor caliber
at matches instead of major caliber. Load
your ammo to a power factor of 125 or 130
instead of 175. It's much better to have cen
ter hits on your target and be scored minor
than to have a target with a group of shots
which looks like 00 Buck at 50 yards scored
major. Try loading the Hensley & Gibbs
#68 Bullet with about 4.5 grains of 231
powder or the same bullet with 3.9 grains of
Bullseye. This will substantially reduce
recoil and muzzle blast.

Most pistols require light recoil springs
to function with light loads. Try a Colt
Gold Cup recoil spring, instead of the stan
dard 16 to 181b. springs. Your gun will also
need a long ejector. Bill Wilson's Gun Shop
in Berryville, Arkansas makes a high qual
ity long ejector which drops right into a
stock Government model with no modifica
tion. When shooting light loads, care must
be taken not to let the strong hand thumb
rub on the side of the slide while shooting.
This can cause the slide to slow down
enough to cause malfunctions. My com
petition guns have a small steel plate fitted
to the left grip panel which eliminates the
thumb rubbing on the slide problem. Jim
Boland from Southern California, custom
fits this piece and it really works. Make
sure the beavertail grip safety is properly fit
and contoured for your pistol's frame. This
will make the gun more comfortable to
shoot.

Fitting Advantage System steel grip pan
els to the pistol, will reduce felt recoil, as
will the Advantage Tungstun Guide Rod
System. These products are available from
Jack Breskovich Advantage Competition
Shooting Accessories in Whittier, Califor
nia. I have recommended adding weight to
your pistol because with reduced loads

ally. The shooter's weight should be dis
tributed with about 60% bias toward the
front. This allows the body to absorb much
of the rearward push of the pistol. Many
practical shooting championships have
been won using this method.

Brian Enos and Rob Leatham, who are
among the finest pistol shots in the world,
have successfully used their version of the
P.P.C. type stance in practical shooting.
The typical P.P.C. stance, places the feet
parallel to the firing line. Both arms are
locked out at the elbows and form a tri
angle. This stance keeps the pistol centered
on the body and is very natural to assume
and is quickly learned. Many P.P.C. shoot
ers lean back when using this stance in
competition. This gets the sights at max
imum distance from the eye. Some people
believe this contributes to more accurate
shooting. P.P.C. shooters fire extremely

Q.: In looking at photos of recent Prac
tical Shooting Matches, I've noticed some
of the competitors using a P. P. C. type
stance instead of the Weaver stance.
Which is best for combat shooting?
A.: No single stance or grip is best for
everyone. The Weaver stance, which places
the feet approximately shoulder width and
at a forty-five degree angle to the firing
line, is much like the stance used when
shooting a rifle. The strong arm and hand
become similar in function to the holding of
a rifle. The weak hand wraps around the
strong hand instead of the forearm of the
stock, as in rifle shooting. The weak arm is
bent and the strong arm is either slightly
bent or locked out. This stance is very
effective in absorbing recoil generated by
large caliber handguns and allows smooth
fluid movement when shooting at multiple
targets in sweeps ofup to 180 degrees later-
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muzzle brakes and compensators are not
very effective. When your wife and son
shoot the .45 auto, have them wear soft
expanding type ear plugs plus headseat ear
muffs. This will reduce the tendency to
flinch from noise. Ifyour wife and son have
small hands, fit a short trigger and flat
mainspring housing to your pistol. These
modifications and suggestions should help
make the 45 auto less intimidating and
more fun to shoot.

Q.: Please give me some information on
the United States Practical Shooting
Association.
A.: During the annual Section Coordi
nator's meeting at the 1982 U.S. National
IPSC Championship, the decision was
made to organize the United States Prac
tical Shooting Association. The purpose of
USPSA is not to replace the IPSC organiza
tion as it now functions in the U.S. Rather,
USPSA is an allied organization that allows
individuals to become involved in the
growth and development of the sport.

By organizing and involving individual
shooters all over the U.S. they are provid
ing the funding and support to make several
programs possible. One of the first pro
grams is the need for a comprehensive set
of rules for pistol competition in practical
matches. The first edition of the rule book
has been released by the National Range
Officer Institute.

The National Range Officer Institute has
developed and implemented an extensive
training and certification program for range
officials at practical matches. The quality
of officiating. has had a marked impact on
the professionalism and the safety of our
sport. A great concern to active shooters
has been the problem of obtaining the cor
rect classification when competing in
another area. USPSA is in the final stages
of development of a National Classification
System so that a shooter can be assured of
facing equal competition in his travels to
different geographical areas.

I hope this brief background will help to
give you an idea ofthe goals and objectives
of the United States Practical Shooting
Association.

Annual Membership Dues are $20.00.
For more information write U.S.P.S.A.,
P.O. Box 1990, Grafton, Virginia 23692.

Q.: I have done extensive dry firing at
home with my .45 auto trying to improve
my shooting skills. I have no problem
holding a clear sight picture and squeez
ing the trigger with no ammunition in the
gun, but as soon as I fire live ammo, I
flinch. What can I do to overcome this
problem?
A.: Advanced 45 Technology has come out
with a product for the .45 auto which simu
lates recoil of live firing during dry firing
practice. The complete kit consists of a
recoil spring, air cylinder that replaces
your barrel, a 5 lb. CO2 bottle and new
mainspring housing. A brass punch is sup-

Continued on page 22
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REDBOOK rl • U.ed Gun Value. I. yours

with your paId .ub.crlp.
tlon (worth $4.95).

THIS OFFER IS VALID for only 3 months from cover date

Great reading ... that's what GUNS is all about. Great
reading about guns and only guns. It's the firearms
publication that the experts read ... and the ex
perts write. And GUNS covers the total firearms
field like no other magazine. It's the only one where
you'll find regularly featured articles on handload
ing, bench resting, black powder, airguns, knives,
handguns, rifles, and outstanding engraving.

Great coverage...the most complete ever. The very
next issue may include just the article that you've
been looking for. An article that could save you
many times the cost of a subscription. You can't
afford to be without it.

Great value ... SAVE up to 53% by subscribing now.

One year $14.95 (you save $9.05)
Two years $24.85 (you save $23.15)
Three years $33.45 (you save $38.55)
Charge your subscription to your Visa/SAC or MasterCard

Foreign subscribers add $6.00 per year.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.



Fifty years ofexcellence has made it
the Rolls-Royce ofhand-operated
reloading machines, the most
sought after reloading tool in
shooting circles today. A production
rate of500-800 rounds per hour
.is not uncommon with this unit.

THESTAR
PROGRESSIVE
RELOADER

pany, the Star Machine Works has autho
rized only the Hulme Automatic Case
Feeder as a factory-approved option. The
Star reloader was designed as an ultra-safe
and dependable tool for the serious shoot
er, and the company feels that the average
home reloader is best served by using the
Star as it was designed to be used.

Continued on page 25

OLD, CONSERVATIVE COMPANY
Through the years, ingenious minds

have devised numerous methods and at
tachments to increase the already respecta
ble production rate ofthis fine tool. Special
bullet feeders, case feeders, high volume
primer feeders, and even motorized units,
have been developed and successfully
used. Being an old and conservative com-

front of building In San Diego that Star Machine Works calls Its "factory."

By Fred Romer.o

I f you are ahandgunner who reloads his
own ammo-or if you're thinking of

getting into reloading-you probably have
heard of the Star Progressive Reloading
Tool. Considered by many to be the
"Rolls-Royce" of hand-operated reload
ing machines, the Star is the standard by
which all others generally are judged.

Patented in 1933 by C.R. Peterson, the
Star reloader has been in production for 50
years. As a tribute to its excellent design,
the Star of today is still the same basic tool
it was when the first model came from the
factory five decades ago. Many other re
loaders have come and gone, but the Star
has weathered the test of time. Because of
its widespread reputation for quality and
dependability, it is still the most sought
after reloading tool in shooting circles
today.

Basically, the Star is a hand-operated
progressive turret press. Once it is set and
adjusted for the appropriate caliber, bullet
type and powder throw, a complete car
tridge is produced with each pull of the
operating handle. Unlike single-stage
reloaders, which can only perform one re
loading function at a time, the Star does it
all in one stroke. Utilizing the progressive
feature, the home reloader insures higher
production of usable ammo. Depending
on the operator's experience and prepara
tion, a production rate of 500-800 rounds
per hour is not uncommon with the Star.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· JULY/AUGUST 1984 9



Buy One IDall Book, Get One Free!

HOME GUNSMITHING DIGEST
3rd Edition

#HG5176

By Tommy L. Blsh

Inlaying, crowning, customizing. Too
difficult for an amateur gunsmith? "Not at
all," says Bish. "Anything done with complex
equipment also can be accomplished by
the ordinary gun fancier with know-how,
experience and, most of all, patience." Bish
supplies the know-how. How to set up a
workshop with workbench and vise. What
basic handtools are essential and how to
use them. Step-by-step instructions on
installing an iron sight, a scope, a swing
swivel. How, when and where to use
epoxies, glues and fillers. How to color and
fill gun woods. How to restore firearms
without destroying their value. Simple, effec
tive ways to plate gun parts with various

metals. How to make and install a new firing
pin in a variety of models. The best method
to treat leather holsters and slings. Explains
what work can be done safely by an inex
perienced gunsmith and what shouldn't be
attempted, based on Bish's experience.
Bish suggests assembling a kit as a first
project, and chooses the Dixie Gun Works'
Philadelphia Derringer. "This kit will quickly
separate the wood-and-metal butchers from
those with natural ability as craftsmen." He
lists many other projects for the amateur and
displays work done by amateur gunsmiths.
All the would-be gunsmith needs to supply
is a lot of patience. 256 8W' x 11" pages.

Gun Digest Book Of

TRAP &SKEET
SHOOTING

BOWHUNTER'S DIGEST
2nd Edition
By Chuck Adams
This all-new edition takes the bow
hunter from the primary grades through
an advanced degree in every aspect of
the sport. Presents both the basic skills
and subtleties of bringing down game,
on the hoof or wing. Adams is a prolific
writer on bowhunting who not only has
brought down hundreds of trophies him
self, but is an articulate, convincing
instructor. First the basics - bows, arrows,
quivers, blinds, clothes; then, step-by-step,
the proper use of the equipment. From
there, it's on to field work - what game
to pursue, reading the wind, stalking,
caring for downed game, improving bow-
hunting skills. This book is as essential
to the bowhunter as his armguard and
quiver. 288 8W' x 11" pages.

By Art Blatt
Valuable information for both beginner
and seasoned shooter. In fact, the chap
ters on the fundamentals of successful
trap and skeet shooting alone are worth
the price of the book! Plus there's test
ing and evaluating of up-to-date special
ized trap and skeet guns. Inside tips on
how to improve shooting scores with prop
er tournament preparation. How to ana

~~••I-J Iyze your gun's pattern. How to cope with
bad weather and make it work for you.
How to make money on the handicap
systems. Special handloading techniques
to improve scores and reduce shooting
costs. Plus a roundup of popular acces
sories. 256 8W' x 11" pages.

$1095

#TS7726

By Chuck Adams

. Adams does a thorough job of cover
ing this grOWing sport. There's plenty on
equipment bows, sights, quivers, arrows,
clothes, lures and scents, stands and
blinds. He delves into shooting basics
and advanced techniques: bow-tuning,
bow-shooting problems, tips on improv
ing accuracy, much more. All about the
specific behaviors and habitats of white
tail, blacktail and mule deer, elk, moose
and caribou. Adams moves on to stalk
ing and stillhunting, hunting from a stand
and other proven methods. When to shoot
and where to aim. Field care. The facts
on Trophy Deer - the ultimate bow-
hunting challenge. 256 8W' x 11" pages.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO
BOWHUNTING. DEER

BOLT ACTION RIFLES
Revised Edition
By Frank de Haas

. The most definitive work on all major
bolt action rifle designs. Eighteen new
actions have been added to this edition
and 18 others have been updated and
supplemented with new information. It's
a highly technical book, covering all of
the common military tumbolt actions and
many commercial ones, both foreign and
domestic, describing their history, their
construction, how they function, how they
are marked. Includes gen~ral and dimen
sional specifications, parts diagrams, take
down and assembly procedures, des
criptions of the various rifles and car
bines based on each action and, where
applicable, gunsmithing information. From
Arisaka to Mannlicher, Mauser to ZKK
Brno, de Haas covers them all.
448 8W' x 11" pages.

$1095

#BA9036

USE COUPON ON OPPOSITE PAGE TO ORDER NOW!



Buy One IDa'l Book, Get One Free!

Book #

C
Send These

FREE"

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
SHOTGUN GUNSMITHING

By Ralph Walker
One of the nation s premier
shotgun specialists explains
the principles and practices
of repairinl\, individualizing
and accurizmg modem scatter
guns. Much here never
covered before. 256 8h" x
II" pages.
#SG2916 $9.95

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
EXPLODED FIREARMS
DRAWINGS,3rd Edition

Edited by Harold A. Murtz
Expanded to over 400 fire
arms. New drawings from Mar
lin, Interarm~ Weatherby,
Savage; the \..harter AR-7;
UZI's submachine gun. 448
8W'x ll"pages.

#EX9336 $12.95

$

Name _

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
RIFLESMITHING

By Jack. Mitchell
Covers locking systems, proven
designs, tri.ggers, safeties,
barrel riflinj!/crowninl\, bed
ding, bolt Jewelling, mstal
IinS scope mounts and sling
sWivels, metallic rifle sights,
stocks and forearms, much
more. 256 8h"x 11" pages.
#RG2816 $9.95

PART I: AUTOMATIC PISTOLS
#FP8616 $10.95
PART II: REVOLVERS
#FR8626 $10.95
PART III: RIMFIRE RIFLES
#RR8636 $9.95
PART IV: CENTERFIRE RIFLES·
#CR8646 $9.95
PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 $9.95
PART VI: LAW ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS #LW8666..... $9.95

GUNSMITHING: THE
TRICKS OF THE TRADE

ByJ. B. Wood
Using ordinary workshop
tools, Wood explains how to
replace and repaIT broken parts
Without welding; repoint firing
pins/auto pistol strikers;
tighten shotljuns/revolvers;
more. 256 8h 'x 11" pages.

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/
DISASSEMBLY

By J.B Wood
Field-stripping and complete
takedown and reassembly of
20 I popular firearms with
photos and text describing
each step. Each book con
tains 288-320 8W' x II"
pages.
ORDER INDIVIDUALLY

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF
P1STOLSMITHING

By Jack Mitchell
Covers smoothing, tuning,
timing, joining, metal temper
ing. rebarrelling, troubleshoot
ing, accurizing, installin21al
tenng sights...making replace
ment parts. ~its fora 45 auto
rebuilding ajunker pistol. 288
8W' x II" pages.

#PS9546 $10.95

CARTRIDGES OF THE THE TRAPPER'S
HANDBOOK

WORLD, 4th Edition By Rick Jamison
By Frank C. Barnes All the ins and outs of suc-

Completely up-dated, this en- cessful trapping from making
cyclopedic work covers the scent to marketing the/elts,
dimensions, performance para- C
meters, physicalcharacterist- overs coyote, red an grey Book #
ics for over 1,000 different fox, skunk, opposum, badger, o:::~;;------"$,----------o:::;::;;;-c,,
cartridges in one, well-organ- muskrat, mink, beaver and Book # Book #
ized book. 384 8W' x II" pages. raccoon. 224 8W' x II" pages. $

$ 12 95 $1 5 I -;;B-::cooc;-,k"O:#---=----------'Bi"":o-::OOk"#,--
1- #_C_W_5_0_4_6_._.'_'_'__._---ir-- -=':":#~T-:::H':':76:_'3;..;;6:-:.'=.-=.':'-'':':'-=-=:....0~.:....9'='=_l Column" Boo Total $

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF THE GUN DIGEST BOOK OF I PLUS postage, -----
AUTOLOADING PISTOLS COMBAT HANDGUNNERY insurance and
. By Dean A. Grennel/ ByJack Lewis&JackMitchell handling fee

History, operating principles From the basics to compe- ($2.00 for each
aod finng techni9.ues for rim- tition training and exercises. FREE book) $------
fire, military/pqhce, compe- Coverage of the Bianchi Cup, TOTAL ENCLOSED $ _
tition, hunting, assault autos. the Steel Challenge and World
Value trends, reloading, hol- Championships with diagrams 1O-DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE.
sters, full catalog. 288 8h" x and how to shoot courses. ALLOW 4-5 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
11" pages. 288 8h" x 11" pages. OBI BOOKS, INC. Dept 0464
#AP4716 $10.95 #CH8826 , .. $10.95 One Northfield Plaza, Northfield, IL 60093

I-------M::-:-::IL:-:I=TA-=RY=-:-;::S::'M:-:A:-;L-;'L~A:-:R::-::M::'S;:--+---=---..:....-G:;...::,U:..:N:.:.D.:.;I:':G;";E:":'S";"T;";B:":'O"':O:":":"K:':'O";"F;;";;-';

OF THE 20TH CENTURY MODERN GUN VALUES,
4th Edition ' Address _
By Ian V Hogg & John Weeks 4th Edition By Jack Lewis
Fully revised comprehensive Greatly expanded to include I
illustrated encyclopedia of all non-military _guns intra- City I

II I'b d b ducedbetween 1900 and 1981. I
sma ca I er arms use y Thousands of ll·stl·n~s and Ithe world's armies today, Stale Zip •
those used I'n two world wars, nearly 2000 photos. urrent PO O'

I f II dd ' .U.S. & Canada only. Sorry, no A 's or FP 's.and those sure to be used in the va ues, u specs an escnp-
'80's. 288 8h" x 11" pages. tions. 400 8W' x 11" pages. I 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 daysl Check or money:

$12 95 • order must accompany order. Please do not •
~__~ # ME_9_14_6_._._.._.~$_1_2_._9_5~ #_Jv[__G_58_46__._.._._.. • __~.~~~~~~~~ J

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF HOME WORKSHOP
GUNSMITHING TOOLS... DIGEST
AND THEIR USES By Dean A Grennel/

By John E. Traister Expert gUidance on tools of
Introduction to virtually every the trade, from simple, inex-
professional gunshop tool. pensive hand tools to routers,
Hundreds of informative, planers, and more. Also glu-
explanatory photos. Covers mg, measuring, finishing, and
all the fundamentals plus plenty of troubleshooting
many tips for the expert. 256 advice. 256 8W'x II" pages.
8h"x II" pages.

#GS5166 $9.95 #GT8816 $8.95 #HW7326 $7.95
1-----------------1-----------------r---------------------------------,

METALLIC CARTRIDGE ABC'S OF RELOADING I lWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
RELOADING Edited by 2nd Edition I OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!

Robert S.L. Anderson By Dean A. Grennell Buy one of the OBI books shown in this ad and
How-to articles by experts, Step-by-step instruction on get another OBI book FREEl
plus over 200 pages 0 load powders, shells, shot and
table data on approx. 70 rifle loading density. Covers (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price

d · I rb E h . h d 'fl d h h II (b) For each book you buy, you may select a
O
ann mPlodstoerncarll·fleers&. hmaPndarcsulns an gun, n e an sots e second book from this ad of the same priceprocedures, New ballistic
cartridges, selected obso ete mfo and reload testing tech- or less FREEl
ones. 320 8W'x II ". pages. niques. 288 8W' xII" pages. (c) Please include $2.00 for each FREE book you

$ order to help us cover postage, insurance,
#MC2706 $12.95 #AB5636........ 9.95 packing and handing.

(d) This offer is restricted to purchases made
by mail order trom this ad only.
A B

I'm Buying Retail
These Price
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AUlliOR IESTS TWO .22 PISTOLS
FOR RIMFIRE SILHOUETTES

AMMO TEST
22 Long Rifle

Ruger/AMT TIC Super 14
Cartridge Average Group Average Group

Velocity Size Velocity Size
CCI Mini Group 1043 2.21" 1176 1.11"
CCI Green Tag 1053 1.38 1067 1.46
CCI Stinger 1441 2.16 1444 1.34
Remington HV HP 1208 1.09 1208 1.33
Remington Pisto~ Match 1094 1.48 1117 .94
Federal.Silhouette 1079 1.65 1141 1.01
Federal Pistol Match 1089 1.53 1109 1.09
Federal Lightning 1168 1.71 1183 1.35
Federal Spitfire 1366 3.30 1422 3.78

All velocity data is for one five-shot group, and was measured
with Oehler Model 33 Chronotach and Skyscreens at 10 feet
from muzzle. Group data is the average of three five-shot
groups at 50 yards from a sandbag rest.

The perfect bow is now available.
A quiet performing and highly

dependable bow reflects the
perfection of our New...

HIGH ENERGY
WHEEL

Along with
this revolu

tionary con
cept, these

high perform
ing bows are

available with
our new super

finish and
with inter
changeable

draw elements
for ease of

draw I~ngth

tunability.

For further
information
on this awe

some high
energy
wheel

send for our
complete

catalog.

.-.
DARTON
A ,

DARTON ARCHERY
3261 Flushing Road,

Dept. AH7-8, P.O. 80x 4340,
Flint, Michigan 48504

Licensed
under Allen

Pa ten t #3486495

After a year's trial, the members of
./"\..IHMSA have voted to create a class
within their small-bore, short-course game
for unlimited pistols. Restrictions are the
same as for the big-bore guns; a fifteen
inch barrel length and sight radius and four
and a half pound weight are the limits.
Beyond that anything goes - well, almost
anything, as the BATF has another
restriction that will keep this class from
looking like its big brother.

Most of the big-bore unlimited handguns
are bolt action, you see. But it's against the
law to make a pistol from a rifle, and as
there are no rimfire XP-lOOs in production,
there are no suitable actions from which to
build unlimited rimfire bolt handguns. So
what we've seen so far are custom-barreled
Ruger and High Standard semi-autos. That
has changed now with long-tube barrel/
receivers available over the counter for the
Ruger from AMT, and Thompson/Center's
introduction of a 22LR Super 14.

I've shot both ofthem, and let me tell you,
these guns are a grin.

The AMT/Ruger
Introduced in 1949, and built ever since,

the Ruger pistol is the gun that helped
create the Sturm, Ruger firm. A straight
blowback, the pistol is a Luger look-alike,
sharing the same grip angle, circular trig
ger guard and tapered, slender barrel. The
resemblance ends with appearance though,
as the Ruger is simple in design and
uniquely suited to this conversion.

The pistol's receiver is a section of tubing
with the barrel screwed on to the front, an
ejection port cut in the side, and a hole in

the back for the bolt which pulls directly
out the rear of the receiver for mainte
nance. Pulling the take down latch allows
removal of the bolt, and the barrel/receiver
unit (complete with sights) slides forward
off the frame. I expect this last feature was
intended only to facilitate a thorough clean
ing, as Ruger has never offered replace
ment units.

In any event, AMT, the California firm
that builds stainless Colt auto clones and the
.380 Backup, is now offering an assortment
of barrel/receiver units in 61h, 8Y2, 101h,
and 121h inch barrel lengths, in two styles
bull and tapered - with either fixed or
adjustable sights. They're all grooved for
Weaver Tipoff.or similar scope rings made
for 22LR rifles. The units are available
from J & G Sales, Inc. in Prescott (440
Miller Valley Rd., Prescott, AZ 86301;
602-945-9650) for about $110 to $125
depending upon which barrel/sight combo
you select.

When I decided to buy the AMT barrel/
receiver I wanted the longest length possi
ble to obtain the extra edge of the long sight
radius. Accuracy of a barrel isn't a function
of its length (past a certain minimum) as
much as it is stiffness, which is a function of
the length to diameter ratio. Bull barrels are
stiffer - but shorter barrels ofsmaller diam
eter can be as stiff. Stiffness is desired to
minimize barrel vibration (barrel whip) on
firing, hence a third factor in the equation is
the dynamic aspects, i.e., the less vibration
the lower the needed structural stiffness to
arrive at a minimum level of vibration.
With the modest energy levels ofthe 22LR I
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EER scope; the Super wore a TIC 3X
Recoil Proof scope. Both were fired from
sandbags. Chronographing proceeded
simultaneously with accuracy testing.

Results
Both of the test guns will shoot an inch or

so at fifty yards with their favorite ammo
and that's more than you'll need to tag these
tiny targets. There's just no need to wish for
a bolt gun in this new class.

Inexpensive to buy, cheap and easy to
shoot and accurate enough for straights
what more could you want?

This is going to be a popular class.
Give either pistol, and this game, ...
a try-you won't be sorry! ~

adult shooter but might be a consideration
for a smaller competitor. Beyond that mindr
comment, there's really no difference in
handling or shooting qualities between this
pistol and any other Super.

To find the preferred ammo for each
pistol, I shot three five-shot 50 yard groups
with nine different 22LR loadings. Stan
dard, high- and ultra-velocity ammo was
tested as well as match and silhouette types.
One to two five-shot groups were fired
before each test group string to insure that
the barrels were purged of lubelfouling
from the previous ammo, and well coated
with the subject ammo's lube. The AMTI
Ruger was outfitted with the Leupold 4X

figured that the tapered tube would be stiff
enough.

Which fit right in with my thoughts on
what would handle well- as you can only
handle so much weight up front - and fat
tubes get there quicker.

All of this considered, the 12 Y2 inch
tapered tube looked to be the hot setup.

My concerns on the handling qualities of
this long tubed pistol were allayed the day
the barrel arrived. I put the pistol together
and tried it out in an assortment ofpositions
on the livingroom floor. The long tube gets
the muzzle out in front of any body parts
when shooting Creedmoor, yet with the
tapered tube and the grip centered under
the receiver (instead of behind it) the pistol
balances well in the hand, with limited ten
dency to slide down off the leg.

The only flaw in the package is the trig
ger. My frame, from the Target-version
Mark II is heavy, creepy and crunchy. That
can be fixed of course, and for what the
Ruger cost, I guess you can't expect
smooth, crisp triggers.

The first chance to shoot it came on a
match day, and with no chance to check the
zero on the fixed sights I hied to the chicken
line with a box of CCl's Green Tag match
ammo. Slipping into a Creedmoor, I wasn't
expecting much as I lined up on the first
sparrow-sized chicken. Damned if I didn't
knock it over! Using the same hold, I drilled
the other four like I'd been doing it for a
long time.

Sitting up with a smile on my face, I
turned to a friend to explain my feat, and he
said, "I suppose you're going to tell me
that's the first time you've shot it:'

Well, I was, but ...
I've been back to the range to test the

Remington HV HP on the little animals and
with the scope, it's ridiculously easy to take
them. The little ram is about six inches
from back to belly, and with this load, the
pistol should be shooting two inch or so
groups at that range.

So far I've fired over 500 rounds through
the pistol (without cleaning it), most of it
the Remington HV HP, and I've had but one
failure to feed. It's very easy to concentrate
on shooting when you don't have to stop to
reload - just point and shoot!

TIC Superl4
Just in case you're wondering-yes, the ,

IHMSA unlimited 22LR class is the reason
for the creation of the 22LR Super 14. But
other than for the small chamber, the pistol!
barrel is just like all the other Supers.

The small hole in the middle makes the
pistol the heaviest ofthe line, and while still
well within the weight limit, it is muzzle
heavy. That's no problem for the average
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· JULY/AUGUST 1984



LASTING VALUE...
A BY PRODUCT OF QUALITY

ENGINEERING AND INNOVATIVE
DESIGN

HANDGUN HUNTING
J.D.JONES

PLENTY OF HANDGUN HUNTING
FUN WITH THE .22 RIMFIRES

HOLSTER Silicone treated
suede in every holster 10 repel
moisture and protect your
handgun. Removable safety strap..
Available for O.A., S.A., and all
Automatics. Also scoped handguns
- including Aimpoint '

HARNESS Perforated for "cool comfort" Six
way fully adjustable for a perfect fit. Silicone
treated 8 oz. suede ... water rolls off harness.

OFFSIDE AMMO CARRIER
Interchangeable ammo loops and clip pouches.
Snaps to belt for "balanced comfort"

SA or O,A, REVOLVERS 4"·5%" $78.95 • 6"·6Y,"
$82.50. 7y,"·8·318" $86.50 • 10"·15" $94.95

AUTOMATICS 4"·5" $78.95.5%"7·318" $81.50

SCOPEO HANDGUNS add $15.00

EXTRA CARTRIDGE LOOPS $6.95

EXTRA CLIP POUCH $9.95

noD postage & handling

Send check or money order.• Allow 4 to 6 weeks delivery.

For free catalog, complete coupon and mail to:

---------------
Buffaloe Leather Goods, Inc.

417W.Main
Magnolia, Arkansas 71753

(800) 643-8661 (toll-free)

Name _

Address _

City State__Zip _

DEPT.AH·7

" Tarminting with handguns is one of the
Vmost challenging sports available to the

hunter. Varmint hunting is available almost
everywhere in the country; from the small
town city dump (pardon me) sanitary landfill,
where rapidly scurrying rats make extremely
interesting shooting, to the exceptional skills
and challenge required to call in a coyote or
fox. Few of us live anywhere where varmint
hunting isn't convenient to us in a very short
time.

Our major varmints are groundhogs
(woodchucks-rockchucks), various rabbits,
coyotes and foxes.

In many areas, seasons are regulated and
some or all of these varmints are considered
game or fur bearing animals. In other areas
there are no seasons, no bag limits.

Vou can hunt some varmints successfully
with any handgun. Obviously your quarry,
local conditions, hunting and shooting skills
will vary considerably. It then follows that
your gun may be just right for one set of
circumstances and not too good in another.

I know you've already heard it a thousand
times; but the .22 rimfire is a superb varmint
cartridge in any reasonably sighted handgun,
Most .22s are accurate and have enough
punch for small varmints; they'll do a reason
ably good job on larger ones at decent ranges
with good shot placement. A .38, .357 or .44
will do a lot better as far as overall
performance.

Frankly, for most varmint shooting it's hard
to beat the specialty single shot pistols. They
are more accurate, have flatter trajectories,
can give much more power than revolvers or
semi-autos, Their design encourages the use
of scope sights. Good scopes are easily
affordable and custom scoped handgun rigs
based on Leupold rifle scopes vastly increase
the useful distances in which a good single
shot can achieve excellent varmint accuracy.

The XP-l00 .22 Fireball and TIC Con
tender in various hot, flat-shooting calibers
are the undisputed leaders in the specialty
single shot field.

Varmint calibers generally run from .22
through .30 with some'ofthese guns-partic
u1l1rly the custom versions of each-capable
of varmint accuracy of 300+ yards,

Fifteen years ago few of us thought of
pistols as much more than a 100 yard max
imum range proposition. Now" in specialty
guns, successful 300 yard shots are common
on varmints. The specialty guns are becoming
more popular than revolvers for hunting in

general and varmints in particular. True hunt
ers, not firepower addicts, gladly trade multi
shot capability for the long range precision
possible with the one-shooter.

I think this is symptomatic of the feeling of
putting more "sport" into hunting, rather than
"meat" hunting per se, although the specialty
guns seem to put more meat on the table than
revolvers.

I've found good quality .22 Long Rifle and
.38 Special revolvers and semi-autos ideal for
walking up cottontails. I prefer .22 L.R. hol
low points because they are ballistically ade
quate for cottontails, the ammo is easily
carried in volume and is inexpensive for
plinking. A running cottontail is also a very
challenging target.

My most interesting shot on a cottontail
occurred over 20 years ago. I was home for
the Christmas holidays and had a 4" S&W
Combat Masterpiece .22 with me. A light
snow had fallen, and temperatures were in the
mid-20s with a slight overcast-just enough
so glare wasn't a problem, Rabbit tracks were
everywhere. At that time a .22 could only
reach a house in one direction so it wasn't even
necessary to really think about the shot being
safe as long as I kept my back to the unsafe
direction,

Rabbits were sitting tight. They would
jump from right under my feet and there were
a lot of them. In a short time, I collected
several, and missed several. As I approached
the old "still" which consisted of a broken
concrete-walled depression ringed by build
ing debris that had been a distillery during
prohibition, I kicked some old rubbish and
Mr, Cottontail left in a hurry. He headed
downhill to my left and I spun and let one
loose, double action. He went end over end
and didn't even kick, Feeling quite good about
the shot I reloaded and walked around a bit
before going to pick him up.

When I got to him I couldn't find any blood
so I put him in a separate coat pocket for
closer examination. When I had collected my
eight rabbits I went back to the house where I
skinned the dry one first. He did not have a
bullet in him. Instead, his chest was bruised
between his forelegs about an inch in diame
ter. The chest was full of blood. Conclusion:
He was the unluckiest rabbit in the world that
day. Apparently the .22 L.R. hollow point
struck the frozen dirt in such a manner to
dislodge a clod hard enough to hit him in the
chest and rupture something inside: ~
He tasted fine! ~
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________________---'Phone _

Address _

RANKLAST NAME AND INITIALS

Name

I
I
1
I
I
1---------;-----------

UNITORSHlP

I
I
I

r-------------,To order: Complete the form and send it along with your personal check (or credit card
authorization) for $595. To: I
AMERICAN COMMEMORATIVE ARMS, INC.
P.O. Box 8838
Metairie, Louisiana 70011
Telephone: (504) 885-8870,1-800-872-5627 I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
•

BRANCH OF SERVICE SERVICE MEDAL
o Anny 0 Special Forces 0 Vietnam 0 AF.E.
o Air Force 0 U.S.C.G. 0 Thailand 0 Grenada
o Navy 0 Special Operations 0 Korea 0 Lebanon
o U.S.M.e. 0 WWlI 0 Other -----

Please allow 6-8 weeks delivery to a licensed gun dealer in your area.
. For VISA or MasterCard, please send account number, expiration date and

signature.._------------IS

A percentage of each sale will be
donated to the National Home of
the Veterans of Foreign Wars.

Your Colt Government
Model Series 80 .45 ACP is
engraved, not etched, and
gold-gilt infilled.

Each gun comes with
Genuine Ivory polymar
grips and is mounted in a
custom 11"x14" French
fitted, velvet lined, glass top
presentation case. This
beautiful wood case can be
wall mounted or otherwise
displayed with your person
alized Colt and your military
decorations. The cost is
$595.



here is only one...

CJFFICIAL
PRICE GUIDE SERIES®

For over 21 years THE HOUSE OF COLLECTIBLES series of OFFICIAL PRICE GUIDES has monitored
the "antique marketplace" by reporting unbiased, accurate prices. Each PRICE GUIDE includes thou
sands ofprices, photographs and listings . .. Plus valuable tips on beginning a collection; buying and
selling; grading condition; and restoration. This knowledge is obtained thru a computerized analysis
of actual sales results provjded by auction houses and dealers throughout the U.S.

This sophisticated research retrieval system has made THE HOUSE OF COLLECTIBLES

THE MOST RESPECTED OFFICIAL PRICE GUIDE AUTHORITY.

16

• Antique & Modern Firearms - Serious gun enthusiasts from
all around the world have long recognized this work to be the offi
cial definitive source for pricing collector fireanns. • Over 30,000
current mar1(et value for pistols, rifles, and shotguns made by
more than 1,400 manufacturers! • Colonial muzzle-loaders 
semi and automatic handguns - sub-machine guns - revolvers
- shotguns and bolt and lever action rifles. • Advice on the
investment potential of old and modern guns - trends in the
market, pitfalls to avoid, and suggestions on negotiating your
best deal. • A glossary of terminology. •,A comprehensive listing
of values for all types of cartridges. • ILLUSTRATED.
5th Ed., 576 pgs., 5%" x 8", Paperback, ISBN: 421·6, $9.95.

SEND ORDERS TO: GUN BOOKS, Dept.82
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA'92J08

POSTAGE & HANDLING RATE CHART
TOTAL OROERlP05TAGE TOTAL OROERIP05TAGE TOTAL OROERlP05TAGE SSO.Ol & Ove!-

010510.00-$1.25 520.0110$30.00-$2.00 $40.0110 SSO.00-$3.50 .Add 10% of yo.' lotal order
510.01.10520.00-$1.60 $30.0110540.00-$2.75 (Ex 575.00 x .10 ~ 57.501

o Please send the following price guiders)
__ (421-6) Antique & Modern Firearms @ $9.95
__ (367-8) Collector Handguns @$9.95
__ (389-9) Collector Knives @ $9.95
__ (398-8) Military Collectibles @ $9.95
__ (396-5) Identification Guide to Gunmarks @ $6.95

• Collector Handguns - No other book on the subject
comes close, .. to supplying the concise and comprehensive
information found here. More than 5,000 current retail prices
for handguns of aI/ styles and aI/ calibers. • Every gun identi
fied by manufacturer, model name, action, caliber, length,
date, type of stock, weight, serial numbers, and markings.•
Umited and special edition handguns covered in an exclu
sive section. • Extensive ammo section. • Advice on buying
and selling. • ILLUSTRATED.
1st Ed., 544 pgs., 5%" x 8~ Paperback, ISBN: 367-8, $9.95.

• collector Knives - Endorsed by the American Blade
Collectors•• Over 14,000 current collector values ... the
most comprehensive listing of col/ector pocket and sheath
knives in print. • 1,250 worldwide knife manufacturers. • Spe
cial section for Case, Ka-Bar, and limited edition knives. • Val
uable col/ector information. • Exclusive identification guide for
pocket knife shields, knife nomenclature, and blade and knife
patterns. • Up-to-date list of knife organizations and trade
publications, • ILLUSTRATED.
6th Ed., 736 pgs., 5%" x 8~ Paperback, ISBN: 389-9, $9.95.

• Military Collectibles - The definitive guide to war memora
bilia containing military objects from all over the world, 15th century
to date: armor, weapons, uniforms, bayonets, rare and unusual ob
jects.• Over 12,000 totally revised prices, assembled from actual
nationwide sales results! • Advice on buying andselling from auction
houses, mail order and retail dealers. • Museums. • Glossary of col
lector terminology. • Exclusive Samurai sword appraisal form.•
ILLUSTRATED.
3rd Ed., 608 pgs., 5%" x 8~ Paperback, ISBN: 398-8, $9.95.

• Identification Guide to Gunmarks - A vitally important "com
panion" identification guide to both The Antique and Modern Fire
arm and the Collector Handguns Price Guides•• Over 1,500 of
the most commonly encountered trademarks on modern and an
tique guns. • Learn which marks are valuable and rare and how to
spot fakes and forgeries. •An alphabetical listing of trade names and
codes for firearms without trademarks. • ILLUSTRATED,
1st Ed., 256 pgs., 5%" x 8'1 Paperback, ISBN: 346-5, $6.95.

o Check or money order enclosed $ _
(include postage &handling)

, 0 Please Charge $ to my: 0 MASTERCARD 0 VISA

Charge Card Customers Please Fill Out the Infonnation Below
Account No. (All Digits) . Expiration Date__

Signature

NAME (please print) ---'.__ PHONE _

ADDRESS APT. # _

CITY STATE ZIP _
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HANDGUN HUNTERS' HALL OF FAME

","l Talking into the lobby of the new
VVheadquarters of Mag-Na-Port Inter

national brings you into a most unique
and imposing environment; one dedi
cated to the big game handgun hunters of
the world.

Entering this two-story, 1200 square
feet exhibition hall is a lot like walking
into any giant trophy room. There are
more than 50 mounted trophies, ranging
from leopard to brown bear, ali fine ex
amples of the 9rt of taxidermy. There is

one major difference between this display
of big game and any others you might
have seen; all of the animals were taken
with a handgun. And, more are on the
way; soon to be on exhibit are trophies
contributed by rock star Ted Nugent,
country music artist Hank Williams, Jr.,
J.D. Jones, and others.

Larry Kelly, head of Mag-Na-Port Inter
national, and certainly no slouch as a big
game handgun hunter, envisions this
Hangun Hunters' Hall of Fame as a tribute

to the sport and to those who enjoy it. In
1984, at the Outstanding American
Handgunner Awards dinner, the first of
the annual inductees will be announced.

The Handgun Hunters' Hall of fame is
located at 41302 Executive Drive (off
North River Road exit of Interstate 94) in
Mount Clemens, Michigan. It is open
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., and Sat-
urday from 9 a.m. to noon. ~
There is no admission charge. ~

•
__ I want the best deal possible. Send me a
copy of the GUN TRADERS GUIDE and its companion
volume, HOW TO BUY AND SELL USED GUNS. Enclosed
is $21.90 plus $3.00 postage and handling.
__ Send me the GUN TRADERS GUIDE only. En
closed is $10.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling.
__ Send me HOW TO BUY AND SELL USED GUNS
only. Enclosed is $10.95 plus $1.50 postage and
handling.
NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE __ZIP _

Calif. residents please add 6% sales tax.
Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.
Send Your Order To: GUNS BOOKS, Dept. 10 AH-7

591 Camino de la Reina
Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108

............................."'--------,

HOW TO BUY AND SELL
USED GUNS reveals the --'!f"""-
latest information about
gun control laws. how
to make a preliminary
inspection. firearms iden- :
tification. care and main
tenance. determining
current market value.
what malfunctions to
look f9r. trading shot-
guns. rifles, handguns. .' .
black powder arms, and what you should
and should'not re·store. Fully illustrated.
it's a perfect companion to the GUN
TRADERS GUIDE. send for your copy today.
Only $10.95 plus $1.50 postage and
handling.

ORDER NOW!

- -_. --- .~ ..........-
GUN .... A
TRADER'SW

:~
I

<

GUN TRADERS GUIDE
provides complete speci
fications and current
average market prices for
nearly 4000 different
makes and models man- If~~~
ufactured between 1900
and 1983 and features
more than 2000 detailed
illustrations. This latest
expanded edition meets
the needs of contempo-
rary gun collectors, traders, hunters.
shooters, military and law enforcement
personnel, and just about anyone inter
ested in guns. Find out what you need to
know to make a wise sale or purchase. or
simply discover what your own guns are
worth in today's marketplace. Send for
your copy of the newly vpdated 10th edi
tion of the GUN TRADERS GUIDE. Only
$10.95 plus $1.50 postage and handling.

WHEN YOU'RE BUYING, SELLING or TRADING GUNS
THESE TWO NEW BOOKS WILL SHOW YOU HOW!

~..
GIVE YOURSELF THE BEST DEAL!
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MASSAD AYOOB

coprAUC

be able to prove that he was sensitized to what
an awful thing it was to kill a human being,
even a criminal in self defense. This will go
far toward shortstopping opposing counsel's
predictable attempt to make my student look
like "a killer cop" before the jury.

When you get into tactics and techniques,
don't teach that there is only one way to do
anything. Give them options, because every
encounter they face is going to be different,
and they'll need a repertoire of techniques to
deal with them. I teach my students how to
utilize cover and concealment, not one or the
other. I teach my cops first, why they shouldn't
fire warning shots, and then how to do it right

Congratulations! Your department has just
promoted you to firearms instructor,

and you have to set out your syllabus of what
you're going to teach those men and women.

You now face something awesome: respon
sibility for their lives. If you screw up when
you teach them courtroom procedure or how
to operate moving radar, the worst you've
done is set the stage for them to be embar
rassed. Screw up their combat firearms train
ing, though, and you could have their deaths
on your soul. There is no heavier responsibil
ity in the world of police training, and I say
this as a sergeant in charge of all training in
my department.

WHAT TO DO WHEN YOU ARE
CHOSEN TO INSTRUCT OTHERS

OLYMPIC QUALITY
AMMUNITION

IT'S BEEN PUT
TO THE TEST...

---~~m MEISTERKUGELN
~ MATCH PELLETS

The World's most successful "Match"
Pellet. In the first 4 World Airgun
Championships, 74 of the 96 Medal
winners used the Meisterkugeln.

DYNAMIT NOBEL OF AMERICA INC
105 Sionehursl Court. Northvale. New Jersey 07647

~Dl~
Dlinamil Hobel

AND THE REST
IS HISTORY

if they feel they must; I teach them not to try to
shoot while running, and then show them how
to accurately shoot on the move if they have to.
I know that under stress they'll have to do
certain things sometimes that go against the
best advice, and ifthey're going to, dammit, I
want them able to do those things right. Ifplan
A doesn't work, I want them to know how to
implement plan B.

Remember that you, as an instructor, know
far more than your students and can't possibly
impart it all to them. When I train instructors,
I teach fivl< ways to draw the service weapon
weak-handed. To street cops, I'll train two
ways: one behind the back and one around the
front, whichever techniques fit their own
physiology best. An instructor needs to know
all five because he has some students that will
need each of them; the street cop only needs
what's going to work for him or her.

Deadly force training is a necessarily
intense subject; my students spend in excess
of40 hours "on the dark side of the force:' On
the third night of training, we lock up the guns
and instead of letting them go back to the
barracks or the motel rooms, we'll run until
midnight with training films, showing how to
teach with them and what's wrong with each,
as the guys munch on pizza and scarf beer. If
that sounds unprofessional, be advised that,
from my experience, it strengthens the bonds
between classmates and class/instructors, and
lets the quieter students find the strength to
make contributions that otherwise never
would have come out. It also gives us four or

Continued on page 22

Your next realization is going to be that you
don't have enough time for training. You're
going to have to compact and condense every
thing. If you've got 40 hours in recruit class,
or less for in-service training, you've got to
put 25 pounds in a 10-pound bag. You have to
find a balance, but I for one believe that if I
must err to one side or the other of that perfect
balance, I would rather give them too much
too fast, than too little too late.

Remember, too, that for their protection
and for yours, you must document their train
ing. Otherwise, you face disaster in years to
come when an officer ends up in court after
using what you taught him ... or what he
thought you taught him. I don't mean to docu
ment your training just with an outline; an
outline only shows what you were supposed to
teach, not what you actually did. Key portions
of Lethal Force Institute's training are in audio
and video tape.

This also allows me to come in later, when
my student is on trial, and play those apes
(since his training has become an issue in the
trial, this is admissible evidence). The jury
will now see and hear what the officer did in
training ... and if. th~y didn'Cunderstand
what it was all about before, then they'll
understand now.

Don't concentrate just on shooting. Go
heavy on tactics, and heavy on "judicious use
of deadly force:' This is more to cover the
student, though it also covers you. Gunfights
are won with tactics, not marksmanship, and
in the legal nightmare that follows every
police shooting incident, I want my student to

Don't teach that there is only one
way to do something-give options

Shooting RWS Ammunition will not
guarantee a victory - but history
shows that if you do, odds are you
will do belter than someone who
doesn't.

RWS Ammunition . ..
THE CHOICE OF CHAMPIONS

IIPERCUSSION & MUSKET CAPS
Their consistent performance . . .
makes them consistent winners. Cur
rently, 15 of the 18 World Records in
Percussion Events were set by shoot
ers using RWS Caps.

IIRIMFIRE MATCH CARTRIDGES
In 1983 the RWS R-50 shooter en
joyed his best year ever in U.S.
Competition ... winning several
major matches. Plus at the recent
1984 Winter Olympics, R-50 shooters
captured 3 Biathlon Medals (1 Gold,
1 Silver, 1 Bronze).
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DEALER
INQUIRIES INVITED

25.00
. 18.50

40.00
29.95
69.95

8.95
. 9.25

.. 1.00
. .... 6.00

ing Speer, AlbeI1s, and others are cranking up
for production of worthy .32 Magnum-type
bullets that will be capable of yielding max
imum performance. And it is safe to predict
that velocities for bullets ranging in weight
from 90 to no grains will be spectacular.

All this is more than speculation on my
part; it's a promise. Early experiments with
.32 Magnum-type rounds yielded velocities
in excess of 1600 fps for 90-grain bullets, and
in excess of 1400 for nos. These figures were
recorded from shots fired out of a six-inch
tube, which leads to high expectations when
one considers what will be possible with, for
example, a ten-inch barrel-or barrels some
what longer, which I understand will be avail
able from Thompson/Center Arms in that
company's popular Contender series.

I'll be doing my initial testing of .32 Mag
num handloads in an H&R Model 504
revolver, with six-inch barrel, primarily
because I started with a six-inch barrel, but
also because it's a nominal and widely popular
length. In the meantime, we're anxious to
publish results of .32 Magnum handloading
experiments conducted by readers of Ameri
can Handgunner. The address for reporting
on this or any handgun reloading results is
Handloading, P.O. Box 222, Pinon Hills, CA
92372.

.38 Super Load
Our thanks to Ronald L. Klier, of Whipple,

Ohio, for reporting on a load for IPSC shoot
ing with the .38 Super autoloader. Klier
writes: "A good friend and I have been
experimenting with a Colt Mark IV in .38
Super, and we believe we've come up with a
handload that should prove to be excellent in
IPSC competition.

"We started experimenting with the Super
because of its increased firepower (10 rounds
over 8 in the .45 ACP), and we felt this would
be a decided advantage in certain matches,
especially those that are scored using the
Comstock method. The problem we ran into
was getting the proper velocity-to-bullet
weight ratio to qualify the Super as a major
caliber. As you know, bullet weight times
velocity must equal 170,000 for the load to
qualify as a major caliber. We felt that the
Super should be capable of meeting this
qualification.

"We began by using a Lyman cast bullet
(#358480), which throws a semi-wadcutter
design weighing 133 grains. We loaded the
bullet over 6.0 grains of WW 231 with a CCI
500 primer and Winchester brass. After
shooting five rounds, the bore was leaded so

Continued on page 23

DAN ConERMAN

HANDI.OADING

IHE .32 H&R MAGNUM, AND SOME
SUPER .38 SUPER HANDLOADS

I f your fascination with handloading dates
back for, say, at least 22 years, you may

recall that I have long been a firm advocate of
a .32 Magnum cartridge and revolver. I began
my experiments in 1962, using the standard
.32 S&W Long case, a good 98-grain semi
wadcutter bullet, and a sturdy K-32 S&W
revolver. My contention then, and in numer
ous articles published since that time, was that
the .32 was necessarily short-loaded by the
factories because of the many weak .32
revolvers on the market. The reasoning fol
lowed that a strong gun and judicious hand
loading would result in a handy combination
ofhigh power, accuracy, and reduced recoil in
a relatively lightweight revolver.

The results of my experiments were
rewarding. Factory .32 S&W Long velocity
was more than doubled, and tests conducted
in conjunction with a number of southern
California law enforcement agencies revealed
wound channels of larger diameter (in horse
meat) and greater penetration than had
resulted from shots fired using the then-new
.41 Magnum. Meanwhile, the accuracy that
seems inherent in the .32 never waned as a
result of my stepped-up handloads.

I thought I'd unearthed a treasure for shoot
ers and handloaders, but nothing was forth
coming from the industry. I was at last obliged
to observe, however privately, that had the .32
Magnum been Elmer's idea, both the revolver
and cartridge would have been introduced a
long time ago.

None of that matters now, because Har
rington & Richardson, in cooperation with
Federal Cartridge Co., have announced the
availability of a .32 Magnum. The H&R
revolvers, in three models, have barrels rang
ing in length from 2 1/2 to 10 inches; the
Federal cartridge case has been lengthened by
.155" to 1.075". The lengthening, of course,
to prevent the more powerful round from
being chambered in weak revolver cylinders.

Velocity for the new round has been adver
tised at 1030 fps for a 95-grain SWC bullet,
which yields 225 foot-pounds of energy. This
velocity, in monumental modesty, was
recorded from a.451s-inch barrel. Had a long,
sealed test barrel been .us~d, as wa1; the prac
tice when the .357 Magnum was introduced,
the new .32 Magnum would have arrived
somewhat more spectacularly. In fact, had
even a siX-inch revolver barrel been used, a
reasonable estimate would place velocity for
the factory round at something in excess of
noo fps, for an energy yield of over 300 foot
pounds!

Enter handloading. Bullet makers, includ-

OMBAT AND IPse SHOOTER
Extended Magazine Re
lease Assembly for Colt .45
type Autos. Replaces exist
ing release. No drilling and
tapping. Available as a com
plete unit for $19.95 or just
the enlarged bullon and
screw for $9.95. Enlarged
button & screw comes in
blue or stainless. Replace
ment catch comes in blue.
Nitex $4.00 extra.
Bianchi Holsters: Chapman #501 tnrt #52 41.00
Bianchi 8-9 Bell or G. Davis #114 Belt. 24.00
G. Davis Holsters: Realist # 1145 or Usher # 1045 67.00
G. Davis Holster: California Challenger # 12450 67.00
G. Davis Holster: Usher Lowcut # 10450 . 72.00
G. Davis Holster: Phoenix Special #11450 . 72.00
G. Davis Double A5 Mag Pouch. .21.00 . Single 13.00
Blocker Holsters: lSI or Fowler Speedmaster . 69.95

(X-Draw/Strong side/5" or 6" BbI) (Basketweave add 10.00)
Btocker Double .45 Mag Pouch: Slant or Straight. . 28.95
Blocker lSI Belt 28.95
Blocker lSI Belts or Double Mag Pouches in Basketweave . 35.95
RogerstPlaxco "World Speed Holster (5" /6" BbI) . 46.00
Rogers Hackathom Combat/Revolver/Compensator Model 46.00
Wilson Shok-Buff Kit (Gov't or Commander) . .. 5.50
Wilson Shok-Buff Washers 1.00
Wilson Extended EjectOf 18.95
Wilson· Commander Hammer . 16.95
Wilson Trigger. 14.95
Wilson Beavertail Grip Safety (Blue or Stainless) 18.95
Wilson/Rogers Of Pachmayr Competition .45 Magazine 20.50
Davel 8 Round Magazine for .45 Auto 17 .95
Davel 8 Round Magazine Conversion Kit fOf .45 Auto . . 6.50
8reskovich Advantage Grip System fOf .45 Auto 45.00
M-S safari Parts in Stock - Gall for Needs
Colt or King Drop-in Wide Grip Safety (blue/stainless)
King Extended Combat Safety (blue/stainless) .
Swenson Ambidextrous Safety for .45 .
'Swensight" for .45 Auto

John Shaw Pro Shooters Bag
"You Can't Miss" by John Shaw (2nd. Edition)
"Ute Without Fear" by Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton.
Magazine Slam Pads: Black checkered neoprene
Quickloader Magazine \\len .

All ITEMS IN STOCKI

MASTERCARD/VISA ORDERS ACCEPTED!
Give number & Expiration Date

Phone ordel'$ Mon.-Fri.•-10 PM EST
Jim 71fHi72-<J218 Mike 71fHi27-3762

FREE SHIPPING ON ALL ORDERS
NVS Residents add 7% Salea Tax

Send for FREE CATALOGUE
JIM'S FLYE SHQPPE/CQMBAT CORNER

Dept AHG, Rd. # 1. 9518 Rt. 50, Fredonia, NY 14063
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UP YOURS!

All-new. advanced revenge tech
niques and original dirty tricks
from the author of Get Even. Here
are the meanest, nastiest pranks
for snakelike salesmen, nagging
relatives. nosey neighbors. and all
those people you love to hate.
Read Up Your.' and start getting
even today! 5lh x 8lh. hardcover,
175 pp. $12.95

SILENCERS IN THE 1_
Greol DesIps, Greal Detlgnen

by J. David Truby
Now. an in-depth, fUlly illustrated report on the newest
developments in suppressor technology, J. David Truby
provides all-new info on the innovative designs of today's
suppressor designers, plus explosive data on those who
use them. His inv8stigafve research gives definitive
comparisons of models, prices, features, kits, indepen
dent manufacturers, and silencer technology. You'll not
read this privy info anyWhere else! 81h x 11, softcover. 132
photos. 120 pp. $12.00

CHINA'S NINJA CONNECTION
by li Hsing

At last, the forerunners of the Japa
nese Ninja and Korean Hwa Rang
warriors have come out of the shad
ows. The clan of the Un Kuei (Forest
Demons) has endured since its birth
in the forests of long-ago China.
Masters of Survival, the Kuei incor
porate animal behavior in their
deadly, no-nonsense fighting tech
niques known only to them-until
now. 5Y.! x 8Y.!, hardcover, photos,
160 pp. $16.95

YOU CAN'T MISS
by John Shaw and Michael Bane

Regardless of your level of shoot
ing skill, you can benefit from
competition-winner John Shaw's
instructions. For beginners and ad
vanced shooters, Shaw teaches
trigger control, stance, .drawing.
speed loading, weak-hand shooting.
jam clearing and night shooting.
Also includes tips on guns. holsters,
ammo and practice targets. 5'12 x 8'12,
softcover, iIIus.. 152 pp. $8.95

REMINGTON 1100 EXOTIC WEAPON SYSTEM
Need more firepower? How does a twelve-gauge
machine gun sound? Now you can convert your Reming
ton 1100 semiauto into a selective-fire assault shotgun
that will blow any other small arm off the map! This
detailed manual has over 70 close-up photos. machinist's
drawings and full-scale templates. The conversion pro
cess retains all original parts (except for safety) and can
be accomplished with hand tools. Only 11 new parts are
required. Equipped with a ten-shot magazine and assault
stock, your full auto 1100 will be a survivalist's shotgun
without peer. 9 x 12. ill us.. softcover. 88 pp. $12.00

THE RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
For the first !ime. conversion plans for a super-compact,
selective-fire machine pistol! Turn your Ruger Mark I or II
into a fistful of power-without modifying the receiver or
bolt group and using hand-built parts. This ingenious con
version fires from the original closed bolt system-making
firing extremely accurate-and uses original trigger parts.
The detachable auto tripper device can readily be removed
for semiauto shooting only. Machinist's drawings, full
scale templates and photos accompany directions. 9 x 12,
softcover. illus. 96 pp. $12.00

DEAD CLIENTS DON'T PAY
The Bodyguard's Manual

by Leroy Thompson

nly the bodyguard stands between death and his clients. For their sakes and his, he had
MIIIC"~"-I'b-etter be a pro! Learn the business of bodyguarding like it really is-whether you want to

work as a guard or hireone. It's common sense, professional paranoiaand extensive training
that make a good bodyguard, writes international bodyguard Leroy Thompson. Here he tells
the strategies that prevent trouble from happening and the methods that stop it instantly.
Topics include how to check for tampering of an auto, protect the home and office, choose
weapons for specific threats, assess the threats of high-profile assignments, and more.
Learn from an expertabout the glamour, the guns, the hardcore nuts and bolts of this unique
profession. 5V. x av., softcover, photos, 120 pp. $10.00

GET EVEN:
The Complete Book of Dirty Tricks
A hilarious overview of the meth
ods people use to get even with big
business. government. and ene":
mies. More sophisticated and tn

valved tricks are included. such as
ones devised by CIA and Mafia
members and political dirty tricks
ters. Over 80 sections present dirty
tricks ranging from simple to elab
orate in nature. 5~ x 8 'h. hard
cover, 180pp. $11.95

THE AR-7 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
A comprehensive home workshop guide for the gun buff
and hobbyist machinist. Over fifty working machinist's
drawings, photos, and full-scale templates show exactly
how to convert the AR-7 .22 survival rifle into a full-auto
silenced machine pistol or rifle. Step-by-step instruc
tions detail how to modify the weapon's original receiver,
fabricate new sear and safety, as well as make a simple.
efficient silencer group assembly. 9 x 12, softcover,
machinist's drawings, photos, full-scale templates,
n~ ~~

US ARMY SPECIAL FORCES
MEDICAL HANDBOOK

The U.S. Army Special Forces are
known to train the world's most
accomplished medics, and this
book is the reason. why. It has
everything: comprehensive info on
disease diagnosis and treatment,
emergency war surgery and para
medical skills, pediatrics, obstet
rics, orthopedics. emergency den
tal treatment. and more.4'hx 7,
softcover, illus .. 400 pp, $14.95

THE MINI-14 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM

Use this new home workshop guide to convert your Mini
into a selective-fire, silenced, SWAT-type weapon! Pro
vides complete workshop plans, 50 close-up photos,
and full-scale templates. This conversion process re
Quires no machining or special tools. Once completed. it
takes just five minutes to drop in the Automatic Connec
tor (the book's secret!) or remove it as needed. Also
includes detailed plans for a Quick-and-easy caliber .223
silencer. The finest selective-fire conversion manual
Paladin has ever published! 9 x 12, softcover, photos,
templates. 72 pp $12.00

HOME WORKSHOP SILENCERS
VOLI . . . . . . ..... $12.00
SECRETS OF THE NINJA. . $16.95
HOW TO AVOID ELECTRONIC

EAVESDROPPING $12.95
DEATH DEALER'S

MANUAL. . . .. $;O.po
THEFIGHTING RIFLE ......'... $12.95
NINJA DEATH TOUCH. $10.00
QUICK OR DEAD.. . $12.95
I HATE YOUI.... . $12.95

$ 8.00

$30.00
$10.00
$10.00
$10.00
$12.00
$14.95

DEALER INOUIRIES INVITED

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES

THE SURVIVAL RETREAT
U.s. NAVY SEAL

COMBAT MANUAL.. $14.95
LIFE WITHOUT FEAR $ 9.95
HOW TO GET ANYTHING ON

ANYBODY.
NEW I.D. IN AMERICA.
HIT MAN ..
SNEAK IT THROUGH
S.W.A.T. TEAM MANUAL
SURVIVAL POACHING ...

THE COMPLETE BOOK OF
COMBAT HANDGUNNING

by Chuck Taylor
All aspects of combat handguns
and their use are covered in this
complete manual. Hundreds of il
lustrations show using survival
handguns, preparing the handgun
for combat, caring for handguns,
and handgun stopping power. An
important firearms book for sur
vivalists and combat handgun
owners. 81h x 11, softcover, illus.,
200 pp. $12.95

THE RUGER 1022 EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
Here is a conversion system you can bet your life'on!
Now you can transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective
fire, close-combat gun you can 1rust. With simple hand
tools. you can build the parts that will convert your trusty
Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire weapon that can fire over
1,000 rounds per minute on full auto-all without modify
ing the receiver or trigger housing in any way, Just drop
in the conversion parts. and you're ready for whatever
or whomever-comes, Over 60 explicit photos, machin
ist's drawings and full-scale templates accompany the
detailed instructions for making this conversion fool
proof. 9 x 12. softcover. illus. 96 pp. $12,00

p------------------1 t PALADIN PRESS Send S~~(~~~'

1 PO BOX 1307- KPG CATALOG

BOULDER, CO 80306 fIIII!!!III~
1 Phone (303) 443-7250 ......~

1 Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: 1-800-824-7888;1 Ask for Operator #249. Alaska & Hawaii, 1-800-824-7919.

1 PIe..e send me Ihe fonowing lilies:

11------ •
I Bill my: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard Exp. Dale--- •

SUBTOTAL

I Card No. -----.Ple.He tnclude

1 NAME $3 po'''se
ADDRESS dnd hdndhng. I

• CITY STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _I.. .... - __ - - - - - __ liliiii
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ALLOW 12 TO 16 WEEKS FOR DELIVERY

+ $1.50 HANDLING

$4.98

C-H TOOL & DIE CORPORATION
Dept AH, 106 North Hard,ng Street

Owen, Wisconsin 54460

C-H is not the largest builder
of Reloading Equipment, but
we are where the action is -

INNOVATIVE
KNOWLEDGEABLE

FLEXIBLE
Small-Town Low-Cost!

and we have been making
what reloaders want for 35
years!

Send $2.00 for our catalog - we
are so sure you will like what you
see we'll give you back $3.00 on
your first order over $25.00!

can be

MADE OF A NEW, SOFT, NON
SLIP. SPACE AGE MATERIAL
FOR EASY INSTALLATION!

EDGE WILL FIT:
BEREnA RANDALL
BROWNING S&W
COLT WALTHER

AND MOST OTHER AUTOS

THE EDGE COMPANY
BOX 36896-H

TUCSON, ARIZONA 85742
NO COD ORDERS PLEASE

Small

GET AN
EDGE
ON ACCURACY
AS YOU GAIN
• TIGHTER GROUPS
• LESS HAND FATIGUE
• CONSISTENT SHOT

PLACEMENT

AND ELIMINATE
• LARGE GROUPS
• HAND SLIPPAGE
• EXCESS RECOIL

Q.: Which Range Timers do you recom
mendfor I. P. S. C. type shooting?
A.: I have used two different range timers
and both are very good products. The first
timer I used is the E. R.T. Model manufac-

COP TALK
Continuedfrom page 18

more extra hours of class time that no one
begrudges not being paid for.

Give a written exam at the end on tactics,
techniques, and principles of defensive
deadly force. Without that, you can't prove on
the student's behalf that he was trained, only
that he was familiarized. This also keeps them
sharp in class; they know they'll be tested on
more than their marksmanship. LFI's exams
are the toughest in the business ... and they
give meaning and pride to the LFI certificate
on that cop's wall when he's done.

Take your students' questions. Nothing irri
tates a cop more than an instructor who feels
he knows it all and doesn't deign to consider a
comment or alternative technique offered by
one of his students. An instructor who won't
take questions also weakens his credibility;
students, logically, assume that he doesn't
have the answers.

Use visual aids-audiovisual programs
with slides and tape, or videotape - whenever
possible. They make the class more palatable,
they intensify the learning experience if prop
erly made and selected, and they let you leave
twenty students in the classroom while you're
out teaching hands-on stuff to twenty others,
with the class then being rotated. It is very
time and cost effective. It also saves you blow
ing your breath away giving the same lecture
50 times a year, and keeps your training con
sistent. The cost is peanuts, especially with
slide-and-tape. LFI has now gone almost
entirely to video for this aspect of training;
your department probably has video equip
ment at its disposal that can greatly aid you in
your training program.

Never forget that yours is the most sacred
responsibility of any police instructor: you
are The Teacher of Staying Alive. Take it
seriously. Keep your people safe.

plied with the kit to drive out the main
spring housing pin. The hose is connected
to the CO2 bottle and the conversion is
finished. The whole process takes only
about one minute. You can now begin your
dry firing practice with firing simulation,
including recoil and cocking of the hammer
so that rapid fire can be accomplished.
Each refill of the CO2 bottle will give
approximately 32,000 dry fires. Advanced
45 Technology is located in Oxnard, Cal
ifornia. This device· could help you learn to
follow the front sight with your master eye
through each shot.

Continuedfrom page 7
COMBAT COURSE

$14,95
Hard cover

$19,95 Hard.
autographed
and numbered

S9.95
Soft cover

CLASSES FORMING
2 day and 5 day courses in self-defense or
competition available. These international
experts and combat masters will teach you to
fire fast controlled shots, with the mental
conditioning to obtain pin-point accuracy, and
fulfill your personal goals!

Send $2.00 for complete 8 Page
Brochure and Information Packet

to

• DRY-FIRE KITS
PRACTICE AT HOME
IMPROVE YOUR SKILLS

lSI LOGO PRODUCTS
Dry Fi re Kit 3.95
Hat Pins 4.00
Hats (Baseball Type) 6.00
T-Shirts 7.00
Belt Buckles

Gun Belt 13/4 - 2" 12.95
Dress Belt 1-1 %" 12.95

lSI Patches 2.00

Add $2.00 per book or$1.00 per item for
postage and handling on all lSI logo
products. Money order, Visa, and Master
Card, (send number and expiration date)
shipped immediately. Personal checks
allow 3 weeks for delivery. Ca. residents
add 6'12% sales tax.

World champion handgun shooters
Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton teach
you how and when to shoot. Enhance your
ability to survive. Areas covered: safety
• marksmanship • tactics • legal •
women • technique • crime • guns and
equipment. ammunition • 150 photos.

'fi_,_••.,~n'B,.,

DEPARTMENT A.H.
P.O. BOX 5254. MISSION HillS. CA. 91345
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133-30 32nd AVENUE, FLUSHING, NEW YORK 11354 (516) 752-8544

Nothing come. clo.e to a Cobra

Ruger Retrofit hits
100,000 mark

- . -

Sturm, Ruger continues to offer its free
factory installation of the Ruger Conver
sion Kit in "Old Model" Blackhawk,
Super Blackhawk and Single-Six
revolvers made between 1953 and 1972.

The conversion can help prevent acci
dental discharges caused by a blow to the
hammer if the shooter has not placed an
empty chamber under the hammer.

Owners of "Old Model" single actions
who want more information on the pro
gram should write to: Sturm Ruge~ &
Co., Dept. OM, Lacey Place, Southport,
CT06490.

boomers as the .41, .44, and .45 needs to be
expanded. "It seems a largely untapped field.
I'm aware of only a few experiments ... and
none of recent completion ," Imsdahl
concludes.

Gunsmith Stanley W. Kaswer, of Brookfield
Center, Connecticut, advises keeping reload
ing dies working like new by cleaning them in
the dishwasher. "The super-heated water
melts out the grease and lube in the seater
crimper die, which, as you know, when built
up can seat the bullet deeper and deeper
changing pressures and accuracy;' he says.
The trick, according to Kaswer's experience,
is to do this when your wife isn't looking.

. .fROM YOUR
-MODEL H-ILS (shown abOve)

Padded .Sheepskin with ClI1f
Support $36.95

- MODEL H-l Padded Sheepskin
without ClI1f Support .... $32.95

Please Add $3.00 For Shipping & Handling

.45, and we believe this load will prove to be
excellent in IPSC competition:'

More From Readers
Mike Banks, of West Covina, California,

has a gripe about grips. He compared 25-yard
target groups firing a S&W Model 19 in .357
Magnum with a 21/2-inch barrel, first with
rubber grips, then with standard, rigid fac
tory grips. The load for both groups was a
155-grain linotype-cast SWC ahead of 5.0
grains .of SR7625, CCI 550 primers and new
Winchester cases. The group fired with the
rubber grips was almost twice as large as the
group fired with the standard grips. Banks'
theory holds that, no matter how firm the
shooter's grip, rubber construction allows the
frame of the gun to wobble. Such movement,
however slight, can cause a measurable dis
persion ofshots at 25 yards. I've never had this
experience, but I'm willing to listen to any
one's idea. So, how about it-any comments
from readers on rubber vs. rigid handgun
grips?

- - -Jack Pendergrass and Jack Imsdahl, of Lock
hart, Texas, are working with large-caliber
wadcutters. For openers, a charge of 5.0
grains of Unique was used in the .45 Long
Colt to propel a 265-grain cylindrical bullet.
This, they indicate, is a rather soft load but
intentionally so because leading becomes a
problem with heavier loads. Harder bullets
are now being cast, and we'll be along with a
more complete report. Meanwhile, the idea of .
experimenting with wadcutters in such

HANDLOADING
Continuedfrom page 20

badly that some of the remaining bullets just
keyholed through the target. Accuracy was
terrible, but we encountered no excessive
pressure signs and the pistol functioned per
fectly. The bullets were cast hard, and we had
never experienced any leading problems with
them when loaded in other cartridges.

"Next we tried RCBS mold # 38-158-RN,
which throws a 158-grain round-nosed bullet
intended for the .38 Special/.357 Magnum.
We loaded the bullet in front of 5.3 grains of
Unique, with the same primers and brass as
were used in the former load. Bullets were
seated to the crimping groove, and cases were
taper-crimped. Results were excellent.
Groups averaged 3 inches at 25 yards with no
keyholing and no barrel leading. We chrono
graphed the loads over an Oehler Model 33
and found that five shots averaged 1094 fps.
No pressure signs were encountered, and the
pistol performed flawlessly. Velocity·and bul
let multiplied results in 172,852, which
qualifies the load for major caliber competi
tion. Recoil seems to be a bit less than with a

tured by Rogers Holster Company in Flor
ida. This is a small, lightweight battery
operated unit. Two start buttons are located
on the face of the timer. One button gives an
instant audible beep start when pressed.
The other button gives a random delay beep
start. The timer is set at a given time limit
by the shooter and gives start and stop
beeps at a time selected by the shooter. This
is a good unit for practicing matches with
given time limits for each stage. The
Rogers E.R. T. TIMER sells for under
$200 as of this writing.

Practical Applied Computer Technolo
gies has recently introduced the P.A.C.T.
Championship Timer. This unit is almost
like having your own personal shooting
coach. The P.A.C.T. Championship Timer
features an Alpha Numeric Display. It
communicates with the shooter in printed
words displayed on a small viewing screen
as information is punched into it. The unit
can be set for an immediate start when the
go button is pressed on for a delayed start.
The unit will give stop command if desired
at a time selected by the shooter. The timer
has a shot detector recording function.
Each shot is recorded, the unit will display
the number of the last shot fired, the time
since the previous shot and the total time.
When the string of fire is completed, the
shooter presses the review button and the
information for all shots may be recalled .

.The unit has a benchmark function. The
shooter can preset a number of one-quarter
second beeps to simulate targets popping
up or down. The timer also has a keyed
function capability. The shooter can tell the
timer to give a quarter second beep at a
certain number of seconds after a certain
shot. The P.A.C.T. Championship Timer
costs $329.00 including battery ......
charger. ~
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A critical look at their operation and a
question - are they a nuisance or a necessity?

Luger here is
on safe; models

with grip safeties would fire.

The
Han
Safety

By Tim Edward

H ave you not at some time slowly shook
your head as the hero (or heroine) ofa

TV series thumbs off the safety of a .38
caliber revolver before dropping the villain
with a single running shot at, say, 50 yards,
give or take a bit? Perhaps it was a quick
shot from an uncocked .45 auto or a
silenced .44 magnum that sounded like a
BB gun with its thimble-sized silencer that
did the trick. It might make you wonder
about TV when it comes to gun matters and
you hope their factual accuracy is a trifle
better when it comes to the news and their
documentaries and exposes. Latest Walther P-5 now has convenient frame-mounted hammer drop only.

Seriously, when it comes to handgun
safeties why are revolvers not equipped
with a safety while semi-autos generally
are? Is a safety really necessary or desir
able on an auto pistol? Some of the newer
and most modern designs have done away
with the conventional manual safety
altogether. In this category the Heckler &
Koch P-7 comes quickly to mind and the
"safety" on the Walther P-5 and the Sig
Sauer P-6 is, in fact, only for decocking by
hammer dropping. Looking at the many
safety levers that have appeared since the
semi-auto pistol made its debut around the
turn of the century, you could wonder ifthe Chinese Tokarev has no safety, but prominent hammer spur for cocking.
designers themselves were always sure
what a safety was supposed to accomplish.
On some designs you could get the definite
impression a safety was tacked on because,
well, an auto pistol should have one
shouldn't it?

At the risk of what will probably appear
as a talent for stating the obvious, let's first
define what a safety is and more important
what is its function. For our discussion we
shall define a safety as "a manual device
which, when placed in a set position, pre
vents an arm from being fired by use of its
trigger." Its function? To make the gun safe.
However, let's enlarge on that some. Lever on slide of Polish Radom is a spring-returned decocking lever.

Continued on page 30
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STAR
Continuedfrom page 9

The Star tool has maintained its position
as the ultimate reloading machine because
of its uncompromising quality. Many of
the early machines are still in use, and sat
isfied owners will tell you that they rarely,
if ever, break down. Since it was first man
ufactured, only the finest materials
machined and assembled to exacting
standards-have ever been used. To fully
appreciate the amount of effort that goes
into each tool, you have to see how they are
made.

A visit to the Star Machine Works in San
Diego, California is like going back in
time. The small shop is situated in an old
part of town and, unless you know exactly
where it is, you probably will drive right
past it.

Behind the sliding wood doors that face
the street, well-used machines are busy
churning out the parts that make up the
Star. To add to the traditional atmosphere,
most of the machinery is powered by long
drive belts extending from the ceiling,
much like those seen in photographs of an
era long gone.

Here and there, skilled workmen care
fully watch metal parts being formed and
drilled. Sitting at a bench near a lathe, a
journeyman examines a small component

with a jeweler's loupe. No "hack-and
whack" assembly-line here. Although the
setting may be quaint, the end result is a
labor of love; every part that goes into the
Star reloader is cut, sized, trimmed and
fitted, right at the factory. Nothing hurried.
Even the aluminum that's used for the
base plate is smelted on the premises. You
get the distinct impression that they've
been doing this sort of thing for a long
time. Which they have.

In addition to the progressive reloader,
Star Machine Works also manufactures a
lubricator/resizer made to the same
exacting standards.

Some of the world's finest shooters
swear by their Star machine, and many say
they wouldn't even consider using any
thing else. Machine rest tests have shown
that-using the right components-the Star
is capable of producing loads equal to, or
better than, factory ammunition.

Star reloaders are not cheap: the pistol
tool retails for $925 at the time of this writ
ing; and an extra tool head, set up for a
different caliber, costs an additional $345.
This is considerably more than other pro
gressive type reloaders presently on the
market; but with a Star, you're getting
quality. The company makes a fiat state
ment that its tool will last a lifetime, and
they have letters from satisfied customers
to prove it. Many tools are on record as
having reloaded more than one million
rounds. Now that's some kind of produc-

tion, in anybody's book.
Unless the sport of shooting takes a turn

for the worse, it would appear that Star is
going to be around for many more years.
The company presently is run by W.R.
Brenizer and Elard G. Mock. Both are
masters of their trade, and they still believe
in giving the customer his money's worth.

Assisting them toward the attainment of
this goal is Robert A. Wilkinson, a factory
representative with a tremendous knowl
edge of Star products and operations.

The Star reloading tool for pistols is cur
rently being made for the .32 S&W, .30
Carbine, .380, 9mm, .38 Super, .38/.357,
Al Magnum, A4 Special/Magnum, .45
ACP/.45 Auto Rim and .45 LC cartridges.

When ordering, state the caliber and
bullet you intend to use; Star will ship you
a tool completely set up and ready to go
(Star Machine Works, 418 Tenth -M
Ave., San Diego, CA 92101). ~

Stainless Steel Bluing
Clinton River Gun Service, Inc., 30016 S.
River Rd., Dept. AH, Mount Clemens,
MI 48045, has added stainless steel
bluing, called S.S. Satin Black, to their
list of custom pistolsmith services. Those
with stainless guns who want a
traditional blue finish will welcome this
service.

Tasca Sales, Inc. PO. 520080. Miami, florida 33152·0800 U.S.A.
In Canada - Contact Oplex Corp., 52 Lesmill Road, Don Mills, Ontario, Canada M38 2T5

© 1984 Tasca Sales, Inc. TAD·120B·1083·SG.
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P4X28

Apair ofTasco's matchless pistol scopes to add
scope and accuracy to your pistol! Great for
tournaments ... hunters, too, will be amazed
with their pin-point accuracy. They are

~ fogproof, shockproof and waterproof. The
~ P4X28 has full 4 power, fully coated optics,

30/30 range finding reticle, 1/4 minute
positive click stops and a non-removable
eyebell. The BD1XCFV includes Tasco's
advanced Battery Dot System, adjustable
rheostat, polarized for improved image
contrast, and 1/2 minute positive click stops.
Both models come with built-in success and
reliability for the marksman and hunter!
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that endears it to the revolver fan.
I am not speaking of the hammer drop

mechanism, often, but not always, incorpo
rated into the double action auto design. It
serves the definite purpose, particularly in
a general issue weapon, of providing for
safe lowering of the hammer on a loaded
chamber. The hammer drop mechanism
has also been used on some single action
designs, as we shall see.

Let's look at a few specific examples of
pistols and their safeties to see how they
might measure up to our ideas.

The German "Luger," or more correctly
the German Pistol Model pas, exemplifies
early but sophisticated auto pistol design. It
is single action first shot, does not have an
external hammer and is also a military
pistol of an adequate caliber to be used as
an offensive weapon when something better
is not at hand. The pas fits into our criteria
for a functional safety and we can readily
visualize the German trooper drawing his
pas, jacking a cartridge into the chamber,
slipping on the safety, and then carrying the
pistol at the ready.

However, the fame of the Luger is not
due to the excellence of its safety. While the
concept is fine, the implementation leaves a
bit to be desired. First, it is not particularly
well placed and, at least by me, must be
operated by either the off hand or by shift
ing the grip. Second, its blocking of the
sear bar is external and can easily be fouled
with the mud and dirt of the battlefield.
Second, when combined with a grip safety,
as it is on some models, its action is
reversed and it does not release in the same
direction. Finally, the gun can be dis
mantled while cocked with the safety on,
causing several documented cases of acci
dental shootings when proper field strip
ping procedures were not followed; almost
a certainty with a general issue weapon.
However, since the pas was the German
army's principal sidearm for 30 years, and
preferred by some over its more modern
replacements, I am probably unduly
critical.

Of eq~al fame, the U.S. Army Pistol
Model of 1911, however, is noted for the
excellence of its safety. Well positioned,
operable with one hand without shifting the
grip, countless combat matches have
proved the excellence of its design. Little
else needs be said of the Colt's Browning
designed safety; it has proved in over 70
years to be the finest example of the concept
of a single action pistol for combat.

Our next example is of considerable
interest since, while being of the same
basic layout as the Colt, it omits the manual
safety altogether. This is the Russian
designed 7.62 mm Tokarev TT-33 Pistol as
manufactured in the state factories of the
Soviet Union, Red China and other Com
munist bloc countries. Why no safety? Well
the simple answer would be the Russians
had more troops than pistols and leaving off
the safety shortened the manufacturing
time of the latter. While this was true to

Continued on page 30

Continuedfrom page 24

SAFETIES

First, let's quickly review the handgun's
role in the scheme of things. Now if it is
anticipated a weapon will, in point of fact,
be required (as in a military action) and not
just being carried for the somewhat
unlikely situation that real serious trouble
might occur, you do not select a handgun. A
handgun is difficult to use effectively, low
in power and of limited range.

A handgun is a defensive weapon and
only carried in those situations that you
consider, most probably, that it is not to be
needed. Now as every rule has an excep
tion, here is the exception. A handgun is at
times pressed into the offensive weapon
role simply because there is nothing better
at hand .

The students of handguns are of course
aware of this seeming contradiction in the
handgun's role; that is, what is basically a
defensive weapon being employed in an
offensive posture. This contradiction, how
ever, seems to have been the point that has
confused both the designers and users of
the handgun alike and the best designs
which we will discuss shortly have come
from those that have completely understood
the handgun's dual role.

Thus, the basic reason for fitting of a
safety to a handgun is for one purpose. That
is, to permit carrying a (single action)
arm, at the ready, locked to prevent dis
charge yet capable ofnear instant firing.
At this point let us also clarify what a safety
is not. ContI;ary to some popular opinion a
safety is not a device to make safe the casual
or inattentive carry ofa loaded weapon, nor
to protect against carelessness, or the
weapon falling into the hands of children.

You will note in the above we restrict our
use of a safety to single action arms as
opposed to the double action variety. The
reasoning being, if an arm requires a iong
double action pull of the trigger to fire, is
not the effort required equal to if not greater
than slipping most safeties off?

Now, the question of today is, "If a safety
is not required on the double action
revolver, why should the double action auto
be an exception? Good question, for it is
not!

Perhaps the question should be, "Why
was a safety used on the double action auto
in the first place, since it might be argued in
fact, it is 'more of a dangerous nuisance
than a necessity?" Sinc~ the primary role of
the handgun is a defensive one, and it is
anticipated to be carried for long periods of
time without occasion for use, when it is
needed, it is needed now, without fuss or
bother such as checking to see if a safety
was left on. On the double action auto you
should be able to draw, pull and shoot. In
other words, the safety defeats the purpose
of the always ready double action design

Heavy Duty
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Comin'at you
STRONGI

ASSAULT
SYSTEms

SuperGear
BalflStic

NyIonHolsters
They're strong, .. stronger than leather, yet allow guns
to breathe, Lightweight and flexible too ... for utmost
comfort. Washable- no mildew. Hook & Loop closures
for weapon security and easy access. Black only,
with mifitary spec. hardware. When ordering, specify
weapon and whether right or left-handed.

WBB Web Ben with Fastex buckle, black.
liP Dual Mag. Pouch-specify .45 or 9mm ..
MPO-holds 2 Speed Loaders or Handcuffs .
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CUMII~I& IIOME: IrHI: .44 511ECIAL
By AI Pickles

N early 30 years ago-in 1955-the .44
Magnum burst forth on the hand

gunning scene as the brightest star of all.
The 'cartridge was the result of much

work and experimentation by Elmer Keith
and his hunting cohorts. As with most
great events, however, there was a residual
negative effect. This star was so bright that
it eclipsed its predecessor-the .44 Special.

It has taken all these years, and with
some thanks to Charter Arms and its .44
Bulldog revolver, for the .44 Special car
tridge to re-emerge. It has taken all these
years for shooters-myself included-to
realize that both cartridges exceed in en
tirely different areas of endeavor.

The .44 Magnum was designed as a
hunting and, lately, a sport shooting car
tridge. Elmer Keith was a handgun hunter
extraordinaire. As with most hunters, he
had great tolerance for recoil and coinci
dental muzzle flip. In his hands, and in the
hands of other expert handgun hunters,
the ability to deliver really rapid follow-up
shots was not a terribly important factor.
Controllability could be traded off for
sheer power.

When Clint Eastwood, in his role as
"Dirty Harry;' inspired the minds of the

common man, sales of the .44 Magnum
skyrocketed. It was, however, a dangerous
illusion, for the .44 Magnum is not a com
mon man's gun; nor is it a particularly de
sirable policeman's gun in the hands of the
average lawman. Few, if any, officers can
control the gun for rapid recovery between
shots. Most factory ammo will penetrate
the suspect and all that stands behind him.
The .44 Special, on the other hand, is a
much different story; a story that is just
itching to be retold.

THE .44 SPECIAL
The .44 Special is not a particularly old

cartridge, as far as currently popular car
tridges go. It has not been around as long
as either the 9mm Luger, the .38 Special, or
the .45 ACP, and certainly no way near as
long as the .45 Long Colt. It was intro
duced in 1907 to accommodate smokeless
powder and replace the .44 Russian.

As loaded by the factories, the .44 Spe
cial was quite underpowered. Bullets were
round-nosed 246-grain lead; a muzzle ve
locity was optimistically claimed to be
around 770 fps. There was no really logical
reason for this lack ofpower, since.44 Spe
cial chambered guns of the period-Colts
and Smith & Wessons-were certainly

strong enough to handle more power. Even
the balloon-head cartridges of that time
could handle moderately higher pressures,
as proved by Keith and his cronies.

Long before Keith's interest, however,
handloaders were finding that the .44 Spe
cial was indeed something special. They
were developing loads that were super
accurate, so accurate that virtually every
handloading manual in print today credits
the .44 Special as the most accurate big
bore cartridge with which to experiment.

Phil Sharpe, the dean of serious hand
loading, says in his Complete Guide to
Handloading: "The .44 Special cartridge is
probably the most desirable of the entire
run of big-bore handgun cartridges, par
ticularly from the standpoint of the re
loader, and is capable of the finest
accuracy possible in any caliber above
.38."

It naturally followed that some load and
bullet combinations proved to be both the
most accurate and best defensive revolver
rounds available anywhere. The Gun Di
gest of 1951 even included comments on its
offensive capabilities. Those comments are
as true today as they were many years ago.
The .44 Special might have become the law
enforcement handgun of today, had it not
been for the hoopla surrounding the .44
Magnum, which was never intended as
anything but a superb hunting handgun.

It was Charter Arms and its fiesty little
.44 Bulldog revolver that excited, albeit
slowly, new interest in the .44 Special. At
the same time, savvy handgunners were
"loading down" to better enjoy their .44
Magnum revolvers. The logi.cal step for
law enforcement officers who owned .44
Magnums was to start using the more
space-efficient .44 Special cases. Magnum
owners were either loading down .44 Mag
num cartridges, or loading up .44 Special
cartridges.

Federal Cartridge Corporation, never a
company to let grass grow under its feet,
was the first company to fulfill the obvious
need for an adequate factory cartridge. It
announced a .44 Special with a 200-grain
SWC hollowpoint bullet and an advertised
muzzle velocity of around 960 fps in test
barrels.

Although the velocity was considerably
less in 3-4 inch barrels, it was a manstop
per. My own tests showed the Federal
round clocking at 714 fps out of the little
Charter Arms Bulldog, compared to other
ammo manufacturers' poorly designed
246-grain round nosed bullets at 657 fps.
We were getting somewhere, but this
proved just the beginning of renewed in-
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WATSON COMPENSATOR SYSTEMS

Rt. 2 Box 22A
Keithville, Louisiana 71047

(318) 925-0836

15'. Beeman Silver Bear
Semi-wadcutter hollow-point
delivers maximum impact and
expansion.

• Cost less than 1¢ per shot.
• No pumping, no CO2.

no valves.
• Sharpens hand to eye

coordination.
• Similar to a firearm in weight, size. feel;

only air pistol with light rearward firearm-type recoil.
• Nearly silent report - shoot safely indoors or out.
Suggested Retail $99.95. If not available from your local dealer, order direct.
Also available in .22" caliber.

THE CLARK

~~~!LINGPIN5"
6" NM 45 barrel - 1 p!e Complete _\4

gun on
new Colt

\

~f\lSONd
.45

SHOP
2057 CLINE AVENUE

FAYETTEVILLE, ARKANSAS 72701
RICHARD L. WATSON - PISTOLSMITH

501-442-2967

e Beeman Precision Arms

Beeman Precision Arms, Inc.
47-HG7 Paul Drive, San Rafael, Calif. 94903 U.S.A.-(415) 472-7121-24 hours, 7 days

Send for 92·pg Adult Airgun Catalog/Guide and NEW Precision Firearms Catalog, regularly $5. FREE With
mention of code HG7. Add $2 lor fast 1sl class mail: add $6 for overseas delivery.

[I, Beeman H&N Match
Finest precision pellet avail

- able. Used by most top match
shooters.

Beeman for Handgun Shooters
Enjoy low cost shooting with the Beeman/Webley Tempest air pistol.

Dealer inquiries invited.

WRITE OR CALL
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

terest in "the most accurate big-bore car
tridge available."

Winchester, finally departing from an
unbroken history of marketing .44 Special
cartridges in the 246-grain RN configura
tion, announced a new .44 Special featur
ing the excellent Silvertip hollow point
bullet (200 grains), and an advertised
muzzle velocity of around 900 fps in a 6V2
inch barrel. Accuracy was reported to be
1.4 inches at 50 yards.

MAN STOPPER PRODUcrS
My own handloading experiments,

using Alberts' 230-grain hollowpoint bul
lets, delivered a controllable load that de
veloped 855 fps out of the little Charter
Bulldog (see AH/ july-August 1983).

What I really wanted, however, was a
Hydra-Shok type bullet to work with, but
Alberts was unresponsive to my pleas. The
reason became obvious when a new,
though still small, company introduced it
self. Called Man Stopper Products Corp., it
offered a .44 Special round featuring a
230-grain Hydra-Shok type bullet
hollowpoint, with inset post-boasting a
velocity of 760 fps, and almost consistent
expansion to .80-plus caliber.

The bullets were so well and uniformly
swaged and dry lubricated that I highly
suspect they were ofAlberts' manufacture.
Obtaining a small supply, I was able to
confirm expansion in test media, and the
exceptional accuracy typical of almost any
well conceived .44 Special load. Here was a
real defensive or police round-one that
even the smallest"gal could control with
practice. It is unknown, at this time, if Al
berts plans to market the bullets alone; if
so, it would be a boon to handloaders,
since the loaded Man Stopper ammunition
is unrealistically expensive.

In any event, the eclipse is over and the
.44 Special is regaining its rightful spot as
the finest defensive revolver and cartridge
combination available. Even Smith &
Wesson is taking note and has announced
a limited reintroduction of its Model 24,
once called the Target .44 Hand Ejector
Fourth Model of 1950 (discontinued in
1966). I expect interest will be high.

RE-RUN S&W M21
Were I equipping a new police depart

ment, however, as I did in the past at the
height of a 30-year career in law enforce
ment, I would try my darndest to get S&W
to re-run a batch of its old Model 21 re
volvers. This was the fixed sight version of
the Model 24, with conventional police
barrel lengths.

As a backup, plain clothes, or off-duty
companion piece I would choose the Char
ter Arms .44 Bulldog in stainless steel.

If, after 76 years, Winchester finally
comes out with a good defensive load for
the .44 Special, is it too much to expect
Smith & Wesson to reintroduce a
compatible revolver to shoot it?

Or must we once again look to Bill
Ruger to answer our pressing ~
needs. ~
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704/283-8789

~ ({}anmaft
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CUSTOM BLUING
MILLETT SIGHTS

28.00
6.75

18.50
34.50
49.95
19.50
635

22.95
27.95
4.50
1.50

17.50
31.50
49.95
29.00
26.00
26.00
19.00
23.00
10.40
17.50
16.00
17.95
23.00
23.00

9.95
49.95
16.50
9.50·

35.00
40.95
35.95
26.95

6.35
8.35

19.00
21.00

22.95
21.00
17.50

Attention!
{C(OMlltAl

SJH[(()i(OTEL[~S

Forward Correct remittance in
cash. check or M.O along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:
FREE CATALOG UPON REQUEST!

Dealers please inquire

SJH[(O(()TXSf
Sl(J I~i))JLY

Kings Extended safties
Ambidextrous Safties-M-S Safari

Colt
Extended Slide Release
Wilson Shok-buff
Wilson-Dwyer Group Gripper Govt.

Comm.

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D. 's Welcome
or Lall your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient ~lace. We offer:

We have considerable experience
in iJerforming IPSC style modifica
tions. Inquire for details.

We Me a Colt's Warranty Repair
Station and carry a wide variety
of Colt Parts. 1~9.u,i~~ for details.

We offer a complete money back
guarantee --

Wolff l8Y, lb. reCOil spring
MK IV reco,l spnng
Extended MagaZine Release
Micro ad lustable sights
Wichita adjustable sights
Klng-Tappar fixed sights
MMC Bar Cross fixed sights
Meliett fixed sights
Beavertail grip safties-M-S Safari

Colt
Long Match Triggers

3 lightening holes
Magazines- Colt. blue

. Devel. 8 rds
Flat Mainspring housing- Colt, cked.

Colt. serrated
Pachmayr

Colt Barrell and Bushing sets
Colt Commander Hammers
Micro Bushing

.Bianchi' Askins Avenger"
Bianchi "Chapman Hi-Ride"
Blocker "Security" (teflon lined)
Blocker "X-16"
Rogers "Idaho Reloader" pouch
Rogers E-Z load
Bianchi "clip grip"
Blocker "double Clip"
Rogers PPS Grips
Bianchi "Lightning" grips
Pachmavr "combat" grips
Detonics Extended Recoil

Spring Guide
IPSC Hat Pins

Continued from page 26

some extent and may be a comforting
thought on Russian weapons design, I sus
pect the truth of the matter is more likely
that the Russian designers' thinking went
something like this. The pistol is basically a
defensive weapon and thus does not require
a rifle-type safety to be fitted. At times
when it must be pressed into service as an
offensive weapon, it can just as well be
thumb cocked as taken off safety, and better
still, if the action is that imminent it can
simply be carried in the hand, cocked and
ready to fire. This logic has a great deal to
be said for it, but rather than debate the
issue I leave it to the reader to decide.
However, bear in mind the Tokarev was
made in vast quantities and also proved
itself on the battle field.

To further enforce this thinking, the Pol
ish Radom pistol is another of the Colt
Browning pattern not equipped with a
safety, at least by our definition. A spring
loaded hammer-dropping lever is fitted to
the slide but what resembles the Colt safety
on the frame is only a catch to ease field
stripping. Like the Tokarev, the Radom
must be thumb cocked to be fired.

While many more examples of large
frame single action semi-autos could be
presented, all featuring safeties of various
configurations and unhandy locations, it is
beyond a doubt the Colt Model of 1911 rep
resents the apex of this design and has not
been bettered.

At this point the discussion should turn
to the small and medium frame semi-autos.
The medium frame is best exemplified by
the Beretta Model 1934, the sidearm of the
Italian forces in WW II. The medium frame
auto is too large for a pocket pistol and too
underpowered for a holster weapon. Why
carry a .32 or .38 when in just a bit larger
holster you could pack a 9mm or a A5? The
Beretta also illustrates the poorly thought
out safeties of the era. While it is cleverly
combined with the take-down lever it
requires two hands and a 180 degree swing
for operation, so why fiddle with it when it
is simpler to just jack back the slide or cock
the hammer?

The only small frame autos that really
make any sense are those with an external
hammer that can be hammer cocked when
needed. The striker fired or concealed
hammer guns seem to feature a variety of
safeties located here and there and releas
ing in one direction or another. The best are
those located just behind the thumb and
moving downward. However, I have never
fancied carrying one of them in my pants
pocket loaded" and cocked relying on a
safety that slips off all 'too easily or is so
sm~ll and stiff that a harried fumbling
would be the result.

Of the small single-action pocket pistols,
the little Beretta 950 is probably as good a
selection as any since it can be carried with
a round chambered and then hammer
cocked when needed. Since the Italians did
not envision the gun being carried in the

MEMBER
NRA
HHI

BRENT MULLIS
3518 Lawyers Road East

Monroe, N. C. 28110

.11~1~~~:G•
WORLD'S LARGEST SUPPLIER

OF GUN PARTS
BIGGEST NEW - up to date - ISSUE
EVER LISTS & PRICES the 200 million

items we stock. GUN PARTS
FLI~TLOCK'oMODERN - U.S.

Foreign· Commercial·
Military -MACHINE GUNS

1000 's of Illustrations
Helpful Schematics
OVER 350pgs.

Used by Gunsmiths,
Shooters, Collectors,

Militaries the world over.
Surfm Foreign $5.95

Alrmell Foreign $12.00 U.S. Funds

YOU CAN BE AN EXPERT

I GUNSMITH IN LESS THAN
SIX MONTHSI START NOW AND EARN YOUR DIPLOMA

AT HOME IN YOUR SPARE TIME.
lOUR FAMOUS STAFF OF EXPERTS WILL TEACH YOU:

I
. BASIC/MASTER GU~l REPAIR' CUSTOMIZING' CHOKES
• ACCURIZING • BLUEING' SPORTERIZING • SCOPES
• BALLISTICS SECRETS' HOW TO BUY WHOLESALE

I . RELOADING FOR PISTOL AND RIFLE' SHOTGUNS
• HOW TO GET YOUR FEDERAL FIREARMS LICENSE

I PLUS MUCH MORE'
PROVEN METHODS-CHARTS-EXPLODED VIEWS

I ACCREDITED & APPROVED BY STATE & NATIONAL
AGENCIES & BY THE VA. FOR GI BENEFITS

I OVER 40.000 STUDENTS SINCE 1946 I
MAIL TODAY OR CALL (602) 990-83461- - - - ~se RUSH full info on ho;Tca~ prafesl

I
sianal gunsmith the QUICK, ~sy home study waY'1

-,.,'" ~ " No obligation. No salesman will call.

I NAME AGE --I
.- ADORESS __-'•• _

I -CITY STATE -- liP --I
)t: • MODERN GUN REPAIR SCHOOL DEPT. CG74

I • 2538 N. 8TH ST.. PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85008 I..._----------~

p·········111• •• •• •• •• •
• /;.,111;~_"Li Converts standard'.

• I a-.,~~ belt holster to •
SINCE 1857 shoulder holster.

• #9 HANOI-STRAP •
• Sturdy lightweight leather shoulder strap converts •

•
mos"t belt holsters into shoulder holsters or may be •
used with matching spring loaded holster as iIIus-

•
trated. #9 Strap only - $21.45 •
#9 Holster only - $38.95 plus postage $2.00

• FREE CATALOG-holsters, scabbards.•
cartridge belts, cases, slides and slings.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO. •

lIe.A••••rt.,.9.9.4.1
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Item SRK
1220

$4.95

Item MAK
1210
$9.95

• Holds bolt open
after last round on
MK II

• Factory guaranteed

•A Registered Trademark of Sturm Ruger Co. Inc.

For Ruger MK 1-11* Pistol

Converts factory clip latch to
extended Kwik release ~

in seconds! ~'

. \If'

.~ 'REASSEMBLE your Ruger MK 1/11 pIstol In 60 SECONDSI
~~;;: Send S 1.00 for OUf "secret'" Instrucllons and a Ram-Line' catalog.Ask your dealer. . I .

RAM·LINE~M INC. Dept. 12A7,406 Violet St., Golden, CO 80401

12 SHOT
MAGAZINE

FITS RUGER*
MK I or II Pistols

Totally new 1 lb.
spring design allows:
• "Easy-Load", No

thumb Buster
• Hold 2 or 3 extra

rounds without
extending from gun

'SNAP' MAG RELEASE

DeSantis manufactures a complete line of holsters
and accessories, creatively designed to fill the

, specific needs of gun enthusiasts and law
"" ........,~.~ enforcement personnel. Available at your favorite

.lJ
~ . Firearms or Sporting Goods Store. or mail

..e .,. $.. 2 fOer catalog. Dealer inquiries invited.
&. 1'- GUN HIDE'''' DEPT. AH·407'"'a""" :.5 155 JERICHO TURNPIKE' MINEOLA, NY 11501 .

. ....; '" 516·742·7900
. "'lli'··

pocket with the hammer cocked, a safety
was not fitted on the original. One was
added to the U.S. manufactured version.

A discussion of double action semi-auto
pistols can just about start and end with the
Walther line of pistols; the P-38 represent
ing the first large frame military d.a. and
the current P-5 representing today's state of
the art. And, surprisingly enough, the
safety makes the difference. The P-38 has
one; the P-5 does not. The P-38 (and others
of that type such as the Smith and Wesson
M-39, 59, etc. series of pistols) is fitted
with a device referred to as a hammer drop
ping safety. In practice, engaging this
safety with the hammer cocked causes the
hammer to fall on a blocked or locked firing
pin. The safety stays in position until moved
back and the gun cannot be fired. This is
OK, but consider that once the hammer has
been dropped and the pistol cannot be fired
except by a long double action trigger pull
why should safety be required? Secondly,
since the safety is best located on the slide
to fill its intended function, one handed
operation is not all that convenient. And
finally, the safety could easily, accidentally
be left on under the stress of a life or death
situation and the gun not fire when the trig
ger pulled. In view of the above, Walther
modified the P-38 to eliminate the safety
and substituted a "decocking lever." This
new device fulfills somewhat the same
function, in that the hammer of a cocked
pistol can be safely lowered, but then it
returns to position and the gun may be fired
without the manipulation of any levers.

This is probably the place to discuss the
Heckler and Koch P-7 semi-auto pistol.
The P-7 is regarded as a double action since
it is of late design and modern in concept
but it is, of course, single action only. Its
innovative feature is the squeeze cocker that
cocks the gun with but a firm hold on the
grip.

The cocking mechanism is in the front of
the grip readily grasped by the fingers in a
natural but firm hold, yet does not demand
perfect positioning of the hand; it is supe
rior in this respect to most grip safeties.

Development of the medium and small
frame double action semi-autos has more or
less followed their large frame cousins,
with most bearing a more than superficial
resemblance to the Walther PP/PPK line of
pistols. The adaption of the double action
with a decocking lever has been slow with,
I believe, only one specimen available at
this date, the SIG-Sauer P-230. This is a bit
surprising, since these pistols seem ideally
suited to this concept.

Which is best? That's an easy question at
this point. For an offensive situation, a
single action with a Browning/Colt type
safety has been clearly demonstrated to be
the fastest, providing quick and accurate
fire in the hands of the skilled user. How
ever, for defensive use requiring long peri
ods of safe carrying in holster or pocket,
the d.a. semi-auto with a decocking lever
or the Heckler & Koch P-7 ~

is my choice. ~
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By Fred Romero

Competition shooters are a funny
breed. They profess to love the sport;

but in mixed company they complain
about the hardships associated with it.

They complain about the many hours of
practice before each match, the butt
numbing road trips to distant matches,
weekends away from the family, angry
wives, the high cost of shooting and a myr
iad of other heart-wrenching laments. But
they always seem to come back for more.
And so it is when the end of the shooting
season arrives.

After all the scores for the past year are
tabulated, and the final standings are put
in print, the average shooter can't wait for
the new season to get started. The brief
respite from match competition is a wel
come relief, to be sure, but who wants to
put down his gun just when he's getting
hot?

No one will deny that it takes a certain
amount ofdedication to make all the avail
able matches in any given league. Regard
less of the type shooting you support
IPSC, PPC, bullseye or silhouette-it
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Tips
onHowto
Survive
Off-Season
A veteran shooter reveals 'se
crets' for best utilizing the many
days when there are no matches
to fire, and no medals to win.

involves much hard work, money and time { •
to maintain decent scores throughout the
year. That's why it's so difficult for the
"faithful" to face up to the reality of no
more matches.

The off-season can still be a productive
time for the match shooter. Just because
you can't get out to the range and crank off
a couple of hundred practice rounds
doesn't mean you have to mope around
the house and get rusty. If you think the
Big Boys are just sitting on their hands
waiting for the weather to get better, then
you probably still believe the tooth fairy is
coming bal;k to pay you for that bicuspid
you lost when you were seven .years old.

Most of us would like to continue
knocking down plates, shooting tens, or
zirlging "Pepper-Poppers" all year long.
But when you can't, here is a list of ideas,
gleaned from the pros, to help you stay in
shape during the off-season:

Dry firing. One of the best activities for
staying in shape during and after the
shooting season. Proper dry firing helps Loading ammo during the off-season is
detect little errors in sight alignment and a great and highly profitable adivity.



Squeezing a tennis ball is a fine grip exercise for those off-days. You will find
that it will strengthen your wrist muscles and help produce higher scores.

This grip exercise, using a commercial device, will help strengthen trigger
finger for double-action shooting; or you can use it to strengthen the wrist.

good results. But you must work at it, on a
regular basis.

If you haven't done it before, squeeze a
ball while you're watching TV, or driving
to work. Either way, make it a part of your
training schedule, even during the shoot
ing season. You'll be pleasantly surprised
at the results.

Study your craft. Much has been written
about shooting that is educational. What
better time to catch up on your reading
than when it's cold and wet outside?

For the competitive shooter, a good
study program should consist of technical
publications on such subjects as shooting
fundamentals, ballistics, reloading, theo
ries ofmatch shooting and self-hypnosis. A
wealth of information is also available in
gun magazines. These monthly, or bi
monthly, periodicals usually carry good ar- .
ticles on a variety of subjects, many of
which are applicable to handgunning. Es
pecially interesting are product evaluation
stories and columns on handguns.

SHOOTING BUDDIES
If you have trouble getting your hands

on some of this information, just check
with some of your shooting buddies. Most
avid shooters subscribe to several maga

.zines, and they're bound to have a few sto
ries you would like to read, and benefit
from.

Experiment. The off-season is a good
time to experiment with some of those
ideas and items of equipment you've been
curious about. This can include anything
from different loads to a new style of gun
sight or shooting technique.

Often you can find yourself in a rut
when it comes to competition shooting.
Match shooters are notorious for being set
in their ways, especially during the shoot
ing season. The winter months afford the

Continued on page 68

the gun in the shooter's hand from shot to
shot, and generally "tightens up" those
loose groups. A firm grip with a semi-auto
pistol is necessary to maintain the resis
tance needed for positive cycling. Realiz
ing this, it makes sense to build up the
strength in your shooting hand.

There are several things you can do to
enhance your grip, such as routine dry fir
ing and grip exercises. Commercially
made gripping devices are available, and
they work well. Even the act of squeezing a
tennis ball for 10 minutes a day produces

trigger control that can lead to flyers. All
that is necessary is your gun (unloaded), a
blank wall and target, and about 10 or 15
minutes each day.

The key advantage of dry firing is that
you know the gun is unloaded; so when the
hammer falls you can keep your aiming
eye open and not worry about flinching.
With this kind of "safe" environment, you
can concentrate on basic techniques with
out having to worry about anything else.

Air guns. Many shooters have found that
firing a good quality air pistol is as
demanding as anything they've tried. To
tally unforgiving of error, the air pistol im
mediately shows the shooter what he
knows, and doesn't know, about precision
shooting.

Ammo is cheap (although not as cheap
as dry firing) and the range can be any 15
foot space with a suitable impact area.
There are drawbacks: a good air gun can
cost $200 or more, you are limited to single
shots only, and you cannot shoot rapid fire.

Air guns are a must for bullseye shoot
ers, but others, too, can profit from the ex
posure. Many shooters who have picked
up a good air gun for the first time became
so hooked on it that they pursued the
sport. For accurate marksmanship, you
can't beat them.

Grip exercises. Some shooters, even
those with many years' experience, skim
over the benefits of a firm grip. But if you
talk to the ones who win more than they
lose, you'll find that, almost to a man, they
believe a firm grip"is just as important as
sight alignment or trigger control.

Holding a gun tight does several things;
it reduces the effects of recoil, dampens
nervous shakes, maintains the position of
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THE
C SADER

Standard model of the Crusader in .45 Colt.

Interior photo of Crusader action shows features unique to this design; seg
mented ratchet, pivoting hammer, and the massive locking bolt.

about product safety in the firearms indus
try, and he was determined to make the
Crusader as safe as humanly possible and
still have it shoot. He remembered an old
Hopkins & Allen design that had used
segmented gears for the trigger mecha
nism, and believed that this could be used
to produce an extremely smooth, durable
double action with a trigger pull several
pounds lighter than conventional actions.
Safety features were built in to the design
of the action. The hammer pivot is, in fact,

an eccentric that allows the hammer to
raise and lower as the trigger cycles. The
hook shaped hammer, in the down posi
tion, rests on a ledge in the frame and does
not touch the firing pin. Only when the
trigger is pulled does the eccentric allow
the hammer to drop down about 1/8 inch
and contact the firing pin. Thus, with the
trigger released there is no connection at
all between the hammer and firing pin.
Baker also chose to do away with the popu
lar trend of recessing the cartridge case

into the cylinder. He felt that modern am
munition made this unnecessary, and the
result would be more consistent head
space. As a bonus, it would simplify cylin
der manufacture and the shooter would be
able to tell at a glance whether the gun was
loaded. Another important feature in
volved the bolt that locked the cylinder.
Baker's design used a completely mechan
icallinkage of the bolt to the eccentric. The
bolt is a massive (by comparison) piece
which provides a strong positive lockup
and eliminates the possibility of a weak
bolt spring throwing the timing off.

The modelmaking process began in ear
nest, and in the fall of 1974 I had the op
portunity to watch modelmaker Les
Mercer playa Bridgeport milling machine
like a Stradivarius, and produce one of the
first models. The design process was actu
ally a two gun effort. A medium frame .357
and a large frame .44 were done almost
simultaneously. The .44 was dubbed "The
Valkyrie" and the first model is so marked.
My dictionary of mythology says that the
Valkyries were the virgin warrior mes
sengers of Odin who escorted fallen war
riors to Valhalla. While it had a great
sound, the implications associated with the
name might not be too good, so the gun
was renamed, "The Crusader."

After the first models were made, Baker
left High Standard for a position at Smith
& Wesson as Director of Product
Engineering. The Crusader project was
continued by Ralph Kennedy who had
worked with Baker from the beginning.
Kennedy designed a safety for the
Crusader that was unusual. Although re
volver safeties were not unheard of, they
hadn't been used for years. Kennedy's was
a combined cylinder latch/safety that was
ingenious. By pushing forward on the
safety it could be engaged. Pulling back

Continued on page 63
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Exhibition Grade Rosewood
Co't Government Mode'

Beretta M-25
Sauth American Ironwood

Standard Bacote
Ruger Mk "

Standard Grade Bacote
Detonlcs Mk V

Exhibition Grade Cocobolo
s&WNframe

Exhibition Grade Bacote
S&W K frame



Wa'nut
S&W M-59

Exhibition Ebony
Co't Government Mode'

Standard Zebrawood
S&W K frame

Standard Cocobo'o
Co't Government Mode'

HANDGUN
STOCKS:

THE EXOTIC ALTERNATIVE
By Al Pil:kles

I recall, many years back, interrogating a stick-up man who had
a background of armed assault on several policemen. He had

been picked up during a field interrogation following the hold-up
of a motel. He was armed, when arrested by a lone patrolman,
but had not offered resistance, which was somewhat out of char
acter. Since he was in a talkative mood, I asked him why he had
submitted so meekly. He stated he always looks at the grips of a
cop's revolver before deciding whether or not to go for his own
gun. He figured that any policeman with the same factory issue
grips that came on the gun when new, was unpracticed and un
skilled as a gunfighter. He did make an exception for "oversized"
factory stocks. He also stated, interrestingly, that he would never
make a play against a cop who carried a .45 autoloader in condi
tion one; cocked and locked.

The arresting officer was carrying a holstered Smith & Wesson
Model 19 Combat Magnum with custom grips. He was also the
department pistol champion at the time, a fact unknown to this
hood. The incident is true.

Ofcourse, custom grips will not make you into an instant shoo
tist, but they indicate you are "working at it:' Generally, factory
grips are supposedly made for the average hand, yet seldom fit
any hand properly. Happily there are a dozen custom grip man
ufacturers ready and willing to make and/or supply you with a
handgun grip "just the way you like it".

A handgun grip, unlike a rifle, is not as limited in the materials
from which it can be made. Since handgun grips do not have to
take the stresses and strains of recoil, they can be crafted from
many attractive materials, and some that are less attractive. If
you are filthy rich, you can have your custom grips made of ivory
with Frazetta's Moonmaid in scrimshaw. Stag is also attractive
and relatively inexpensive. Mother-of-pearl, jade, and buffalo
horn are flashy and are not intended for service guns. Engraved
silver and pewter are also for show Rieces and presentations.

Continued on page 71

Bullshooter .45 stocks have unique finger grooves.
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Editor's Note: There are some pleasures to this job which make up for all of the
frustrations. One of them is opening up a package containing a Custom Gun of the
Month. So far the American Handgunner, through the cooperation of custom 'smiths
throughout the country, has given twenty-two magnificent custom guns to our readers
with a total value of over $30,000. Not once have I been disappointed in the quality of
the guns or the workmanship.

I'd like to thank all of the custom 'smiths who have participated in the past Custom
Gun Giveaways, and tell them just how much I and my readers appreciate their
efforts. For the most part, the guns represent the support our readers have given
custom pistolsmiths in general. The presentation of one of these guns is usually
instituted by a phone call such as this: "Jerry, I'd like to thank all of the readers of the
American Handgunner for the support they have given me and pistolsmiths all over
the country. Let me make up something special for your Custom Gun Giveaway."

This month's Custom Gun is no exception. Brent Mullis has put together what lie
considers an ultimate big bore hunting handgun. Here's what he said in the letter
accompanying the gun:

Editor, American Handgunner:

Here's the Custom Dan Wesson Model
44 for The Custom Gun Giveaway.

In view of the growing popularity of big
game handgun hunting, I decided to put
together a revolver specifically for this
purpose. Every component was carefully
chosen with the serious hunter in mind.

The basic gun is Dan Wesson's Model
44-VH8. This massive, well-styled revolv
er has built it's reputation for accuracy in
the arena of metallic silhouette competi
tion. In a sport where revolvers of aver
age accuracy fall by the wayside, the Dan
Wesson 44 has risen to the top.

The contact surfaces of the lock 'work
were stoned smooth and polished. D.A.
and S.A. trigger pulls were reduced. Tim
ing of the cylinder was carefully checked
and chambers lightly polished. The trig
ger stop was set for minimum overtravel.

The forcing cone in the 8 inch un
ported barrel was re-cut by hand, using
an 11° reamer. The muzzle was given a
recessed concave crown to protect the
ends of the rifling.

The beautiful custom grip was made of
Arizona Mesquite by Atascadero, Cali
fornia craftsman Guy Hogue.

Aimpoint U.S.A. of Herndon, Virgin
ia, supplied their excellent Mark III sight
and mount. This is, in my opinion, the
best possible sight system for a hunting
handgun, particularly in low light condi
tions.

To provide a matte finish on the revolv
er it was first heavily sandblasted and

blued. The alloy mount base was sand
blasted and left in-the-white for contrast.

Carrying a large revolver such as this in
a holster can prove uncomfortable, there
fore, I decided to provide a sling and
attachments instead. The front swivel
base was inletted into a milled shot in the
shroud and secured with two Allen head
screws. For the rear I made an adapter
out of 316 stainless steel to fit the
threaded swivel stud to the grip retaining
screw, an adjustable 72-inch sling is in
cluded as well.

To protect the gun and accessories,
Saf-T-Case Co. of Irving, Texas, pro
vided one of their fine aircraft aluminum
handgun cases.

Although I believe the matte finish
best for a hunting handgun, I also offer
high polished bluing as well as matte or
high polish finishes on stainless steel
guns. I will do custom work on any quali
ty revolver and some automatics, but pre
fer to work on guns by Dan Wesson, Ru
ger, S&W,or Colt. My current turn
around time is4 to 6 weeks.

I hope the winner of the Custom Dan
Wesson enjoys it as rimch as I have en
joyed putting it together.

Sincerely,
Brent Mullis
MULLIS GUNCRAFT
3518 Lawyers Rd. E.
Monroe, NC 28110
(704) 283-8789

'lO Inl:a COnIS'l: Use a postcard,
follow sample; include name, address,
HOM-JIA, local dealer name and address.
Mail before August 1, 1984. Send to
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER, Box 16025,
San Diego, CA 92116.

Name ...,.,--_

Address----------"'Oi€iI~-

City (I State ------==~lr_-:'\"!!~i!!-
BO.-J1JLT/AV&.lIM

If I win, please ship my

Desler

Address

City "" State Zip

Contest void where taxed or prohibited by 1&w. No pur
chass neCBBsary. Winner must comply with sll fedars! and
local 1&ws. Employees and agents of Publlshsr's Develop
ment Corp. not sJJglbls.
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SPECIAL·PURPOSE

HANDGUN AMMO
By AI Pickles

Most readers, not being law enforce
ment officers, have had little or no

experience with Glaser safety slugs.
The projectile is so-called because it al

most never ricochets; rather, it tends to dis
integrate, immediately upon impact.

It is, however, anything but safe on a
human target.

The Glaser has a charge of # 12 shot
encased in a jacket and is capped with a
frangible substance. The original encased
shot charge was suspended in liquid Teflon
and loaded in popular police calibers, such
as the .380 ACp, 9mm, .38 Special and .357
Magnum.

The terminal effects on an unarmored
human target are devastating. A head or
torso hit spells nearly instant incapacita
tion, and almost certain death. Experi
ments in various test substances show that
immediately following penetration the

88M Corp. makes this .45 ACP Hardcap
shotshell for autoloaders. Shot pat
terns, with # 6s and # 9s, were
excellent. It's great for snakes!
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bullet nose disintegrates and the shot
spreads out-like a funnel. Shock to the
nervous system is great, and for a relatively
long duration.

Police officers of my acquaintance who
carry one or two Glaser safety slugs, al
most to a man, voiced concern over the
possibility oflosing their gun to an antago
nist. The specter of an accident carried an
even more ominous aura of finality.

When the inventor passed away, the
Glaser went into a brief period of limbo.
This period seems to be over, and the

.Glaser safety slug is now being marketed
by Glaser Distributing Co. (POB 8223,
Foster City, CA 94404).

The new bullet is slightly different, in
that the shot no longer is suspended in
Teflon. It is claimed that this has little
effect on performance.

CIVILIAN USE
The most startling news regarding the

"new" Glaser safety slug is that the dis
tributors are going to make it available to
civilians from their local gun dealers. The
company claims it will exercise control of
the slug's distribution by requiring that the
dealer sell only to those civilians who pos
sess concealed weapons permit.

I have some strong and mixed emotions
regarding the Glaser safety slug being
placed on the open market. A great deal of
responsibility is attached to carrying a
handgun, a responsibility that is magnified
considerably when the gun is loaded with
such finality. The law-abiding citizen,
however, has an obligation to society to see
to it that he is at least as well trained in gun
handling and the law as the average police
officer.

On the other hand, the 1981 District of
Columbia Court ofAppeals ruling that po
lice have "no duty to the individual citizen
... only to the general public" (Warren et
al. vs. District of Columbia, et al) would
certainly seem to make it incumbent that
citizens maintain the ability and means to
protect themselves. If the police have no

legal obligation to respond to your cry for
help, they hardly have a legitimate com
plaint about your exercising the right of
self-protection in the most effective fash
ion possible; quite a dilemma.

There will be a special loading of Glaser
safety slugs in 9mm and .357 Magnum, re
ferred to as "black tip;' for police use only
(they penetrate some body armor).

For the past two years, I have been beg
ging for a Hydra-Shok-type round in .44
Special. Such a round would turn the
Charter Arms .44 Bulldog into the most
effective concealable revolver in existence.

Here's the latest on
Glaser slugs, Hydra
Shock loads, Qual
ifier cartridges, the
.357 maximum and
the .45 ACP Shotshell
I am delighted to announce that such a
round is now being manufactured and dis
tributed by Manstopper Products Corp. ,
(RD 3, Box 401, Warwick, NY 10990).

CONSISTENT EXPANSION
The Hydra-Shok bullet, as originally of

fered in .38/.357 loadings, gave fairly
consistent expansion to .60 + inches by
means of a lead post, or cone, within its
hollow point. It was of low velocity and
easily controlled, yet dumped all its energy
within the target mass. The offering in .44
(.429) is different only in that instead of a
cone, the cavity contains a "hump:'

I tried several of these rounds in my .44
Bulldog and found perceived recoil milder
than .38 Special mid-range wadcutters.
The makers are experimenting with bullet
weights of220 and 230 grain and no doubt
will eventually settle on one. Since shot

was originally used to create the hump, its
depth seems to vary a bit and good ac
curacy doesn't extend much past the aver
age gun fight range. By the time you read
this, all the small problems will be worked
out and you will be purchasing uniform
ammunition.

Manstopper Products will sell the .44
bullets for those who wish to load their
own. This might be the way to go ifyou are
searching for optimum accuracy up to and
beyond 25 yards. The company refers to
the bullets as "heads;' but there is no way I
will emulate this travesty of proper termi
nology. Nonetheless, .44 Manstoppers are
my current cartridge of choice for con
cealed weapons carry in my Bulldog.

Super Vel has changed hands again, but
the change appears to be for the better in
that the new manufacturers seem willing
to explore uncharted ground. The new
owners, EP.C. Inc., (POB 757, Salem, NH
03079) were being talked about as man
ufacturers and distributors of the new .40
caliber round for Jeff Cooper's Bren Ten
autoloader; however, nothing is firm on
this, as of this writing.

Then there's Super Vel's new Super
Qualifier cartridges, available in most
handgun calibers. The Qualifier is practice
ammo loaded to exactly the same specifi
cations as Super Vel, but utilizing re
claimed brass cases. They are reloads that
allow police, for example, to practice
inexpensively-with the same load they
carryon duty. In most calibers, the
Qualifier rounds cost half as much as new
Super Vel ammunition-provided you
have empty brass for exchange.

ACCURATE LOADS
Running some limited tests with the

Qualifier practice ammo, I found it every
bit as accurate as the original Super Vel. I
used a gun that has always seemed to have
a preference for Super Vel, and I matched
the Qualifier cases by the original
manufacturer; that is, I fired the reloads in

Continued on page 65

EHectlve bullet shape has much to do with achieving adequate
stopping power. Note full crimp on these Speer jacketed SWCs.

Each Glaser safety slug contains a charge of # J2 shot
encased In a jacket. They come In dlHerent calibers.
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By Bruce Thorstad

Here is a rundown ofthis fun shooting game
and the guns preferred by the top shooters

! was still a kid in the early 1960s, but al
ready a pistol shooter. As a teenager I'd

ride my bicycle on hot summer days to a
local gravel pit, pace off 100 yards and set
up as a target a rusted gallon can. Fired
with enthusiasm for long-range handgun
ning as described by Jeff Cooper, Elmer
Keith and other gun writers of the day, I'd
try to imitate with my .22 the exploits of
the mighty magnums. Bracing myself into
a sitting position, Ruger Single Six .22 on
one knee, I'd lob those 40 grain pills
toward my distant target. Little did I know
that one day a .22 pistol shooting game
would come along with distances long
enough and targets small enough to make
my 100-yard bucket look generous.

Metallic silhouette shooting burst upon
the scene in the mid 1970s. In little more
than eight years the sport has taken the
American shooting world by storm. Or
ganized competition has never been too
popular with American shooters, probably
because our wide open spaces and once
plentiful game animals provided all the
opportunities for plinking and hunting
that we could want. While shotgunriers
latched onto trap and ~keet, the dry disci
pline of paper punching caught on with
only relatively few rifle and pistol shooters.

Central to the appeal of silhouette,
though, is instant feedback. The animal
shaped targets add some visual interest
and best of all, they clang when hit and
spin or topple off their stands. The grati
fication of a hit or the frustration of a miss
is immediate. For the shooter having no
patience with the "paperwork" of bulls
eye, silhouette seems more like plinking or
hunting. Whether or not you win a trophy,
knocking down those distant animals is
just plain fun.

Handgunners have taken to silhouette
with enthusiasm. Under sanctioning by the
NRA and especially the IHMSA (Interna
tional Handgun Metallic Silhouette Asso
ciation), handgun silhouette has flourished
and spread. In big bore events, silhouetters
eager to better their scores have been re
sponsible for the development of a stag
gering array of bottlenecked cartridges for
their break open and bolt action pistols.

While big bore pistol silhouette has got
ten the attention, the game has a little
brother. Reduced targets, at 3/8ths the
scale of the big bore versions, make chal
lenging targets for .22 handgunners. At
club ranges where the 200 meter distances
are not available, or for that matter,

wherever rimfire fans are found, .22
silhouettes are made to order for shoot
ing fun.

The sound track is a little different. In
stead of the boom . .. clang! of big bore
silhouette, you'll hear the bang! of a .22,
followed (usually) by the modest cling of a
toppling or spinning steel target. The civi
lized blast and barely perceptible recoil
make rimfire silhouette a far better class
room for teaching the fundamentals of
sight picture and trigger squeeze. Then
too, affordable costs to get into the game
are often mentioned in rimfire's favor.
Match fees are typically halfof those ofbig
bore, and cheap ammunition is another
savings. An extra plus is that there are no
handloading chores. Devotees maintain,
however, that rimfire silhouette is simply
its own game, and can sink or swim on its
merits without constant comparisons to
big bore.

Rirrifire silhouette shooting is a chal·
lenging sport for everyone.

No one can deny the rimfire game is
tougher. While perfect 40 scores are an
everyday occurrence in big bore events,
they're still rare on .22 ranges. One reason
is the reduced size of the targets: the ani-

mals are 3/8ths the size of the full-scale
versions, yet the distances involved-25,
50, 75 and 100 yards instead of 50, 100, 150
and 200 meters-are very nearly half those
of big bore. The smallest target, the 75
yard turkey, has a body mass spanning
about 4 minutes of angle, disregarding the
leg, tail and head areas. That small a mark,
set at ranges where the little 40 grain Long
Rifle bullet is already losing its poop, is a
target to challenge any marksman, es
pecially when seen over a set of typical
pistol sights.

Yet, perfect scores are shot, with break
open single shots like the Thompson
Center Contender, with top auto pistols
like the High Standard, and once-just
once-with a S&W K-22 revolver. Two
handed standing is an event by itself, and
may be fired with any factory stock .22
handgun. The freestyle events categorize
the guns by action type-revolver, auto and
single shot-so that competition is always
against hardware having the same general
accuracy potential. Rules for freestyle
allow any position so long as no part of the
gun touches the ground or any artificial
rest. The laid back "Creedmoor;' or reclin
ing position, may look awkward, with the
shooter's head supported by the off-hand
and the pistol braced against the thigh and
lower leg, yet accuracy from this crablike
position approaches benchrest steadiness.

To get started in .22 pistol silhouette,
you can use just about any rimfire hand
gun. A barrel length of at least 5 to 6
inches, however, is just about minimum for
any kind of success. To do better, pick up
one of the following guns. We'll limit our
selves here to currently made U.S. guns.

REVOLVERS
The modern single action .22 traces its

heritage back more to the original 1950s
Ruger Single Six than to the Colt .45 of
frontier fame. It's fitting, then, that the SA
most often seen in matches is the Ruger
Super Single Six, especially the 9lh-inch
barreled version. Other good single action
sporting adjustable sights and target-level
accuracy are the recently reintroduced
Colt New Frontier and the Virginian .22
from Interarms. SA .22s are more likely
than their double action cousins to need
trigger jobs before going on the firing line.
Despite that drawback, and the long ham
mer fall, the basic SA design is definitely
competitive.

Continued on page 61
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Custom S& W Distinguished
Combat Magnum Model 586

SHOOTING
FORTHEGOLD

Proceeds of this special presentation S& W went to U.S. Biathlon team.
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By Dave Reynolds

W hen Smith & Wesson introduced
the Model 39 double action 9mm

automatic in 1956, shooters asked, "When
will you make one in .45?" Well, it has
been a long wait. The S&W Model 645
stainless .45 auto pistol had its first public
showing last December at a trade show in
Denver.

The Smith & Wesson Model 645 Olym
pic Pistol thatwas displayed at the show is
far from an ordinary gun. Apart from the
gold inlays, scroll and theme engraving,
scrimshawed ivory stocks, and handsome
presentation case, it is a unique one of a
kind specimen. It is theftrst working pro
totype of the soon-to-be catalogued .45
auto pistol, and the fourth in a series of
highly distinguished Smith & Wesson
handguns that the company has donated to
raise money for U.S. shooters.

There are two distinct stories here, the
efforts of the S&W folks to produce a true
one-of-a-kind collector's item and the
firm's support of competitive shooting.
Let's talk about the gun first. While the
645 Olympic Pistol is not the first .45 auto
ever produced by Smith & Wesson, it is
the first working model of the soon to be
manufactured pistol. It is also the first
S&W auto to bear the new standardized 7
digit-3 alpha/4 numeric (3A/4N) serial
number. Smith & Wesson began this num
bering system on the L frame revolvers in
1981. As other models reached end points
within their previous numbering systems,
they were converted to the new system.
Today, most, if not all, S&W revolvers
have the 3A/4N identification. Auto
pistols, though, continue using a six digit
number with an "A" prefix. All except the
645; its serial number is EXPOOOL

The 645 Olympic is the only S&W auto
pistol bearing the 3A/4N serial. Other
prototypes are numbered in the old sys
tem. The final production guns will most
certainly differ in minor ways from the
prototypes, but the basic design is set.
Similarity of design and features to the
firm's 9mm auto pistols is apparent.
Undoubtedly, some of the internal parts,
such as hammer and trigger, are inter
changeable with those on the 9mm pistols.
The trigger guard appears to be identical
to the one on Model 469, the new compact
9mm that was introduced last year. Reg-
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The $80,000 Model 629 was truly a historic: gun, the first of its kind.

Plain version of the c:over gun shows lines of S&W's first .45 auto.

Smith & Wesson's efforts to support u.S. Olympic
shooters follow an illustrious path. Their latest
introduces us to the S & W .45 double action auto

in photos than in words. Much of the
engraving is inlaid with 18K or 24K gold.
The U.S. Shooting Team logo on the right
side of receiver is filled with red and blue
enamel. The elephant ivory stocks hold
18K gold S&W medalions, and are
scrimshawed to detail the official NRA
seal and an Olympic torch bearer. The
Olympic Pistol and two magazines nestle
in an oak case with red, white, and blue
interior. Inside the lid is a German silver
plate engraved with the names of Ameri
can Olympic shooting event gold medal
winners.

The Olympic Pistol was presented to
the International Shooter Development
Fund for auction: Sealed bids to be
received by March 30, with presentation
to the successful bidder to be made at the
NRAShow in Milwaukee, winner's travel
expenses to be paid by Smith & Wesson.
Proceeds of sale to ISDF.

Now, as Paul Harvey says, for the rest
of the story. When the Model 629
stainless steel .44 Magnum revolver was
first shown in December 1978, it was
received with overwhelming enthusiasm.
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for $80,000, which was the highest price
ever paid for a newly manufactured fire
arm. Thus began the series.

The second gun donated was a Model
586, one of the first L frame revolvers,
also fully engraved. This was given to the
International Shooter Development Fund
in 1981. Third was another Model 629,
suitably decorated, whose proceeds went
to the U.S. Biathlon Association in 1983.

Which brings us back to the Model 645
Olympic Pistol. It, like its predecessors,
is a most impressive item that will do its
part to enhance the efforts of the U. S.
Shooting Team. Thanks, Smith &
Wesson, for your support. ~

Smith & Wesson executives, reasoning
that the very first Model 629 was a truly
historic gun, decided that it was worthy of
special treatment. This included making it
a full dress presentation model and donat
ing it to the U.S. Olympic Committee to
raise funds for our shooters. The gun sold

ular production Model 645s will not be
available until 1985 .

The 645 had to earn its name. The gun
was thoroughly tested, fired about 1000
times, before being cleaned up and sent to
the engravers for final dress. The quality
of the work done the~e is better expressed



WEAVER
vs

ISOSOELES
Two-handed shooting is here to stay, but what stance is correct
for you? The author brings us up to date on the question.

By Fred Romero

I f you were to ask a group of policemen
what it is about shooting that they dis

agreed most on, chances are the answer
would be: guns (auto vs revolver); ammo
(stopping power), and shooting stances.
Like it or not, these three subjects generate
more heat than an old Edsel in Yuma, Ari
zona in the middle of summer. There's not
enough paper or print to handle the gun
and ammo debates together in one maga
zine, but perhaps we can shed some light
on the subject of shooting stances.

Long before there was IPSC, the
Bianchi Cup and PPC, most people be
lieved the best way to shoot a handgun was
by using the old traditional one-handed
method-standing bolt up-right like a
gentleman with one hand holding the gun
and the other hand stuffed in a pocket. It
was the perfect image of grace and genteel
style for shooting single-shot weapons and
settling affairs of honor. Then along came
rapid-fire capabilities and the realization
that with proper training, the handgun
could become an effective defense
weapon.

Even though the handgun proved itself
to be a surprisingly fine combat tool, it was
still being fired one-handed by all the "ex
perts." For decades, the ultimate combat
stance was modeled after a picture of an
FBI agent squatting down low with one
hand resting on his knee and the other
hand holding the gun out front below the
line of sight. It may have looked mean but
control and accuracy were sorely limited.

Out of necessity, the evolution of defen
sive handgunning gained its strongest sup
port from the field oflaw enforcement. No
one, not even the military, relies as much
on the sidearm for basic survival as much
as a law officer. In the police sector, the
duty weapon of choice is a handgun, and a
policeman's life can hang in the balance if
he doesn't know how to use it properly.
Hence, the subject of shooting stance.

It took a little time, but people even
tually started using the two-hand method
of shooting. The thinking here-correctly
so-was that two hands afforded twice as
much control and accuracy as one. The

The crouch ;s not passe.

two-hand position most often taught by
law enforcement agencies today is the
"Isosceles Stance:' so named because the
shooter's arms are extended directly in
front of the body and form the two long
sides ofan isosceles triangle ifviewed from
the top. Regardless of whether the shooter
is standing up tall or squatting, the geo
metric position of the arms remains rela
tively constant.

The good points of the Isosceles Stance
are that it feels natural-the position is
usually taken automatically in.a moment
of stress without thinking about it-and it
aid~ in shot placement during point shoot

.ing or dim light situations. On the negative
side, some pepole feel that it doesn't re
duce felt recoil enough.

The other two-handed hold currently
being used is the "Weaver Stance:' named
after Jack Weaver, a former Sergeant with
the Los Angeles Sheriff's Department.

Sergeant Weaver first introduced his

unique position to the shooting world a
little over twenty years ago when he was
actively competing against such notibles as
Jeff Cooper and James Hogue in the old
Southwest Combat League, later to be
come the world famous Southwest Pistol
League. Back then, all combat courses
were fired using the familiar FBI one
handed crouch position. When Weaver

Continued on page 76

The 'sosce'es position seems to be
ga;n;ng favor among shooters.
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41 cal.
210 gr. JTC/Sil
44 cal.
240 gr. HP
240 gr. JTC/Sil

Hornady Mfg. Co.,
Box 1848, Dept. AH-7
Grand Island, NE 68802

Please send me the complete
Hornady Bullet List and my
copy of the new Silhouette
Loading Data Booklet.

38 cal.
158 gr. FP
160 gr. JTC/Sil
180 gr. JTC/Sil

Write for the
complete Hornady Bullet

List and your own copy
ofthe new Silhouette

Loading Data Booklet.

listics affect silhouette knock
down. Among other things, it
shows that "striking momen
tum" (a combination of bullet
weight and velocity) is most
critical to target knockdown.
Write for your copy today and
we'll include information on
the knockdown capabilities of
the bullets shown here, using
various popular loads. We're
serious - about making silhou
ette shooting more fun for you.

35 cal.
200 gr. SP
200 gr. RN

ordforthe
· houette
hootE

30 cal.
150 gr. SP
150 gr. FMJ-BT
165 gr. SP
165 gr. BTSP
168 gr. BTHP
190 gr. BTHP
190 gr. BTSP

7mm
139 gr. SP
139 gr. BTSP
154 gr. SP
162 gr. BTHP
162 gr. BTSP
175 gr. SP

~ ... ...
'" ::2 i!:
:5. '"

I '"
~

:5. :5.
'" ~

~
~

~
~
::l

6.5mm
129 gr. SP
140 gr. SP

Here at Hornady
we're just as serious as you are
about silhouette shooting. In
fact, ten members of our man
agement and research staff are
active competitors in local and
national matches. We thought
you'd like to see some of the
Hornady bullets they recom
mend after testing them per
sonally.

Recently we also helped bal
listics expert William C. Davis,
Jr., develop the most compre
hensive study yet on how bal-

There are 23 Nomad' Silhouette bullets to choose from•••

ADDRESS _

NAME _

CITY STATE ZIP _

---------------------

H Team up with

III III O~:I1ady
, for the fun of a gun!

Tee Cole of Fayetteville, Arkansas has
Lbeen an avid competitor since 1981,
when she and her husband, Jason, first
began shooting in their local IPSC
matches. They've both been extremely suc
cessful in the short time they've been com
peting. Lee has placed high in a number of
national tournaments in addition to win
ning the 1983 IPSC Women's Champion
ship, and Jason has done phenomenally
well (he placed 18th overall in this year's
'Nationals).

Editor's note: Written by a combat
shooter, Conversation with a Cham
pion is a regular feature of the Ameri
can Handgunner. Here is Winokur's
interview with Lee Cole, a fine repre
sentative of a new generation of
women in practical pistol shooting.

CONVERSATION
WITH A CHAMPION
By Jon Winokur

Lee, a nurse consultant by profession, is
representative of a new generation of
women in practical shooting.
JW: How have you been able to advance
so rapidly as a competitor?
LC: The primary reason is because my
husband has been so supportive. He's made
sure I've had the best equipment, and he
genuinely enjoys seeing me do well.

The other individual who's helped me
most is Richard Watson. Besides being a
fine shooter and gunsmith, he's an excellent
teacher. When I first started shooting, I
went to him and told him I wanted to
become good enough to compete on a
national level. He just looked at me, smiled,
and reluctantly agreed to help. As we
worked together more and more, I think his
enthusiasm grew because he could see that
I was serious.

And, Mike Plaxco has helped me con
siderably. I'll be spending some time
working with him prior to the IPSC World
Championships.
JW: How did youfirst become involved in
IPse shooting?
LC: Jason started shooting about a month
before I did and I went to a match to watch
him. He asked me if I'd like to try it and I
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said, "Gee, I've never done anything like it
before, and I was so nervous while you
were shooting, I don't know what I'd do if!
were up there in front of all those people."
But I did compete in the next few matches
with Jason's gun, and I thought it was just
great fun. One thing led to another, he got
me my own gun, and I continued competing
in local matches. That first year, I went to
the Bianchi Cup as a spectator, and that
convinced me that I wanted to compete in
the big tournaments.
JW: What's your advice to women who
are considering shooting competitively?
LC: First, let me say that I haven't done
anything that a lot of women couldn't do if
they had the time to practice. At any rate,
I'd say the most important thing to do is to
compete, as often as possible. I've been
fortunate enough to shoot with Bill Wilson,
Ross Carter and my husband, and I think it
gives me a better perspective on how I'm
progressing and how I'd rank on a national
scale.
JW: What sort of reaction can a novice
woman shooter expect from the male
members ofher local club?
LC: My experience has been entirely
positive. The men have been wonderful and
have treated me like any other fellow com
petitor. I think one of the reasons men
encourage women to shoot is because many
of them would like to have their wives
shooting with them. It makes for a mar
velous relationship. Jason and I enjoy
shooting together very much, and it's made
us much better friends.
JW: Are there any disadvantages to that
degree of"togetherness"?
LC: Well, when we first started shooting,
we would watch each other shoot the
matches, but we quickly discovered it's
worse to watch than it is to shoot. If one of
us has a bad run or a malfunction, it tends
to destroy the other's concentration. So we
don't watch each other anymore.
JW: What are the advantages and disad
vantages ofbeing a woman shooter?
LC: Women are handicapped by the fact
that they have to start pretty much from
scratch because they're not familiar with
guns at all. And there may be some psycho
logical obstacles for women to overcome
before they can even approach a gun and
shoot it with any degree of comfort. On the
other hand, it's an accepted thing for boys
and men-they grow up around guns. So,
women have to get past the social condi
tioning that it's somehow "un-feminine" to
shoot a gun. I think it's changing, though.
Girls today have more opportunities than
ever before, and that's why we're seeing
more young girls in competition. They can
explore their interests without losing their
femininity.

As for advantages, I think having a small
frame combined with wearing the holster in
the crossdraw position on the centerline of
the body is a distinct advantage, particu
larly from the "surrender" position.

JW: Can a woman win one of the big
national tournaments?

International Shootist Inc.
P.O. Box 5254
Mission Hills, California 91345
Ph. (213) 891-1723

TED BLOCKER'S CUSTOM HOLSTERS
PROUDLY INTRODUCES ...

$7.95

SECOND AMENOMENT FOUNDATION calls It "Must
reading for anyone who keeps a firearm for self
defense." "Should be a mandatory purchase for
anyone buying a gun," (Shooting Industry
Magazine). "One of a kind." (LAW & ORDER). "17
chapters of streetwlse Information that every gun
owner needs. Ayoob pulls no punchesl" (GUNS
Magazine). "I learned more about use of deadly
force from this book than I did In law school,"
(Practicing attorney)
This book teaches YOU how to use deadly force
without being ravaged by a cimlnal Justice system
that often seems to favor the lawless over the law
abiding.

Mike Dalton aDd
Mickey Fowler
say, "In today's
competition, this
is the 'State of the
Art' in leather
equipment.
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Ted Blocker's Custom Holsters
P.O. Box 821
Rosemead, California 91770 .~.,

Ph. (213) 442·5772 .~;;,.

This rig was designed and made for International Shootist Inc. under the expert gui
dance of Mike Dalton and Mickey Fowler to handle the most grueling demands of top
level practical pistol competition, and exceeds all I.P.S.C. requirements. This is the rig
you have seen used by the I.S.I. team lead by Mickey Fowler and Mike Dalton at world
class events. All I.S.I. rigs feature full contour double thick belt, holster includes 18
gauge steel liner, metal lined hip plate, sight rails, adjustable tension device, muzzle
rake for strong side or cross draw. Revolutionary Tef-Lok double mag pouch which has
teflon coated spring retainers. Holster can also be ordered for strong side butt forward
and is available for Colt Commander Mark IV; Gold Cup, Hard Baller, Brgn. H.P., Safari
Arms, Pin Gun, guns with 6" or 7" long slide, guns with full Bomar Rib at no additional
charge. The competition rig as shown sells for $126.95 plus 5% shipping and handling.
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax. This standard model can be delivered in less than 30
days. If ordering direct from Ted Blocker you may use Master Charge or Visa. Please
include your card number and expiration date.

plus $1.50 postage and handling

----GRAVEST EXTREME P.O. Box 122, Concord, N.H. 03301---- .

1Please check one:
10 Check or Money Order - $9.45

'

0 Charge my MC No.
Exp. date Name10 Charge my VISA No. Street

, Exp. date City ,

'

Bank on which account Is drawn: ,______________ State Zlp _L J
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LC: I think a woman would have a much
better chance at winning the Bianchi Cup
or the Steel Challenge as opposed to the
IPSC Nationals because the power factor
puts a premium on strength. But, in gen
eral; there's no reason why women can't do
as well as men because competitive shoot
ing is 80% mental and 20% physical. I
think women can run obstacle courses as
well as men because there again it's more a
matter of concentration than strength or
speed. And a match can be won or lost on
the ability to reload quickly, which is again
a matter of skill rather than strength.
JW: If you could change one thing about
the present status of women in practical
shooting, what would it be ?
LC: I'd just like to see women given more
credit. I think our increasing participation
is one of the most positive developments in
the sport.
JW: Do you consider yourselfafeminist?
LC: I'm not a feminist, but I consider
myself intellectually equal with whom
ever-men or women, and I've never met
any resistance in that regard. And, I enjoy
my role as a woman very much. I like
having doors opened for me and chairs
pulled out for me in restaurants. And, I also
enjoy shooting a pistol.
JW: What are the reactions of friends,
relatives, co-workers, when they learn
you're a "combat" shooter?
LC: The most common reaction is, "you
don't look like a woman who'd shoot."
That's the stereotype again.
JW: What are your goals in competitive
shooting?
LC: I'd like to be as good as Edith
Almeida. I think that would be any woman
shooter's goal right now-Edith is ranked
around 40th in the world! I'd also like to
make the shootoff in the Bianchi Cup or the
Steel Challenge. And I'd like to repeat as
Ladies' IPSC Champion. But above all, I'd
just like to keep improving.
JW: How can the sport ofpractical shoot
ing be improved?
LC: I think it needs to be made more enjoy
able for the spectator. We've had friends
come to our club matches to watch us
shoot, and even if they have binoculars it's
very difficult from 25 or 50 yards back to be
able to tell what's going on. Whereas, if
you're shooting steel reaction targets, you
know immediately what's happened. It's
much more exciting. So, if we incorporate
more steel in the matches, I think we might
stimulate more interest in the public and
attract more participants to the sport.
JW: You've done a great deal to focus
attention on women in competitive shoot
ing and you deserve some ofthe credit for
the fact that it's no longer strictly a man's
game. Thanksfortalking ~ ,
with us. ~
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FIRING SIMULATOR
.45 AUTO

"This system is a must
for anyone serious about
improving their 'defensive'
or 'competition' pistol skills".

Mickey Fowler & Mike Dalton
International Shootists Inc.

ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY'S
FIRING SIMULATOR is the first
breakthrough in dry fire practice that
allows the .45 to be dry fired in a realistic manner as it cycles the slide, recoils,
and cocks the hammer as fast as you can pull the trigger. Scores will be dramatic
ally increased once practice is started using the FIRING SIMULATOR. Practice
can begin anywhere, home or work, at a cost of less than 80 shots per penny when
using C02.

Detailed brochure sent on request ORDER FROM:

SIMULATOR for std. .45 $120.00 ADVANCED .45 TECHNOLOGY
SIMULATOR w/C02 regulator, 120 P.S.I. $156.00 Dept. AH
SIMULATOR 1031 Elder 51.

w/reg. & full C02 bottle $236.00 Oxnard, CA 93030
I S I "home practice dry lire kif' (805) 485-0113

included with each order (805) 485·4435
All prices include shipping. surtace UPS. Full CO' cylinders cannot be shipped air Payment either C.O.D.. Visa. Master·
Card, money order, or cashier's check. All personal checks held until clear. California residents add 6% sales tax.

ALPHA PRECISION, INC.
CUSTOM

COMPETITION
HANDGUNS

PPC, IPSC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE AND SPORT

• COMPETITIVE PRICES· OVER 20 YEARS EXPERI
ENCE· PROFESSIONAL CRAFTSMANSHIP· ALL
WORK TESTED AND GUARANTEED
SEND $2.00 (REFUNDABLE) FOR INFORMATION:

ALPHA PRECISION, INC. Dept. 01
1231 Sunderland Ct., Atlanta, Georgia 30319

(404) 458-0477
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CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

Cops introduce
hypnosis tapes

Of the many shooters currently using
self hypnosis to counteract the effects

of match pressure, Officer John Pride of
the Los Angeles Police Department Pistol
Team is one of the idea's more vocal
spokesman.

Pride, a l2-year veteran of the LAPD
and a police firearms instructor, sports an
impressive list of PPC (Practical Pistol
Course) credits, such as California Gover-
nor's 20, 1490 Club, and President's 100.
He was also Second Revolver at the 1983
Steel Challenge match and Second Overall
in the 1983 Bianchi Cup match.

Just before walking out on the firing
line, Pride will usually be seen wearing a
set of stereo earphones, listening to self
hypnosis tapes. When questioned about
this recently, Pride said, "I believe that self
hypnosis is the answer for many shooters
who have trouble maintaining their com
posure during an important match. When
I first started shooting in competition, my
performance was routinely hampered by
pressure. Then, I discovered self hypnosis.

"I started out on a basic course on hyp
nosis taught by Captain Mike Nielsen of
the LAPD's Investigative Hypnosis Unit.
After learning the fundamentals, I found
that I was not as intimidated by pressure,
and my scores started to improve. I
thought about the possibility of putting to
gether a set of tapes, specifically for shoot
ers. Captain Nielsen and I discussed the
idea and we came up with a programmed
course made to order for the shooter.

FOUR-PART COURSE
The two-cassette course is divided into

four parts. The first is an introduction to
the subject of self hypnosis by Nielsen. If
the listener makes himself open to the sug
gestion, he will go into an actual hypnotic
state. Part two then goes into the funda
mentals of shooting-sight alignment,
trigger control, etc. This clears the way for
part three, which tells the listener how to
deal with match pressure. Utilizing a tech
nique known as "visualization," the lis
tener is directed on how to channel his
fears into a positive force. The last part of
the tapes is an actual PPC course of fire,
from beginning to end. Everything is in
cluded, even the staccato of gunfire.

The effect is so real that the listener may
almost believe he's in a match. Above the
usual range sounds, Nielsen's voice is
calmly talking to the listener, reminding
him to disregard those things that cause
pressure to build, and to think about the
basics of shooting instead. The intended
reaction is that the shooter will go into a
match with numerous positive suggestions
ingrained in the subconscious.

A gimmick? Maybe. But the results are
there. Literally hundreds of shooters have
used the Pride-Nielsen tapes and im
proved their shooting.
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RX22

RX22 - Double
action autoloader

in 22LR, featuring
apatented revolver

-style ignition
safety system.

German engineered
to work with

accuracy.

Fred Schmidt
Tel: (004) 74&9269
5004 Signal Hill Rd.
Mechanicsville, Va. 23111

These pistols are available
today from your Excam
Distributor. Send $2.00 for
color catalog illustrating the
entire Excam line.

H EXCAM, INC.
4480 East 11th Avenue

Hialeah, FL 33013

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion u.s, Patent
Dou9las 1010 twist BBl 1,080" Oia. 6" long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.

H.B.w.e. only

•Reduced Leading
• No bullet jump
• Reduced recoil
X-Ring Accuracy
Each gun individually built

PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETTE, AND SPORT

CUSTOM 'SMITH PROFILE.

GT22, 32, 380 
All steel auto
loader featuring a
patented take down
system, 3 safety
systems, and
inertial firing pin.
Available in choice
of 22, 32, or 380
calibers with a
wide range of
finishes.

GT32XE,380XE
Fire power with
style, this pistol
features 12 shot
magazine, all steel
construction, iner
tial firing pin, and
3 safety systems.
Available in 32 or ~~""!
380 caliber,
wooden grips
standard.
Shoots as
good as it
looks!

WE ONLY LOOK EXPENSIVE
Check These Excam

Handgun Values

C;~~~;"'_'_'dmd .

~~:-DC:!N~S~1 AVENGERS

-SSK Industries offers exceptional services and products which include .41
AVENGERTM Conversion Kits for the 1911 Colt, approximately 60 different
caliber Custom HuntinQ and Competition Barrels for Contenders including
the .375 JDJ and .45-70, XP-l00 Competition and Hunting Conversions,
Custom 1'SOB Scope Mounts that stay on for handguns, Arrestor Muzzle
Brakes, high impact, self-sealing rubber Silhouette Targets, Rechambering
Services and many other services for discriminating handgunners. We
want and appreciate your business. Two stamps for information.

SSK INDUSTRIES Rt. 1, Della Drive, Bloomingdale, Ohio 43910
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EXTENDED SAFffi
Positive safety operation with no more
"!umbles". Rounded corners eliminate snag
~1Il\l on holsters or clothing. Simple, drop-in
Installation. '3215pPd

Now Available to

HANDGUNNERS

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Reliable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

PLEASE NOTE ...
All prices are for blue parts,
stainless finish available, please
write or call for prices and delivery.

WIDEmlGGER
Reduces felt trigger pull for better conlrol.
Exclusive design is better than atriwer shoe,

~;~~~t i~~~~la~~~~e:l~n e8~~af~ i~S:g~~~
safe~. '32",,.,

Write for details and price list.
WESTERN GUN EXCHANGE

Gunsmith - Bud Price NEW ADDRESS: Open 9:00-5:00 Daily
24 years experience 119 COMMERCE ST. Closed Sunday
NRA Life Member COMMERCE, OK 74339 Phone (918) 6754688

1% X 14" or 1%" X 28" unturned blanks; smaller diameters can be
made to customer specification.

Insist on the best - Insist on Shilen.
Dealer Inquiries are invited.

SHILEN RIFLES, INC.
205 Metro Park Boulevard • Ennis, Texas 75119 • (214) 875-5318

Caliber Groove Diameter Twist
22 R.F. .222 16"
22 C.F. .224 14"
9mm .355 16"

~~ 38 .357 14"-- .3fi7 _. .357 18"
.44 .429 20"

45 .451 16"

Shilen barrels are offered in two grades:"Lone St*r"
and "Match". They are made of a special 4140

chrome moly steel, button rifled with eight lands and
grooves, and stress relieved.

BROWNING HI-POWER COMBAT ACCESSORIES

TO ORDER
send Mooey Order or Cashier"s Check only. MasterCardlVisa orders welcomed,
please supply complete card information including expiration dale. Sorry. no COD
orderS. Phone orders accepted lor credit cards only. All orders pl"epaid via U.P.S.
in the continental U.S. Alaska and Hawaii. please add $1.50 per item. Please fur
nish street address for delivery.

AMBIDEXTROUS COMBAT SAFETY
Nowrighlor lefl hand safetyoperalionforlh.e
Hi-Power. Exclusive design Will posItively III

:~r:aO~~ar~:r~~:~~~2.estruclable ?~isUp~~
($5creifilforyDuroriginal,ulllltered,lIrowning_I

COMBAT MAG. RElEASE
Sculptured magazine release will not snag or

~~~;;e~c;~~e2~~:~ug~~i~~~~ 19~n~:~lfj~ns~
drdlandtaponehole.(installattonavailablefor
$'01 '21~",

CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOp, INC••
240 W. 8TH ST. :

liIl__IIL~1 P.O. BOX 937 •
I'll FREMONT, NEBR. 88025 :

Ph: (402) 721·4277 :
PlEASE! no caHs afler12:00noonC.S:r. :

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

safety strap is released. Made in tan,
cordovan or black finish. $29.95 ($1.00
more for 6-6'12" bbl.) from Strong
Holster Co., 105 Maplewood Ave., Dept.
AH, Gloucester, MA 01930.
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For more information, contact Mike
Nielsen, 19585 Pine Valley Avenue, De-
partment AH, Northridge, IIIIIIIM-
CA 91326. ~

Holster for Ruger MKII
A new hi-ride holster for the Ruger
Mark II .22 auto pistol features full grain
cowhide, wet molded and hand-boned
for a perfect fit. Holster will fit Mk I and
Mk II pistols with standard, target or
bull barrels. Optional snap-on sight
guard ($4.95) flips out of the way when

Hypnosis used to
find 'vital edge'

H ypnosis in sports is not new.
Many say that baseball and hyp

nosis first crossed paths in the 1940's,
when New York Giants manager Leo
Durocher had pitcher Sal Maglie hyp
notized to get his throwing arm back in
line after an injury.

Simply put, sports hypnosis
whether it be shooting or baseball-is a
pep talk to the subconscious, intended
to improve the person's concentration
and allow his natural talents to with
stand moments of pressure.

It has been proven that hypnosis aids
competitors-no matter what the
sport-in rediscovering confidence and
concentration.

It's the latest fad in a competitor's
search for the vital edge, which is all in
the mind.



WHA'rS
NEW

closed muzzle, and double welt construc
tion. It is sized for small, medium or large
frame revolvers. Available in black or
brown, plain or basketweave; retail,
$35.95 and and $37.95 respectively. See
it at your S&W dealer.

For a Bigger .44 Bullet
A new bullet mould has been introduced
by Ohio Shooters Supply, 7532 Tyler
Blvd., Dept. AH, Mentor, Ohio 44060
(216) 953-8354. This double cavity
aluminum mould will cast 320 grain .44
semi-wadcutter bullets which feature

New 5&W high-ride
holster for sportsmen

The new Model 504 holster from S&W
features a high-ride design; silicone
treated suede lining; paddle thumb break;

o

WILSON COMBAT No. 34 Ex
tended Combat Ejector, precision
machined from 4140 stock &
heat treated R/C 38. 100%
positive ejection. Minor hand fit·
ting required $19.95.

WILSON COMBAT NO.2 SHOK
BUFF<!l Shock Absorber Kit
(1·HD recoil spring & 2·poly fiber
buffers) specify Govt. ·Gold Cup or
Commander model $5.95.

COMPLETE
CUSTOM

SERVICES
For Colt .45 autos

IPSC-Duty-Bullseye
ALL WORK GUARANTEED

SPECIALTY
SUPER FORGED MAG. WELLS

PRACTICAL - ATIRACTIVE
AFFORDABLE

Send for free catalog 39-H

BUEHLER PISTOL MOUNT

NO DRILLING OR TAPPING
Introducing a different BUEHLER MOUNT-M83. In
stalls without drilling or tapping. For calibers up
through .357 Mag. Available in silver or black finish.
M83 will fit Smith & Wesson, Dan Wesson, Colt and
Ruger.

;;>
:?--......

WILSON COMBAT No.
47 Wilson·Rogers 45
Match Magazine, 7 rd.
stainless with rounded
follower & removable
base. Integral base
pad $21.95.

Send SASE or $1.00 for list.

r i
" .

WILSON COMBAT No. 3 High
Visibility Combat Sight $25.00.
No. 3D with 3 dot sighting system
-$32.00. We will install within 2
weeks for a $20.00 labor charge.

WILSON COMBAT no. 66 Beaver
tail Grip Safety (blue or stainless)
requires frame fitting $19.95.

MARTIN CUSTOM GUNSMITHING
514 E. MAIN, ROBSTOWN, TEXAS 78380 (512) 387-9755
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::E: •
Call (805) 466-6266

Open 9-5 P.S.T.
Brochure available for $1.00

ROG E RS PLAXCO
HOLSTER

$40.45

NEW!
SAW COMBAT SIGHTS

300t
Night Sights _
$34.95 set

Without Sights
$24.95 set

DAMPIESS DESTROYS

SUPPORT
THE

ADVERTISERS
IN THESE

PAGES!

with rust, corrosion, mildew ruining valued
guns, precision-finished equipment, etc.

Silica Gel Unit
Drinks Dampness
From the Air
40 gram Compact
Unit protects 3 cu.
feet. Ideal for gun,
camera case; tool box; etc. The desiccant
of choice by gov't and industry. Prevents
rust, corrosion, mildew by adsorbing mois
ture to create a protective shield of dry air
within any enclosed area. Built-in indicator
signals when to reactivate. Reactivates
easily in any ·oven. Lifetime protection.
$4.95 each. Send printed name & address
with check. (NY Res add sales tax.)

Hydrosorbent Co. Box 675·Z Rye, NY 10580

.100%
reinforced
nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

DISCOUNTS!
ON ALL PRODUCTS

Aimpoint Auto Ordance
Gerber Choate
HKS Bushnell
MGW Sights B-Square
MTM Selenta
Norton Roge~

Combat PPC Guns
.45 Custom Pachmayr

Work

Made for:
-S& W:Sq. & Rd. ButtK, L&N; Rd. ButtJ
- COLT PYTHON (I - Frame)
- RUGER: Security-Six*, Police

Service Six', Speed Six'. '(PosI1976 senal numOO," 151 and above)

MONOGRIP® features include: Unique,
ONE-PIECE construction· Hogue's famed
orthopedic hand fit· Fully relieved for all speed loaders
Exclusive COBBLESTONE® finish

$1895 Checkor HOGUE ®
moneyorder C

plus $2 00 postage & OMBAT GRIPS
handling (California P.O. Box 2038
residents add 6% Dept. AHI7
sales tax.) Atascadero, CA 93423

300f00FF SA W
GALCO LEATHER "INe.

~(formerly Jackass) SS"
, For.45 Autos & f.J P.o. BOX 140845 I I

Most Revolvers .'. O' 141 DONELSON PIKE V,orA I CATALOG
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE 37214 1.'.-.$55.95 SHOP: (615)889-0862 . $1.00

INFORMATION (615}889-0862 - ORDERSONLY(Toll Free) 1-800-251-6007

MONOGRlp®

THE
RIGHTS
OF GUN
OWNERS

Perfect for Every
Concerned Citizen
THE RIGHT OF GUN OWNERS

ALAN M. GOTTLIEB

This is the first compilation of all federal
and state statutes in one volume, as well
as a reasoned brief against many of the
gun-control proposals and laws now be
ing widely discussed. It covers every
facet of gun law, from constitutional
guarantees to licenses, registration,
concealed weapons, waiting periods,
ammunition purchases, postal regula
tions, and crossing state borders.
IT IS UNAMERICAN NOT TO BUY THIS
BOOK.
The author, Alan Gottlieb is Chairman of
The Citizens Committee for the Right to
Keep and Bear Arms, and is also the
author of THE GUN OWNER'S

'POLITICAL ACTION MANUAL.
211 pgs.
To order your copy, send $6.95 plus $1.50 postage
and handling to: GUNS 800KS, Dept. 1AH7
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200,
San Diego, CA 92108

NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE _ ZIP _

four driving bands, three grease grooves
and a crimp groove (for use in the .444
Marlin). The bullet is designed to be
sized for .429"-.430". The double cavity
mould blocks retail for $37.50

Practical-Action
Combat?

The Bianchi Cup VI will be history
by the time you read this, and full
coverage of the match will appear in
our September/October issue.

In the meantime, the struggle goes
on to develop a proper name for this
handgun shooting game. Jeff Cooper,
in his latest newsletter, states that the
Board of Directors of the NRA
decided not to designate the Bianchi
Cup as a practical contest. So be it,
and we agree that it is not practical as
Jeff and his IPSC followers define
practical. Whether official IPSC
competition is practical is arguable,
but that is another question.

In any event, the NRA does
recognize the Bianchi Cup as the
National Action Shooting Pistol
Championships.

So, this handgun shooting game, in
all its guises, now has almost as many
names as there are events; practical,
combat, speed shooting, action
whatever you want to call it, you've
got to admit that as a sport, it has a
hell of a lot more redeeming social
value than basketball. J.R.

Magazine Loader
Loading High Standard or Ruger .22
magazines has always been a thumb
busting chore. Now there is the
Thumbsaver, a unique device that makes
this task a lot easier. It slips over the top

of the magazine and gives you complete
control of the magazine spring button.
Priced at $2.95 Pp, it's available from
Magnum Grips, PD. Box 801, Payson,
AZ 85547. Tell 'em you saw it in

- American Handgunner.
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THE

MARTIAL ARTISTPACKAGE AS ACP

MAGNUM DISTRIBUTING INC.
CUSTOM GUN WORKS

1798 SHELLY COURT
MARIETTA, GA 30062

404/973-0883

Two new pistolsmith
items from Trapper
Guns

is $160, A free four-color catalog is avail
able from Iver Johnson Arms, Dept. AH,
2202 Redmond Rd., Jacksonville, AR
72076,

IJ has new .22 target
automatic pistol

The new Trailsman .22 LR auto pistol
from Iver Johnson features a lO-round
magazine, fixed sights, and choice of
4'!z" or 6" barrel. Suggested retail price

*('*Federal Firearms License
required for purchase or
Magnum Distributing will
arrange for transfer of gun
through a licensed firearms
dealer in your area.

SPECIAL
$499.00***

AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM:

COLT®
THESE GUNS FUNCTION! COLT QUALITY
MADE EVEN BETTER. PERFECT FOR IPSC,
DEFENSE AND TARGET SHOOTING.

STANDARD FEATURES

• MILLETT MARK II LOW PROFILE SIGHTS, ORANGE FRONT, BLACK REAR
• BLUE OXIDE SLIDE AND HARD CHROME FRAME
• THROATED AND POLISHED FEED RAMP FOR WADCUTTER (HG 68's)
• ALUMINUM 3 HOLE NATIONAL MATCH TRIGGER
• CRISP COMBAT /CARRY TRIGGER JOB (4 lb. approx.)
• FITTED MATCH GRADE SOLID BUSHING
• LOWERED EJECTION PORT
• COMBAT MAGAZINE WELL
• BOBBED HAMMER
• TUNED EXTRACTOR
• EXTENDED COMBAT SAFETY
• GUARANTEED 3" GROUPS AT 25 YARDS
• STANDARD ONE YEAR LIMITED WARRANTY

Pl.Registered trade mark
Colt Industries, Inc.

COLT®
COMMANDER AND LIGHTWEIGHT COMMANDER.
SAME FEATURES FOR THE SAME PRICE.

LEAD BUILD-UP

·WIPE AWAyTM
GUN CLEANING CLOTH

Trapper Gun, Inc" 18717 E. Fourteen
Mile, Fraser, MI 48026, has introduced a
new "Master Spring Kit" for S&W
revolvers (also available for Colt and
Ruger), The kit will tune 40 revolvers.

JUST WIPE AWAY lEAD, BURN RINGS. & CARBON BUILD-UP
ON HANDGUNS, RiflES & SHOTGUNS

THIS AMAZING CLOTH CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG LASTING

... I can vouch for it really working. Just one or
two swipes 01 the cloth and leading around barrel
disappears .... ~ .

and includes 5 different weight rebound
springs; 3 different weight mainsprings
for J frames, complete headspace washer
sets and hammer shims, From Bullseye
Shooting Aids, div. of Trapper Gun.

Also new is The Armourers Tool Box,
containing everything you need to adjust
and tune revolvers. Each tool box con
tains: one each .38, .44 and .45 range
rods with handles; yoke lines; yoke
reamers; ejector rod reamers; sear head
space gauges; firing pin gauges; master
stone kit; babbet hammer bar; 14
gunsmith files; lapping compound; lubes
and polishes, plus complete manual,
"Secrets of a Pistolsmith:' Price, approx,
$267,00.
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FOR

PATENTED

BUCKHORN COMBAT SIGHT
• QUICKER SIGHT PICTURE SHOT TO SHOT
• CLEARER SIGHT PICTURE
• LOW PROFILE
• WILL REPLACE IN BO-MAR OR WITCHITA MILLED

SLIDE WITH EASY GUNSMITHING PROCEDURE

MT-1 AIMPOINT MOUNT
. ~psCi- $25.00

• QUICK INTERCHANGEABILITY WITH
PPC RIBS

• NO GUNSMITHING NEEDED

• USED BY JOHN PRIDE AND WINNING JARVIS GUNSMITHING
LAPD TEAM '83 BIANCHI CUP

• WHEN ORDERING SPECIFY DAVIS 4418 LARKSTONE CR" ORANGE, CA 92669
STYLE RIB OR ARISTOCRATE RIB 714·538-2603

SEND 51 FOR PICTURE CATALOGUE OF CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS.

Look "" II al your Local Deal.r, or sand $4,95 & 1,00 P & H 10:

Belltown, Ltd.-P.O. Box 74, Rt. 37, Sherman, CT 06784

SHOOTING A REVOLVER AT:

BIANCHI CUP?
FALLING PLATES?
BOWLING PINS?

USING AN AIMPOINT?

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders is no longer a task. Simply cut a 112~xlI2~

patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A little scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe the
lead away
3. Lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by aclean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and time
consuming job to clean a handgun.

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
•.... For removing leading & carbon build-up
WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked
with to date. M

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals
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P.O BOX 828. WHITTIER, CA 90608 (213) 695-4134

"The Advantage Grip System was part of my
equipment I used to win the Bianchi Cup and
the Steel Challenge. Its screw on weighted
grip reduces recoil by 17%, allows quicker
sight picture alignment and speeds up shot to
shot recovery."

New impro~ed Advantage Grip System complete with
checkered walnut stocks. $46.00 - Add $3.00 postage and
handling. California residents add 6Y2% Sales Tax. I ship
immediately upon receipt of money order or certified check.
Allow 2 weeks for all other checks to clear. Dealer inquiries
invited. Write for additional information, brochure and
mathematical calculations to prove the recoil reduction.

proven
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Mid South Institute of
Self Defense Shooting
503 Stonewall
Memphis, TN 38112
(901) 725-1450

Introducing the

Shaw SpeedeEeLoad
• The Solution to faster re-Ioad
• The ultimate in interchangeable

magazine wells
• Made of 316 stainless steel
• Designed for all 1911 Colt

models
• No alterations necessary
• Slips on in seconds
• Increase mag well size by 100070
• Will last a life-time

ONLY $2995

OTHER
SHAW

.PRODUCTS

'- You Can't Miss Book
Limited Edition
Paperback

- Pro Shooter's Bag 6995

- Classes Now Forming at M.I.S.S.
(write for class dates)

'Add $2jor shipping and handling on al/ orders

Elastic loops fit wide
range of cartridges

Bianchi's "Ranger" Cartridge Belt is
made of ballistic Nylon with foam pad
ding. The special cartridge loops are
made of Mil. Spec. elastic and will

accommodate cartridges from the .22
Short to the .458 Magnum. The belt is
2 1,4 /I wide with a black molded plastic
buckle. From Bianchi International,
Dept. AH, 100 Calle Cortez, Temecula,
CA 92390.

Competition rig has
open sided holster

The new #233 "Storm" holster and belt
set from Bianchi features a crossdraw hol
stet' with a complete opening on its side
for very fast draw. The holster has tension
screw, full leather lining and metal rein
forcement, and covered trigger guard.
Complete rig, includes holster and #B21
curved belt and #30 clip grip pouch.
From Bianchi International, Dept. AH,
100 Calle Cortez, Temecula, CA 92390.
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from IMI of Israel. Currently available
calibers are: .380 Auto, 9mm Luger, .38
Special, .357 Magnum and .45 Auto.
Despite its excellent quality and accuracy,
Samson ammunition is competitively
priced. Write for free brochure.

Match Grade ammo for
handguns from Action

Action Ammo, Ltd., P.O. Box 19630,
Dept. AH, Philadelphia, PA 19124, is now
importing Samson handgun ammunition



2/1 and is available in two models; one for
.38/357, the other for .41/.44-both over
.30-06-type rifle cartridges. Price,
$24.95. From DeSantis Holster, 155
Jericho Thrnpike, Dept. AH, Mineola,
NY 11501. Catalog, $2.

Sterling Silver with gold-filled logo. Both
are fully engraved. You select the words
you want. Series 500 starts at $495;
Series 1000 at $395. For details on order
ing, write: Wilson's World, Dept. AH,
26492 E. Highland Ave., Highland, CA
92346 (714) 862-3311.

Custom Ruger Buckle
designed by you

Now you can design your own Ruger
buckle using one of several motifs. The
Series 500 is a larger size with a single
Ruger logo in the center; the Series 1000
is smaller, with two Ruger logos. Both are

If you need to carry both rifle and
handgun ammo at the same time, DeSan
tis has the answer. Their Ammo Rac is
made ohop grain cowhide, fits belts up to

Ammo Rac holds rifle
and handgun cartridges

.45 Auto Firing
Simulator
You can't become proficient with a .45
auto without a lot of practice; but that
can run into a lot of ammunition, and a
lot of money. Advance Technology, 1031
Elder St., Dept. AH, Oxnard, CA 93030
has a solution in their Firing Simulator.
Powered by a compressed air source or
CO' bottle, this device is attached to any
1911-type .45 to permit dry firing. With
the firing simulator installed, the gun can
be drawn from most holsters; offers
realistic recoil, and permits dry firing
approximately 32,000 times, for less than
$4.00 (cost of CO' refill). The simulator
costs $236 complete with full CO' bottle,
or $120 if you provide the compressed air
source.

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are now available for pistol,
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement and military person
nel. For information write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

HANDGUNNERS!
Get A Grip On Beauty, Accuracy, Value

Custom grips at affordable prices.
•. Rosewood • Pearl • Ivory • Grey •

• Black Horn • Ebony • Sta.g •
Handcarved or plain.' Standard style replacements.

. Oversized or wraparound Finger Position~clearedfor
(\~ speed loader). . .

~ Finest quality ,materials and workmanship. Handfitted
to all current models of Colt, S&W. Ruger, Charter
Arms, Dan Wesson and other models.

~ P""d fmm $20.95 ,"d "p. O,d., di,.e' "om y,"'
. dealer or send $1.00 for color catalog. 48-hour delivery,

most cases. Satisfaction guaranteed.

AJE, LTD. Dept. AH-7, 421 A Irmen Dr., Addison, IL 601011
Orders Only: Toll Free (800) 323-6144 • Visa & MasterCharge accepted.

S9&t'll\e
tS

:\&\f\S' A
fouf\ 1I.S,"'·

~e\s, in tOe
....J...~'SS'll'l ~Oc'JarietY Send

c'lletS. argest
f\tect& •• :Toe \... For our Deluxe Colored Catal0$J.

Your money is refundable on your first order.
Send to: Neptune Fireworks Co., P.O. Box 398,Dept. A Dania, FL 33004

Out-of-State Toll Free: 1-800-835-5236 In FL: (305) 920-6770

$agleyl1ps
"For The Perfect Mating Of Iron To Hand"

/~
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Protect Your Eyes
A new line of shooting glasses not only
help filter out strong light, they also meet
ANSI Industrial Safety Glass Standards
with tough, scratch-resistant

polycarbonate lenses. Available with
dark or yellow shades, suggested retail
prices range from $11.50 to $52.45. From
your local dealer or Bilsom International,
Dept. AH, 11800 Sunrise Dr., Reston, VA
22091

New .22 Speedloader
H.K.S. has a new model in its popular
line of revolver Speedloaders. The Model
22-HR is designed to fit the Harrington
& Richardson 9-shot revolver in .22 LR.
There are seventeen other H.K.S.
Speedloaders to fit most of the popular.
revolver models. See them at your dealer.

ONE OF A KIND-AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER, THE ONLY
MAGAZINE DEVOTED 100%
TO HANDGUNS.
Use the Handy Order Card in this issue
to send for your subscription today.

National Match Trigger
A new National Match trigger for the
Colt .45 ACP has been introduced by
Pachmayr. The heavy duty nylon trigger
piece is molded directly to the trigger
bow. The face of the trigger is serrated to
prevent slipping, and an adjustable stop
prevents over-travel. Fits all 1911-type
.45s except National Match and Gold
Cup. Pachmayr recommends installation
by a qualified gunsmith. Retail price,
$12.50 from your local dealer or
pistolsmith, or contact Pachmayr, 1220 S.
Grand Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90015.

Improved Patches and
Tips
Ox-Yoke Originals has devised a new
bore cleaning system which includes a
"Two-Way Tip" and "Superior Cleaning
Patches." The combination of these two
products is said to offer full bore
coverage ,by the patch plus two-way
cleaning without the patches bunching
up. The rod tips are available in five
sized to precisely fit each handgun and
rifle caliber group. Ask for the "Two
Way" tips and "Superior" patches at
your local dealer, or write, Ox-Yoke
Originals, 130 Griffin Rd., Dept AH,
West Suffield, CT 06093.

SUSSCRIBE 1'0 I'HE
AMERICANHANDGUNNER

GET YOURSELF A FRESH
PIECE OF EXCITEMENT WITH
THE NEW LOOK OF GUNS •••
Use the Handy Order Card in
this issue to send for your sub
scription now.

COMBAT AND IPse SHOOTERS

COMBAT CORNER, one of the
oldest and most experienced firms
specializing in products related to
practical pistol shooting, has
added a new dimension to cus
tomer services. MASTERCARD/
VISA orders are now being pro
.cessed by telephone.
Mike Braun and Jim Wilcox have'
been involved in IPSC shooting for
over five years. They started sup
plying the shooters in the Western
New York Practical Pistol League
and have been expanding ever
since. Being experienced shoot
ers, they are aware of the needs
and problems of practical pistol
competitors. They strive to main
tain a complete inventory of equip
ment and accessories for the prac
tical pistol shooter. For further
information call 716-672-4218 or
716-627-3762 Monday-Friday be
tween 4-10 PM EST. Or write for a
free catalogue to: COMBAT
CORNER, RD # 1 9518 Rt. 60,
Fredonia, NY 14063

BRASS
.223, .38SPL

.45 ACP,
AND OTHERS

MASTER PROFESSIONAL.
HANDLOADING TECHNIQUES!
At last - the single most detailed work available today for handloaders. While other books only
guide shooters through the basics of reloading ammunition, THE HANDBOOK OF METALLIC
CARTRIDGE RELOADING goes one vital step further. It contains the latest comprehensive
loading tables prepared by the four major powder manufacturers - DuPont, Hercules, Hodgdon,
and Winchester - for all current rifle and handgun cartridges. Every load has been tested and
evaluated by expert ballisticians using sophisticated machinery in modem ballistics labs, insuring
that the load will perform properly and safely when correctly assembled and used. The first section
of the book offers a meticulous examination of fundamentals, essential equipment, the reloading of
both rifle and pistol cartridges, and the selection and use of practical accessories. The second
section deals specifically with components: cases, primers, powders and bullets. The third section,
on theory, includes significant chapters on pressure, accuracy with jacketed bullets, the making and
using of high performance cast bullets, precision tools and procedures for benchrest ammunition,
plus, for the first time, a chapter on the manufacture, characteristics, and uses of Ball Powder. Get
your copy of HANDBOOK OF METALLIC CARTRIDGE RELOADING now. It?s a standard
fixture on the loading benches of the most knowledgeable riflemen imd' handgunners in the

country. ----, Send me a copy of the HANDBOOK OF METAL-
GUNS BOOKS LIC CARTRIDGE RELOADING,
Dept. 53 - AH-7 Enclosed is $15.95 plus $I.SO postage and handling.
591 Ca' d I R' - Charge my Credit Card _Visa - Mastercard

S
mmo e a elna Number Exp Date. __ Initials _

wte 200 NAME
San Diego, CA 92108 ADDRES-S------------

CITY STATE _ ZIP __
Ca. residents add 6% sales tax. Allow 4·6 weeks for delivery.
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(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

P.O. Box 315-H2
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

STUDY THESE BULLETS
Two lacts Will become clear:
(1) The technique illustrated permits custom pertormance

beyond any conventional bullet design ..
(2) The ONLY wauou obtain these bullets is to swage

them, at aboui HALF the cost 01 conventional bulletsl

BULLET SWAGING PLACES
TOTAL CONTROL

AT YOUR COMMAND!
Catalog: $3 6-Book library: $3750

P.O. BOX 2659
WHITE CITY, OREGON 97503

503-826-5211
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Custom
Pistols

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO'
Highest quality workmanship by a champion
competitor:
• Member World Champion USA IPSC "Gold"

Pistol Team, 1982
• Twice Winner Mid-Winter TargelWorld
Champion~hip.1980 and 1982.

• Third Place in USA IPSC Nationals, 1981
Developer of the Plaxco Compensator Syste

For more information and gun specifications:
J. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203

. Roland, Arkansas 72135 501-868-9787

BULLSEYE SHOOTING AIDS
First on Target with Complete Tuning

Accessories
Bullseye Spring Kits will lighten the Single and or Double Action trigger pull
up to 45% on your revolver. On Automatics, the trigger pull will be lightened
up to' 45% and an increase in your slide power by 15%.

More Sidekick Holsters
Michaels of Oregon has broadened the
line of nylon Sidekick holsters to include
vertical and horizontal shoulder holsters,
shoulder holsters for large scoped
handguns, and ankle and inside-the-

Send for your free products brochure today.

The proven leader in spring design for firearms. Plus new Rifle Kits, Shotgun Kits,
Rear Sights Blades, Tooling, &Gauges. Everything needed to tune any troublesome
handgun.

#1 H Fits New Model Ruger #8 Fits all Browning Hi-Power $13.50
Single Action Revolvers $11.50 #9 Fits all Colt Government
#1T Fits New Model Ruger Single Models $14.45
Action Rev. Reduces

#9A Fits Colt Government /70trigger pUll up to 60% $11.50
Series Hardballer &Crown City

#2 Fits all Colt Mark III Arms. Target Kit $14.45
Trooper &Lawman $ 8.60
#3C &3R Fits Smith &Wesson #10 Fits Colt Commanders $14.45

J frame Centerfire or Rimfire #11 Fits Smith &Wesson
Rev. Please specify $ 8.60 39, 59, 69 &659 $13.50

#4 Fits Ruger Security Six & #12 Fits Dan Wesson 357 Rev. $ 8.60
Speed Six Rev. $ 8.60 #14 Fits Ruger Redhawk Rev. $ 8.60
#5 Fits Smith &Wesson #15 Fits Star Pd or 9 MM.
K, N, &L Frame Rev. $11.50 Please specify model $ 8.60
#6 Fits Thompson Center #16 Fits Virginia Dragoon $ 8.60Contenders, older &
newer models. $ 8.60 #18 Fits Dan Wesson 44mg $ 8.60

#7 Fits Colt Python & #19 Fits New Colt Mark V $ 8.60
Older Style Trooper Rev. $ 8.60 #20 Fits All Charter Arms $ 8.60

~
SHOOTING AIDS

@)

Dealers inquiries welcome
Visa & MasterCard Accepted
Include $2.00 for postage & handling
Overseas Ainnail add $10.00
All checks or money orders in US FUnds
Checks over $25.00 will have a 3 week hold

TRAPPER'GUN, INC.
BULLSEYE SHOOTING AIDS
18717 E. FOURTEEN MILE RD.
FRASER, MI48026
(313) 792-0133

pants models. There is also a new hip
holster to fit small auto pistols. All of the
Sidekick holsters are available at your
local dealer, or send $1.00 for the 1984
catalog of accessories to Michaels of
Oregon, PO. Box 13010, Dept. AH,
Portland, OR 97213.

.22 SILHOUETTES
Continuedfrom page 45

Double action wheelgunners can choose
among several good guns. Smith &
Wesson's K-frame Model 17 is probably
the DA most often seen on firing lines.
Trigger pulls usually come creep-free from
the factory. This gun, equipped with an
8¥S-inch barrel, is the only revolver to fire a
perfect 40 in rimfire silhouette as of this
writing. The Dan Wesson .22 DA has an
enviable record for accuracy and may be
equipped with an eight-inch barrel and
special factory-optional silhouette sights
featuring a deep rear notch, patridge front
blade and finely adjustable clicks for
windage and elevation. Colt fans may
champion the Python-inspired .22 Dia
mondback or the discontinued Trooper
Mark III .22. Sights, trigger pull and six
inch barrels on both of these models are up
to silhouette standards. Other guns you
might tryon silhouettes are the Charter
Arms Pathfinder and the various High
Standard and Harrington & Richardson
wheelguns.

AUTO PISTOLS
Some silhouette match directors take

the IHMSA-allowed option of lumping
single shots and autos into a common cate
gory, such is the accuracy of our best tar-
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PYTHON BBLS: 8"-$94,6"-$82
S & W and COLT WARRANTY STATION
S & Wand COLT PARTS DISTRIBUTOR

~u-1fiitt£ ~UttS, ;3Jttr.
Depl. AH

1053 CAULKS HILL ROAD
HARVESTER. MISSOURI 63303
(314) 441-4500 (314) 447-4501

6" & 8" Python Bbl's fitted to K & N frame S&W
S&W Model 28 converted to 44SP & 45LC, etc.
K frame S&W converted to 25-20, 32, etc.
S&W N-frame-convertible to 45LC & 45ACP
S&W N-frame converted to K Round Butt
Ruger SA 357 converted to 44/40, 44SP, 45LC, etc.
Ruger SA fitted with 10" barrel, any caliber
Cylinders rechambered-Barrels relined
PPC guns built-Bull barrels fitted-Actions tuned
Electroless Nickel-Parkerizing-Reblueing- _..

Wherl ~un QfonoHsion

S&W rear sight with our front sight fitted
to Colt slide & other Combat Modifications!

Typical autos and revolvers used in the
rimfire silueta matches.

well. S&W's Model 41 comes with either a
7~-inch light or Slh-inch heavy barrel and
features highly-evolved adjustable sights
and an adjustable trigger stop. Ruger's
Mark II Target auto, wearing either its 6Ys
inch tapered or the Sl/2-inch bull barrel is
another gun well represented in matches.
Triggers rarely break as cleanly on Rugers
as on the High Standards or Smiths as they
come from the factory, but then the Ruger
carries a lower price. Though conceived
more as a field than target gun, the Brown
ing Challenger III has the adjustable sights
and potential accuracy needed for sil
houette. In fact, any auto you shoot well
can be used to plink the steel critters.

SINGLE SHOT
Break-open single shot pistols are al

most synonymous with silhouette. It's no
wonder, then, that competition in the sin
gle-shot classes is fierce. The gun most
often seen here is Thompson-Center's
popular Contender. Rimfire .22 barrels,
first in a lightweight octagon and then in
today's heavy bull configuration, were
among the first to be sold for this revolu
tionary break-open handgun. T-C triggers
are adjustable for creep and overtravel and
are easily "doctored" for lighter pulls.
Sights are about as good as they come on
production guns, and accuracy-both
potential and practical-is topnotch. More
high-end scores have been shot with this

get-grade autopistols. Leading the list in
numbers of wins is the High Standard
lineup, the IO-X, Victor, Trophy and Cita
tion. The sharp sight picture of these guns,
coupled with superb trigger pulls adjusta
ble for both weight and overtravel, make
High Standards hard to beat. For freestyle
Creedmoor shooting, the 71,4-inch barrel is
handy and the long sight radius helpful. In
standing, shorter bull barrels work just as
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PISTOLSMITH

gun than any other. Perhaps few people
would buy the costly, break-open Merrill
Sportsman just to shoot .22 silhouettes.
Luckily (and as with the T-C), you can use
the same frame and a range of barrels to
shoot .22 and big-bore silhouette, and
everything from cottontails to caribou in
the hunting fields. While the Contender is
more commonly seen and cheaper, there's
no denying that the Merrill seems made to
order for silhouette. A more recent entry in
the single-shot ranks, and still an unknown
quantity to some extent, is the X-Caliber
pistol from Sterling Arms, sporting ad
justable sights but no trigger adjustments.

No matter which gun you champion, it'll
pay to mind the tricks of the trade worked
out by those who've gone on before. One is
to sight in carefully for each distance. Most
silhouetters use a leg/body hold on the
steel animals. If you have neither steel nor
paper silhouette targets use this guide. Im
pact points at each respective distance
should be IVs" above point of aim for the
25-yd. chicken, 2" for the 50-yd. pig, 2"
also for the 75-yd. turkey and 2Y2" for the
lOO-yd. ram.

Sight settings will vary according to tem
perature and light conditions. Any shooter
who can dope out all the variables and
judge the right sight setting for each dis
tance will have an edge. In fact, controlling
all the variables you possibly can control,
while "guesstimating" the variables you
can't control, is half of the silhouette game,
just as it is in hunting. To keep the sight
picture the same on sunny and cloudy days
and in sunligh t or shade, use a sigh t
blacker. The aerosol stuff or a simple stick
match will work, but only a carbide sight
blacker leaves sights a velvety coal black
that'll stand out sharply against dark ani
mals and murky backgrounds.

Which brings us to the silhouetter's
golden rule: Look at the sights. With such a
short sight radius, only a perfect sight pic
ture with the front blade exactly centered
in the rear notch will get you on target. Top
shooters demand a perfect sight picture,
with the sights sharply outlined and the
target fuzzy, before they start each trigger
squeeze.

Rimfire shooters don't have to
handload, but there is some range work to
be done. It seems true that every .22 will
shoot best with a particular brand and type
of ammo. To find that magic combo, care
fully benchrest each gun. My Dan Wesson
shoots Eley "Silhouex" so much better
than anything else that even at $4.60 per
box it's worth using on turkeys and rams.
Keeping your bench testing scientific is
tough. I fire a single IS-shot group with
each brand. Measuring only the best ten
out of IS gives a statistically relevant basis
for comparison and discounts flyers that
are purely my fault. While you're
benchresting, keep in mind that the .22
ram measures five inches from belly to
back. That means your standard of ac
curacy is J1,4" at 25 yards, 2W' at 50 yards
and so on. Try to reach that level of ac-

SUPPORT THE
ADVERTISERS IN

THESE PAGES!

orld's Premiere Mini-Revolver
Produced by the ORIGINAL Manufacturers

• All new cylinder design incorporating the best
of safety and convenience features.

cartridge provides maximum safety with .22 ammunition.
The gun can be safely carried with a full five rounds' providing'
maximum lire power by using the safety 810.t between chambers.

• The only live shot magnum mini-revolver.
• The world's smallest mini-revolver ... our .22 Short.
• Quality manufactured backed with a limited lifetime warranty and over

40 years 01 precision machining for the Aero-Space Industry.
• Laminated wood grips standard on all production models.
• Available barrel lengths for the .22 Short..22 L.R., and .22 Mag.,

1 lIS", 1 5/S", and for the first time, a 2 1/2'~.

• Full line of accessories available, including: leather holsters; cast
aluminum and sllverlturquoise belt buckles; simulated Ivory, turquoise
and a variety of colored wood grips; Intetted presentation boxes.

1800 N. 300 W.
P.O. Box 707
Spanish Fork,
Utah 84660

[801] 798.9893

I have 34 years experience repairing and building all types of sporting
firearms. Complete facilities for the type of work that is required.

Combat· Pin shooting • Target· Silhouette
COLT FACTORY WARRANTEE SERVICE CENTER

HIGH STANDARD SPECIALIST - ALL MODELS
SMITH & WESSON DOUBLE ACTION IMPROVEMENTS

A one man shop that cares, and a shooter who knows what the serious
shooter wants. All work is guaranteed.

CAMPBELL H. IRWIN GUNSMITH
Hartland Blvd., East Hartland, Conn.

Tel. (203)653-3901 Zip 06027

Your choice of medium size (as shown) or larger
cut into web. No welding - all work done with

heat and expander. Price includes work
performed on your gun, fitting, grips, and

reblueing. $75.00. 6 working day turnaround.
Call or send for

brochure
of additional services.

"GREEK" VAN/AD/S
2170 So. Sheridan

Tulsa, Oklahoma 74129
(918) 835-4545

"GREEK" VAN'AD'S
SUPER SWAGED MAG WEllS

WIEN QUALITY COUNTS....
NORTB
AMERICAN
ARMS

25th ANNIVERSARY GUNS
COLLECTORS PATCH

Top quality, all fabric patch for your
hat or jacket $5.00 while supplies last.
Write to GUNS PATCH,

P.O. Box 85201,
San Diego, CA 92116.
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curacy with your favorite .22 and you'll see
just how demanding this game can be.

Where to find a silhouette match? Ask at
local gunshops, or go ahead and join the
International Handgun Metallic Sil
houette Association (IH M SA). Dues are
$15 per year and you get the monthly
newsletter, The Silhouette, listing upcom
ing IHMSA-sanctioned matches by state.
Write IHMSA, P.O. Box 1609, Idaho Falls,
ID 83401, or call them at (208) 524-0880.
They'll be happy to help you set
up your own matches ....
as well. ~

CRUSADER
Continuedfrom page36

released it, and pulling back a little more
unlatched the cylinder. This feature was
extensively discussed and the decision was
made to offer it as an option. It is not found
on the production guns.

When I was in Hamden in the fall of
1975 I was able to shoot one of the first
prototypes in High Standard's basement
range. It was a rare privilege, for I was one
of the first outsiders to get his hands on
one. I was impressed with the smooth dou
ble action, but my repeated questions
about production plans were met with un-

certain answers. The heart of the problem
and the reason for the many delays was
money. The cost of tooling up for produc
tion was estimated at at least $1,000,000
and High Standard didn't have that kind
of money to spend. Although there were
some proposals for fund raising, none were
acceptable to the parent company and, in
the spring of 1975, the Crusader project
went on hold.

In November 1975 The Leisure Group
installed Clem Confessore as president.
One of his first assignments was to figure
out what to do with The Crusader.
Confessore saw the Crusader as an oppor
tunity to give the company a shot in the
arm and restore flagging interest. There
was a carefully orchestrated media blitz
announcing the Crusader to the public and
the gun writers had a field day. They
trooped to Hamden, and magazines were
full of pictures. The design was heralded
as, "the first major breakthrough in
revolver design in seventy years." And it
was.

Confessore believed it would be possible
to reduce the tooling costs to around
$300,000 and an idea to raise that much
was formulated. This was 1976, the com
pany's fiftieth year. What better way to in
troduce the Crusader than to make it a
commemorative? Early in the planning
stages discussions included the .45 Colt as
a possible additional caliber. The cartridge

(U.S. Patent No. 3808943)

REDUCE RECOIL & MUZZLE JUMP

Insist on the Original Mag·Na·Port'" Process

Contact Your Dealer or Write:
.41302 Executive Dr.• Mt. Clemens, MI 48045-3448

or Call: (313) 469-6727

Inside, the Cannon will also please
you, with sturdy oak-faced %-inch
plywood shelves lined with high
quality knit pile upholstery fabric and
a variety of interiors to let you tailor
your Cannon to your exact needs.

There's a size Cannon that will
fit your needs. Call today. Right
now is the time to be safe rather
than sorry.

Here's the safe built to take care
of all your worry-causing valuables,
from your tiny delicate jewelry to
golf clubs and guns. Room even,
for your high-fi equipment and
cameras when you leave the house
for a week-end or a vacation.

And the Cannon gives you more
hard-steel protection for your
money than any other safe. 740
pounds of steel, and 24 cubic feet
capacity, with Y<t-inch of steel
plate all around. Heavier and thicker
steel protection than in models
costing twice as much.

You'll appreciate the Cannon's
handsome, antique styling, too.

$599
F.O.B. Factory
Choice of custom interiors available for $99.95

r----------.,
I Please send me additional information on the Cannon I

Safes, and the name of my nearest dealer.

I Name I
I Address I
I City Stat,,---ZilL- I

I~;Ai C~::~:lH I
I '9358 Stephens Street II Pico Rivera, California 90660 I
I (800) 242·1055 Outside California I

(800) 222·1055 Inside California._---------------------_ ..---------_..
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If you want to take a vacation
from worry, Cannon should be

your first resort.



$11.75

~nm:.. Phillips & Bailey. Inc.

(JJ:: P.O. Box 219253

Houston, TX 1721B, 713·392·0207

The Gun that Shoots Everything

Chsmbers. Fires. Extracts
380. 9mm. 38 Super. 9mm Win Mag,
38 S&W. 38 Special. 357 Magnum,
and other similar cartridges.

PISTOL BULLET SWAGING DIES
AND COMPONENTS

Swage half Jackel and ZinC base bullets In caliber 30, 9mm.
357, 44 and 45. llnc base bullets may be hred at Jacketed
bullel veloclll8s and at a fraction of the cost.
For information and pllces contact SPORT FLITE MFG.. INC.

2520 JNOUSTRIAL ROW, TROY, MI 48084
(3131 280-0648.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION'
GUARANTEED

A't'b,. GUN SPECIALTIES INC.
~ College Pork, Georgia P.O. Box 31

Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from Forcing
Cone. Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in either 3841-44-45
cal. Brass cloth patches (Pk. 10) $2.30. Order direct or from
your dealer. Check or Money Order.

was seeing renewed interest among big
bore shooters due to the handloading op
portunities offered by the big case, so the
decision was made to offer the Crusader in
both calibers. The commemorative would
be limited to 1000 guns. The first fifty pairs
(one of each caliber) would be engraved,
overlaid with a 14 kt. gold Crusader figure,
and have an 83/8 inch barrel. The serial
numbering scheme would follow the pat
tern: # I would represent 1926, # 2 would
represent 1927 and so on. Serial number 0
was also made, to be retained, along with
# I and # 2, by the factory. Recently the
company decided to include these in sales
as well and may offer them sometime in
the near future. The remainder of the 900
guns would be plainer with 6Y2 inch bar
rels. The only decoration is the gold
Crusader figure. Production was divided
between .44 Magnum and .45 Colt with a
total 450 guns in each caliber.

With the production details decided,
High Standard made their distributors an
offer; they could pre-purchase Crusader
Commemoratives with a 50% deposit.
Each engraved gun had a dealer price of
$1000 and the plain guns were $600. The
entire issue was sold this way, and the re
quired money for tooling was raised by
late 1976.

At about the same time, another twist to
the Crusader story was going on. High
Standard had been contacted by Fabrique
Nationale who was interested in purchas
ing their riot shotgun. In the course of
these talks, FN had learned about the .357
Crusader and expressed an interest. They
had a market for police revolvers in
Europe, and the Crusader was a likely can
didate. The gun was extensively tested at
their factory and, while they were enthusi
astic about the gun, FN and The Leisure
Group were unable to come to terms. This
marked the last interest in the medium
frame version; all further work would con
centrate on the heavy calibers,

High Standard's financial difficulties
continued and production of the Crusader
was further delayed, When the Leisure
Group considered selling the company,
Confessore gathered a small group of in
vestors who bought the company in Janu
ary 1978. He was faced with an immediate
problem; what to do about the Crusader.
Technically the gun, actually the deposit
money, was a liability of The Leisure
Group but the company would suffer a
mortal blow if the distributors lost their
money. As a practical matter, to protect the
company from a black eye from which
they could' probably never recover,
Crusader production had to go on. Using
the small profits fro'm other guns, High
StaI\dard began making Crusaders. The
first one was shipped November 30, 1978.
Production was often on the basis of one or
two guns at a time, and it wasn't until June
of 1983 that the 1000 guns were completed.
Reaction of the distributors ranged from
joy to rage.

With production completed, High Stan-
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THE VAULT
WITH THE
RECESSED
DOOR.

ASK ABOUT
OUR NEW
FIRE SAFE
AND THE
NEW
BURGLAR
PROOF
CONCEALED
HINGE
SYSTEM

City Stata Zlp _

Slue Angel Fireworks Box 26·AH Columbiana, OH 4440S

Address _

Name _

Please send catalogs at
$2.00 each. (Refundable)

~f;i~oo $2004~
Phone 2161482·5595~W~
P.O. Box 26-AH ~ FIREWORKS ~
Columbiana, OH 4440S ' ,

_______V~~~~~~~~!~2~~~l~~ _
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• Target, Police and Combat patented sights and full length •
• rib sights for the competitive shooter. •

NEW COMBAT SERVICEI Your slide milled deeply for a
• BMCS BO-MAR rear installation $39.50. Sights exira. •

• BO-MAR •
• World's Finest Handgun Sights •
• at affordable prices Serrated blade ~ •
• Route 12, Box 405 Longview, TX 75605 214-759-4784 •

Send stamped self-addressed envelope lor catalog

••••••••••••••••
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Official Cleaning Rod &
Equipment for the U.S.

Olympic Shooting Team.

RR8·2
HANDGUN COMBO

RlG~ PRODUCTS. DEPT. HG7
P.O. BOX 1990

SPARKS. NEVADA 89432·1990
if, 1983 MITANN INC.

The amazing RR8-2
handgun combo opens
from a compact 4~" to a
full 7~" stainless steel
cleaning rod. The RR8-2
handgun combo comes
complete with .22, .38,
.45 caliber phosphur
bronze brushes and
brass jags, and a delrin
bore guide in a heavy
duty zip -lock plastic
case.
Once piece solid stain
less steel cleaning Rods
also available.
Write for our complete catalog of

Gun Maintenence Products.

The STAR PROGRESSIVE RELOADER
as well as the STAR SIZER & LU
BRICATOR are the finest available on the
market. Use patented STAR PRECISION
RELOADER EQUIPMENT and be confi
dent that your shooting competitor has
ammunition no better than yours.

GET ON TARGET NOW WITH THE
BEST...GET STAR PRECISION EQUIP
MENT FOR BETTER SCORING!

For FREE CATALOG send
self addressed, stamped envelope.

~ARMACHINE WORKS
/ ....MACHINE \ 418 Tenth Avenue

y WORKS~ San Diego, CA 92101

Save Money By Reloading
Your Own Ammo.

~STAR PR~~~~;~;VE
RELOADER

~
MACHINE\ for complete confidence
WORKS~

Proven for over 50 years.

dard has been forced to abandon any
further plans for the Crusader. It is too
expensive to make, and the market oppor
tunity of 1974 no longer exists. Other man
ufacturers are making .44s and Smith &
Wesson has increased their production of
Model 29s. While the original concept of
the Crusader was to be a working gun, that
now is unlikely and its value as a collector's
item must be considered. A gun with a pro
duction of only ·1000 units is rare by any
standard, but when that 1000 is divided
among four variations, it would almost
make a collection by itself. Combine this
with a genuinely novel and interesting de
sign and it looks like a winner again.

While the Crusader may have been,
technically, a failure as a production gun it
is surely not one as a collector's item. Of
course this means that it probably
wouldn't be wise to shoot it for the
collector value would be diminished by
even the most limited shooting. That's too
bad, for the Crusader is ~

fun to shoot. ""'

SPECIAL AMMO
Continuedfrom page 43

groups by case makers: WoW, R-P, Federal,
and so forth.

Remington's new .357 Maximum is
creating a mild sensation. It has a case al
most one-third-of-an-inch longer than the
.357 Magnum and only one revolver-at
this writing-is made to chamber this
beast. The revolver, a Ruger single-action,
has a cylinder almost a quarter-inch longer
than that of the Ruger Super Blackhawk.

(Editor's note: Since this story was writ
ten, United Sporting Arms of Arizona
(Seville) and Dan Wesson have introduced
revolvers in .357 Maximum caliber.)

The .357 Maximum is a hunting gun and
the Remington round should prove quite
adequate on deer at moderate ranges, in
the hands of experienced handgun hunt
ers. Undoubtedly, however, there will be
some gun aficionados who are wondering
if the round will make some sort of super
police or defense load. A combat load it is
not.

Single-action revolvers have long been
obsolete in law enforcement, although no
one will question that they had their day.

Furthermore, to get the best perform
ance out of this 1,500 + fps cartridge you
need a long barrel-at least 71h. inches (not
exactly of "law enforcement length"). The
gun is powerful; recovery time between
shots is on a par with full-charge .44 Mag
num revolvers;

,The Ruger, loaded with Remington .357
Maximum ammo, is a hunting gun and an
excellent one. I obtained an early produc
tion Ruger and 200 rounds of Remington
15S-grain semi-jacketed hollow-point
ammo. On one cold and snowy afternoon,
I fired every round. It is an accurate combo
and will be a hunting companion for many

DONALD K. JUDD, INC.

TAR~ET ICOMBAT PISTOlSMITHING THE 45 ACP

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT ... saw ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PIIICE LIST
P.O. BOX 50366 915-694·1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79710 NRA LIFE MEMBER

.VELOCITY TEST
YOUR RELOADS

·FROM $99! ..•.
WRITE FOR FREE ~.-.

TEST REPORTS:

CUSTOM CHR. Co. BOX 1061.A, BREWSTER, WA 98812

Gun refinishing supplies for the hobbiest
or the professional. Largest supplier in
the Southwest of buffing wheels, abra
sives, buffing machinery, Foredom tools
and accessories, Dremel accessories,
Cratex accessories, and bluing supplies
and equipment. Send $2.00 for catalog.

********
P.O. Box 13522, Arlington, TX 76013

Dept. AH Phone (817) 274-1282

*Specialists in metal finishing*

(DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED)

BULLETS
0.5.5. Co. doesn't believe that you should
have to compromise when it comes to cast
lead bullets. That's why we are offering the
largest selection of cast bullets on the mar
ket today, (26 different styles in 6 major
calibers) from which to choose. In addition,
0.5.5. is also offering our "COPPER
CLAD"TM line of bullets which are designed
for high velocities without leading the bar
rel of the firearm. All 0.5.5. bullets are
manufactured using only the finest lead al
loys to insure consistency bullet after bul
let!! So if you shoot Bullseye Target, IPSC,
PPC, or Metallic Silhouette, 0.5.5. Co. has
the bullet to meet your needs. We are so
sure that you will be satisfied with our bul
lets that every box we sell comes with a
100% guarantee!!!!

For more information see your dealer or
contact us direct and we will send you our
FREE product & price lists.

SlYe 25% on complete line of our
leather. Fast nation-wide service. Write
lor Free eetelog: Viking Inc. Dept. AH,
2248-2 Main Street, Chula Vista,
CA 92011

~iO gkootellS ~ppey -~~~ :3 ' If]
7510 Tyler Blvd., Mentor, Ohio 44060

1-216-953-8354

KNIFE & GUN FINISHING SUPPLIES

DON JUDD 45 ACCURACY JOBS

BULLET SPEED METER
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Collected by Jon Winokur

'The Crossdraw

For a good, safe, combat draw, keep it simple:

1. If I know where my targets
are, I look down at the gun
while in the "ready"
position.

66

On the signal to draw, my
strong hand moves toward
the holstered 'gun, arm

< pivoting at the elbow.

3. As I grasp the gun, my weak
hand remains high in order
to help counterbalance the
movement of the strong
hand and to prevent the
weak hand from being
swept by the muzzle.

AMEF\ICAN HANDGUNNER' JULY/AUGUST 1984



JOHN SHAW, Combat Master, 1980 and '81IPSC
National Champion, 1981 World Speed Shooting
Champion (Steel Challenge), 1980 Soldier of
Fortune Champion, author of You Can't Miss
The Guide to Combat Pistol Shooting.

After the gun has cleared
leather and is pointing
down range, my strong
hand thumb disengages
the safety.

5.. Hands meet and arms push
forward, locl~ing the strong
side elbow, and ...

6. ... 1' m ready to fire.

Practice safe, smooth draws but don't push for speed until your body is accustomed to the
movements of the draw. Practice until the draw becomes a single, smooth reflex, and you'll
be surprised at how fast you ore. @JonWinokur1982
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WOODEN

£.r.,,-_--"AST DRAW
~. FOR THE BEGINNER

A complete instruction book detailed with
illustrations on FAST DRAW, gun conver
sions and safety procedures written by three
time world FAST DRAW champion BOB
GRAHAM. learn the secrets and tips of the
professionals so you can practice with fun
and safew. Send $7.95 to:

THE wm'ERNER <n.I'ANY
P.O. Bax 3394 Conroe, TaM 77806

•

WARRILICS
Free calalog. German &
olher militaria-heimels,
daggers, badges, arm-

"". . bands, elc. (Dealers
.to please Inquire.)

MILITARIA INTERNAnONAL
1I.0.IIOX t

COIICOIID, CA ..

,..---TYLER'S
BETTER SHOOTING......

ith this improved
ost Aluminum Grip
DAPTOR. For Colt,

S & W ond Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALL.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $6.00; GOLD $6•.50

-STALWARTTM-

Bases only (less Leaf) $26.15
Pla;n Loaf 7.75
White outline Leaf . 11 .40
Add $1.00 for postage & hdlg. N.M. residents add
sales tax.
Dealers please inquire. No collect calls. pleasel

Miniature Machine Company
210 E. Poplar Deming, New Mexico 88030

505-546-2151

Available in matt,
black oxide & satin
nickel finish.

LOADING BLOCKS
Sizes available for 25ACP through ~7 Nitro

$3.25 EA., or 4/$11.00 POSTPAID
Satisfaction Guaranteed

Order by cartridge or write for size chart

-STALWART CORPORATlON
Box 357 • Pocatello, 1083204

MMC
Adjustllble Combllt Rell' Sights
Avsilable for Colt M·1911 & Descendents
(No.1 bsse), High Standsrd autos (No.2 &
No.4 bases), Ruger Std. autos (No.3 base).
Adaptable to other pistols too!

When ordering state
gun, base no.. leaf no..
finish & width of notch

TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE
Duroble light weight cost oluminum for Colt, S & W
ond many other modern pistols, rifles and shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $4..50; GOLD FINISH $5.00

. AT YOUR FAVORITE DEALER OR ORDER 01 RECT. Send
moke & model of gun. No C.O. D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Chorges. Fully Guoronteed. Genuine
Stag-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. Lee Loaders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hand
made Holsters & Belts. Leather & Clarino.

New! IVORE» GUN GRIPS
MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DIST.

1326 W. Britton Rd•• Oklahoma City, Oklo. 7311
si k homa

curious competitor the time to try different
things in a relaxed atmosphere. By experi
menting, you may gain some valuable in
sight into a problem that was50sting you
points.

Ifyou're serious, you will prepare for the
off-season ahead of time. Keep a small
notebook in your shooting box and write
down those ideas and products that you'd
like to get to later. Then, when you have
the time, refer to your notes and work on
the ones you're still interested in.

Indoor practice. If you happen to live in
a cold area, the chances then are slim that

Continuedfrom page 33
SHOOTING TIPS

years to come. I can't wait to get the brass
to the loading bench.

THE .45 ACP SHOT SHELL
Federal has already announced it will be

producing its own loads in .357 Maximum
and I am sure Thompson/Center and
other single-shot pistols will be chambered
for this new round.

Now, the Hardcap .45 ACP Shotshell.
BBM Corporation (221 Interstate Drive,
West Springfield, MA 01089) manu
factures a shotshell that looks like any or
dinary .45 ACP full-jacketed round-nosed
bullet. And it functions during chamber
ing just like standard .45 ammo.

Actually, it IS a hard jacket containing
#9 or #6 shot with a wad backing. At
short range, it will deliver a respectable
shot pattern. The company will make the
round in other suitable shot sizes on spe
cialorder.

Anyone who carries a .45 ACP in the
field, be it a pistol or revolver, would do
well to have a few rounds ofHardcap in his
pocket for venomous snakes or game
birds.

I cannot think of any other period in
firearms history in which such attention
has been paid to special-purpose handgun
ammunition. The degree of attention
seems in direct proportion to the potential
use perceived by handgun owners;
personal protection leads the list. This con
cern stretches all the way from the fright
ened inner-city dweller to the First Lady
who admittedly kept a "little .....
gun" under her pillow. ~

Editor's note: We test-fired the Hardcap
ammo in a Government Model .45 auto at
various ranges, both under and beyond
seven yards. The shot patterns beyond
seven yards were spotty; however, we got
some excellent patterns at ranges under
seven yards-where this load should be
fired, for maximum effectiveness. The loads
functioned excellently.

Hardcap .45 ACP shotshells are packed
10 rounds to a box. The suggested retail
price is $15. a box, for either #6 or #9
shot, according to Michael J. Marcin
kiewicz, BBM vice president!engineering.

The new Parellex
Spring color·
catalog features
the very finest
outdoor and
action equipment.
Military surplus
clothing and gear. U:S. made outdoor
clothing and footwear. Knives, bags,
packs, manuals, police and self-defense
products. Plus a very complete selection
of gun accessories. Many unique and
hard-to-find items. Satisfaction guaranteed.

357-DREADNAUGHT
Convert your S&W 27-28

Ruger Blackhawk & T.C. Blls.
Ballistically Equal to 357 Max.

COMPLETE GUNSMITH SERVICE
BAIN&DAVIS
307 E. Valley

San Gabrief CA 91776

12GAUGB STEEL LID
14GAUGB STBBLBOX

RUGGED HEAVY· DUTY CAM LOCK
An affordable hidden storage box for your val.-b...:
HANDGUNS- MONEY -JEWELRY-CREDIT CARDS -

PACKMULE PRODUCTS
_ 11043-C Oroville Hwy. •-=- Marysville,Calif. 95901 ..

Phone: (918) 742-8257

HlL~ a~2g~fS~t~~
For Cok 17. S&W 25 and S&W 55 revolvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample, send
a self-addressed. stamped envelope. CNe now
make Ru~r 9mm clips.)

(l;p Pr;ces. 25 for $4.99; 50 10' $8.99 ppd.
RANCH PRODUCTS. P.O. Box 145. Malinta. OHIO 43535

D SEND FREE CATALOG

I Name I
I Address I
I ~~ I
I State Zip Code I
I PRI(@!O~~ I
, 1285 Mark Street, Bensenville, IL 60106 ,

007..._-------",
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you'll be able to use an outdoor range dur
ing the off-season. No problem. There are
many fine indoor ranges that may be well
suited to your needs.

The drawbacks of an indoor range are
that they're usually set up for bullseye
shooting, and you're generally restricted to
offhand-type shooting. This isn't bad if
you're staying in shape for bullseye shoot
ing; but it's rather annoying if you're a
combat shooter. Also, most indoor ranges
are only 25 yards or less, and they may
have some restrictions on the type of am
munition that can be used.

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL
NOW AVAILABLE FOR COLT PYTHON,

S&W, N, L& KFRAME REVOLVERS
AS WELL AS AUTOMATICS

You will solve the problems of slippage and inconsistant hold by simply installing a pair of Bullshooters
Fingergroove Grips on your gun.

Your scores will improve automatically as the fingergrooves insure proper hand placement and totally
eliminate shifting of the weapon especially during rapid fire.

These features, combined with the natural pointing and handling characteristics give the advantage you
need in hunting or competitive shooting.

Copyright, © 1983 BEWB CORP.

Detonics
$24.95
$35.00
$85.00

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-528-1142
ORDERS ONLY

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit ... An acrylic resin with
5fluorescent colors; red, yellow, orange,
blue, green, and opaque white. Aliquid
that hardens in 10 minutes, without heat.
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing. Our Fllo"ac••t kit includes side·
forms, mixing bowl. and complete, illus
trated instructions on front ••d".r sight
inserts. Immediate shipment, satisfaction guaranteed.
20 INSERT 1 COLOR KIT (ANY COLOR) $8.95
20 INSERT FLUROESCENT 6 COLOR KIT .. $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORSCENT7 COLOR KIT .. $38.50 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUROESCENT 7COLOR KIT. $59.00 Ppd.
LUMINOUS PIGMENT (FOR 20 INSERTS) ..... $15.00

FLUORESCENT COLORSI

NEWI BULLSHOOTERS
White Outline Rear Sight Blades.
Fit: Colt, Micro. Ruger, Virginian Dragoon

$4.95 Each
Only $3.50 ea. when ordered with any insert
kit.
Also Available with a Luminous Outline,
same prices.
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Colt
Walnut.. . .•. ... . ... . .. . .. . .. . . . . .. . . . $24.95
Standard Grade Exotics $39.95
Exhibition Grade Exotics $85.00
Send $1.00 for our complete brochure. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Now you can have beautiful control in Cocobolo, Zebrawood, Rosewood, or other unusual exotic woods,
like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. auality engineered, finely finished, your new Bull-
shooters' Fingergroove Grips will give you positive, beautiful control. Revolvers

Hi-Powers
S&W39&59

$33.00
$45.00
$85.00

"100% PROFESSIONAL" Shooting Industry, Sept. 1980
"IF YOU WANT TO INSTALL INSERTS WITH PROFESSIONAL LOOKING RESULTS ...
THE BULLSHOOTERS' INSERT KIT IS WHAT YOU'RE LOOKING FOR ... 1981 American
Handgunner Annual

. GENUINE BULLSEYE SPRING KITS
Ruger d/a Rll'Iolvers (.357 & .44) $8.60 Colt Automatic Pistols $14.45
Dan Wesson (.357 & .44) $8.60 Browning Hi-Powers $13.50
Smith & Wesson J Frame $8.60 Smith & Wesson Mod. 39 & 59 $13.50

,Smith & Wesson N, K, & LFrame .. $11.50 Ruger New Model Single Actions .. $11.50
Colt Python & Old Style Trooper ... $11.50

BULLSHOOTERS' SUPPLY ==
1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446 VISA
Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924

Bullshooters' Supply Is a division olthe B.E. W.B. Corp.

SUPERIOR CONTROL
DOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.

SHOOT PERIODICALLY
In spite of some indoor range draw

backs, remember that you can at least fire
your gun with live ammo within those four
walls. Doing this a few times each month
until the first match comes around, or until
the weather clears up, will keep you in the
"groove:' The shock ofgetting back to live
ammo won't be quite as bad if you were
able to shoot periodically during the off
season. Besides, plinking at bullseye tar
gets will improve your respect for sight
alignment and trigger control, something
we all can use more of.

Improve equipment. Unless you are
lucky enough to own several match guns,
you really can't afford to tum loose your
piece during the shooting season to have a
new modification installed. The off-season
is a good time to improve your shooting
hardware, and also ~ake some strategic
changes to your other gear.

Good gunsmiths are usually backed up
\Yith work orders. It's a good idea, there
fore, to order any parts you may need for
the job ahead of time so you can get your
gun back with the least amount of delay.
The one thing you don't want to do is rush
a gunsmith. Some may be stubborn, slow
and ornery as heck; but unless you know
how to fix your own gun, be prepared to
wait.

This is also a good time to patch up your
leather and bring it back to respectable
shape. Gunleather is often neglected, and
before you know it your investment is
looking shabby and rundown. There are
many fine products on the market
designed for restoring old leather. Since
you have the time, tend to details and
spruce up, or replace, all your equipment.

Reload ammunition. Not everyone is
lucky enough to be able to buy factory
ammo for matches and practice. Many
competitors reload their own to cut down
on the cost ofshooting. What better time to
catch up on your supply than the off
season?

CHECK RELOADING TOOLS
You can start by cleaning up your re

loading area and taking stock of your sup
plies. After everything is in tip-top order,
go over your reloading tools. Be sure you
clean them according to the manufac
turer's instructions. When you've done
that, sort out your brass, either by make,
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(8171265-0118

SASE tor Cltllog

SllHOUETIE GUN SPECIALIST
King Tulle Sight. XP eolversion. Silh..ette Rllln.

Reyll Hinter

VAN RIPER
CUSTOM HANDLOADS

Custom mould. your design or obsolete styles
Single cavity $49.95 Double cavity $65.95
Also available in 4 or 6 cavity

P&C
SHOOTING SPECIALTIES

INTRODUCES
6 CAVITY BULLET MOULD

for Lyman 4 cavity handles
ONLY $65.95 blocks only

Available in 6 pistol calibers. 31 styles - also in single, double, 4 cavity

. .: . .... .
Experience the best. Our premium MATCH-GRADE
Bullet Alloy is specially blended for .45 ACP combat
competition. Now available in ready·ta-cast ingots for
maximum uniformity and performance. For brochure
send 25¢ and SASE to:

north Shore flrms Supply
Dept AH P.O. Box 384. Port Washington. NY 11050

(Tel.) (516) 883-8271

.32 Long 9mm Para .38 Super
.38 Special .357 Magnum
.44-40 WCF .44 Special

.44 Magnum .45 ACP & AR
.451 Detonics Magnum .45 Colt

Silhouette Shooters Diary
SHOOT BETTER, SCORE BETTER
TAKE AWAY THE GUESS WORK

Send check or money order ~
(eT residents add 7V2% sales tax)
with name, address. zip code to

ONL y RAMS TEN. INC
P.O. 80X 396

$3.25 WALUNGFORD. CT 06492 .

3005 Montin line

Arllngtol. TX 76015

Quality loads for your fine handguns careful
ly assembled on Star equipment featuring ac
tual H&G hand-cast or Sierra Jacketed
Hollow Cavit.y bullets. This fact.ory new
custom ammunition is designed for target.
hunting. and self preservat.ion. and is well
tested in the forests of nort.hern New Mex
ico. Dealers, Law Enforcement. and Shooters
send for list of specs and prices.

VAN RIPER AMMUNITION CO.
(505)758-3891 Carson, N.M. 87517

(505)758-9821 Ship & Receive:
Governor Bent House, Taos, NM 87571

For more information send $1.00 refundable on /irst order to ..

P& C
SHOOTING SPECIALTIES

P.O. BOX 10808
PIITSBURGH, PA 15236

number oftimes used, or both. If you have
a tumbler, clean your brass prior to reload
ing it. Next, fill all your primer and case
tubes.

Now that everything is ready, you can
start reloading. Ifyou use the same kind of
bullets for both practice and match shoot
ing, then you're lucky. Ifyou don't, be sure
to keep the different lots separated. You
should try and reload as much ammo dur
ing the off-season as your budget will al
low. This way, when the new season starts,
you'll be able to concentrate on shooting,
and not have to worry about making a
batch of ammo the night before a match.

Physical training. This is a rather per
sonal item with many shooters, but enough
has been said about it in books and articles
to convince you that it is important to your
performance. Even shooters can profit
from a good work-out program.

There's no need to be a psycho about
staying in shape. All you need is a comfort
able exercise program that works the car
dio-vascular system, and also builds
strength in your upper body and arms.

Running, bike riding and swimming are
all good forms of exercise that develop and
maintain the cardiovascular system. This is
important when you're knee-deep in brass
at an important match, and feel like you're
starting to fatigue from the pressure. A
strong upper body will help you hang on to
the gun with a steady hand when you feel
you should be shaking like a leaf.

'REASONABLE' GOALS
Set goals. Everyone who is involved in

competitive shooting has some idea of
what he would like to achieve. You can rest
assured that few match shooters are doing
it just for the fun; deep down inside, most
of them want very badly to win. As in all
things worthwhile, winning in shooting
doesn't come easy.

The road to success starts with reasona
ble goals. If you're a PPC shooter, you
should concentrate on cleaning Match # I
before you seriously think about shooting
a possible 600. If you are a bullseye shoot-
er, work on maintaining the same average
in a match that you shoot in practice be
fore you go for that 2600 score. Combat
shooters should try to hit all the plates first
on a regular basis before they hang it all
out for speed. You must have goals
realistic ones.

The off-season will give you plenty of
time to sit and think about what you did
wrong in past matches. After awhile, you
should be aware of your particular weak
points, obvious patterns of failure. Do you
clutch-up when the pressure is on; or do
you fall behind on distance shots?

, Whatever it is that drags your scores down,
isolate it and make it your personal goal to
work on the problem, or problems, when
the new season starts. Take it one step at a
time;.before you know it, you'll be right up
at the top in the match results.

If nothing else, the off-season should
also be spent getting to know your family
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WALNUT
TARGBT
STOCKSFO
RUGBR MARK I
AND MARK II

$19.95
MAGNUM GRIPS

P.O. BOX 801 A
PAYSON, AZ 85547

#1245
California
Challenger
Many new products
for practical pistol
shooters and law

.enforcement. Send
$1.00 for current
catalog.

VISA or MasterCharge Accepted.

.""~ DAVIS LEATHER COMPANY
I J P.O. Box 446. 118A L" Porte Street,
.... ArArud.... CllIlfomlll 91006 (213) 445-3872

cloPS 22Cy . -'
Ret\e~ S\g~1

$1:11.95 te'O\\

The fun sight
for plinking.
Cyclop$22
isa totdlly
new experience
for plinking and
hunting. Mount
Cyclops on your 22 cal.
rifle and you're ready to go:
The bright fluorescent cross hair. dot
or pyramid reticle Image illuminates
the sight picture for ultra fast sighting.
No batteries or elecfrical devices
required.Very easy to Install and weighs
under 5 ounces. Cyclops 22 comes with
3 quick. change retic:1e modules thOt
Install with d quarter. Integral mount&'
to fit standdrd grooved receivers.

1hIM Qulck.etlangj Rellole ModuIeI

080
Cross Hal< Dot Pvromod

see~ IocoI deoIer or send S1 us.
($3 foreign) for comple1e CoIaIog.

22 Col. Rifles • Crossbows • Airguns

Mhlett SightS ~
16131 GOTHARD S1.. HUNIlNGION BEACH. QA

14 842-5575"
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your order as personal cnecks must ciear before
order is sent.

If amount for shipping and handling is not ade
quate, the balance will be sent COD (Cash Only).

o

CUSTOM
~tNG'~,""~~~!!

Micro, Bomar front sights 18.95
B. King's Bushing Wrench 3,00
C. King's White Outline Blade wiii fit Ruger, Colt,

Micro sights 5,50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & Heavy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35 (spec-
ify Government or Commander) 26,50

E. Magazine Base Pad 1,25
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety-no alteration to

trame (specify Gov't or Commander) 26,00
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander) 26.00

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto, acts as stop,
Gold Cup Width 12,50

I. King's Target Bushing (blued), 45, 38, 9mm 9.95
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel RC30-35;

45, 38,9mm 16,50
K. King-Tappan Combat Sight, the famous original

for Colt 45 Auto
Set 29.95
L. King Hard Ball Sight Set 20.00

King's Hard Ball wlwhite Outline Set 23.00
M. King's Combat Speed Safety 19.50
N. King's Extended Slide Stop 30.00
O. King's Recoil Compensator-with National Match

Bushing, machined from one piece .416 stainless
RC30-35 for 45 Autos.
Must be fitted 34.00

P. Kit wiii do 50/60 inserts, glass mixing bowls,
dropper, and detailed instructions included

13.50
Q. King's Custom Narrow Slot Grips Screws .416

stainless 1.35
(Also available in blue finish)

Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Gunsmflhing at the finestl Have your Colt Auto or
ours customized as only King's can do it! 'We've been
satisfying our customers nationwide for over 30
years! Inquire for prices.

Please give street address for shipping as we pre
fer to ship UPS although we wiil ship by U.S. Postal
Service if necessary.

A cashier's check or money order will speed up

M

For Inqulrl~s, send 'self-addressed stamped envelope to:

KING'S' GUN WORKS AH-7,1837W.GlenoaksBlvd.Glendale,
CA 91201 (213) 956-6010

COD (Cash Only), MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
*CA, RESIDENTS ADD 6%, SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50.

• Highest Quality
Work

• Target, IPSe. or
Combat
Conversions

• Standard or Shooters Specifications

For further information and specifications, contact:

Bob Greider
4625 Carrie Ann Lane
Abilene, Texas 79606

915-698-2006

Greider's Custom .45 Shop

Obviously, many other materials can be
used; such as hard rubber, neoprene; and
(ugh) plastics. Neoprene, ugly as it is,
serves the serious handgunnei quite well.

1have always had a personal preference
for wood grips. Custom wood grips, be
they plain grained or fancy, compliment
blue steel and give a sort of warm beauty
to an otherwise cold instrument. Wood
looks equally good on nickel, stainless
steel, or today's miracle finishes like Arma
loy, Nitex, and Teflon. Space age plastics
and aluminum may indeed have valid ap
plications, but they can never replace the
traditional beauty and service ofblue steel,
wood grips, and fine gunleather. One of
the few factories still adhering to this tradi
tion is Smith·& Wesson whose classier
guns, like the Model 19 and 66, come with
beautiful oversize grips made of Goncalo
Alves. This exotic hardwood is grown in
the tropics and is characterized by a light
and warm brown contrasted with a dark,
high figured grain.

At this point, I would like to insert a
short course on woods. We have, indeed,
some domestic woods that are really quite
attractive. There is nothing w'rong with
American Walnut and, by using the crotch
and burl, you can produce stocks with
striking figure. The lighter colored Birds
eye and Curly Maple are equally eye
catching. Cherry, Apple, Beech, and Birch
are good looking woods in their own quiet
way. Mesquite, which Roy Weatherby
used to use in his rifle stocks, is outstand
ing. Most of us would be quite happy with
a nice looking set of grips made of any of
these domestic woods. However, human
nature being what it is, the thought ofown
ing a wood stock made ofrare and seldom
seen wood from, say, Java, is intriguing.
What makes one wood different from an
other is, among other things: the minerals
in the soil, the amount of rainfall, the cli
mate and changes in the climate. All affect
the woods texture, color, and strength.
Color is particularly affected by chemicals
and minerals in the soil. As one might ex
pect, some very colorful wood comes from
rather remote comers of the world.

COCOBOLO: My personal favorite,
Cocobolo is a Central American specie of
Brazilian Rosewood, but considerably
denser. Color varies from purple to yellow,
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HANDGUN STOCKS

again. If you're like the rest of us, you've
been guilty of running out on more than
one family activity to make an important
match. Use this time wisely to make
amends with the wife and kids, because
sure as shooting, if you want to keep on
going to matches you had better
keep things smooth on the
home front.

Continuedfrom page 39



including browns and orange. Figure can
run the whole range froin straight to highly
figured.

BOCOTE: This wood is from Southern
Mexico and is usually gold and dark
brown to black in color. Figure varies from
straight, to wide stripes, to highly ornate
patterns.

ROSEWOOD: Although there are
many Rosewoods, Bullshooter's gets theirs
from East India, where it is actually not
very common. East India Rosewood, un
like Brazilian, is relatively dark for the
genus. It is strong, durable, and quite hard
for its weight. Actually, it is stronger than
Oak or Teak. Its color is dark purple
brown to near black. Occasionally it is
bleached to better show figure. This wood
is difficult to obtain.

KINGWOOD*: A member of the
Rosewood family, Kingwood comes from
small trees growing in the dry country of
Ceara, Brazil. It is usually straight grained
with fine to large brown stripes. Stripe
color can sometimes vary to black or deep
violet and occasionally show figure. It is
denser, harder, and stronger than true
Rosewood. Because of its rarity, it is some
times imitated by staining Goncalo Alves.

SATINWOOD* : This a relatively
common, strong, and durable wood that
grows in East India and Ceylon. It is blond,
straight grained, with subtle figure. If you
like light colored wood, this exotic will fill

the bill.
SOUTHAMERICAN IRONWOOD:

A very rich appearing, dark, tight grained
wood. Its figure can vary from straight to
marbled. It has that ... "quiet class"!

ZEBRAWOOD: This wood, more often
called African Zebrawood, or Zebrano,
comes from Cameroon and Gaboon. It is
very difficult to work. Almost always
straight grained with highly contrasting
stripes, like a zebra. This light and dark
brown wood is an attention getter.

BUBINGA*: If from the Cameroon it is
called Bubinga, if from Gaboon it is Kev
azingo. It is reasonably hard and finer in
texture than Rosewood. Color is generally
medium reddish brown or purplish brown,
with darker veining. Grain may be straight
or interlocked. Another of my favorite

. woods.
MACASSAR EBONY: One ofthe more

expensive woods which comes from the
coastal forests of Celebes. This dark, hard,
and brittle wood shows alternating light
and dark stripes. Grain is fairly straight,
and texture is fine and uniform.

The woods listed above, with the excep
tion of those marked with an asterisk, are
available from Bullshooter's Supply, which
provided the samples in the photography.
They also offer select American and exotic
walnut, Birdseye Maple and Curly Maple.

Many of the Bullshooter grips offer a
bonus; they wrap around the lower front

of the frame and provide a set of finger
grooves. While there is more bulk to grips
like this, they make a natural pointer out of
a gun.

Now for the super good news!
Bullshooter's Supply sells their stocks for a
ridiculously low price considering the
quality. Walnut is $24.95; Standard Grade
Exotics are $39.95; and Exhibition Grade
or Macassar Ebony go for $85.00. Addi
tional good news is the fact that the grips
will fit most of the Colt auto copies; such as
the Hardballer line, Crown City, Essex,
and others. Also available is a line of Bull
shooter's grips for the Detonics .45 Beret
tas, S&W Autos and Browning HP. In
revolver grips, Bullshooters offers models
for S&W Nand K frames and the Colt
Python.

Bullshooter's grips can be mail ordered
from Bullshooter's Supply, P.O. Box 13446,
Tucson, Arizona 85732. Better yet, since
with all artwork it is best to select that
which appeals to you personally, talk your
local gun dealer into ordering a good sup
ply and variety of these grips.

Finally, since I obviously had to do some
research into common and exotic woods so
I could write with passing intelligence, I
learned of another beautiful wood which I
have never seen in a pistol grip. Maybe,
some day, Bullshooter's will offer~
their grips in Lacewood Plane. ~

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTERED
THE GAME!

I,

CONTENDER®
Pistol Shootin' was once a close-up thing. Way down range was fifty yards and most
handgun cartridges had lost their "zap" by the time they made the journey. Designed

L
specifically for hunting, Contender has totally altered the history of handgunning.
Its superb accuracy, coupled with its unique interchangeable barrel system and

\ wide selection of meaningful calibers has extended the range of the hunting hand
gun to over 200·yards. Whitetails, Mule Deer, Antelope, Grizzly, Elk, you name

the North American big game animal and Contender has the trophy to show for it.

~ The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score in Metallic
~ Silhouette, Contender Is now available In .357 Rem. Max. and .32/20 Win.

\, IF YOU'RE SERIOUS ABOUT HANDGUNNING write for our new
~.~.' free, 32 page catalog. One glance through the Contender section and you'll

"'J see why Contender is the leader in down range performance......~_ ..

THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH 7
Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
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You'll be five steps ahead of the pack

when it comes to getting the most pleasure

irom-your handguns.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER is the only magazine in

the nation devotee exclusively to handguns, and

designed for handgun..enthusiasts like yourseli It

covers all aspects of handgun activity with in·

depth tes reports on exotic handguns, unique

designs of.Jamous pistoJsmiths, conversion info

from top competitors, and much more! Plus, in

each issue, you have a chance to win a One·of·a·

Kind Customized Handgun wit.h..our Special Custom

Gun Giveaway Contest.

You'll get full coverage of handgun competitions,

and discover ttie equipment and techniques use

by; the..winoers. Plus, you will pick up valuable

Reloading Tips that could save you the cost of

your whole subscription.

E-aclrissue features exciting regular articles on:

HANDGUN HUNTING

SEI:;F·DEFENSE HANDGUN NEWS

CUSTOMIZING HANDGUNS

* PISTOLSMITHING

* AIR GUN ACTIVITIES

* COMPETITIVE SHOO
TI~G

,
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads 50¢ per word per insertion, (35¢ per word-per insertion for 3 or more) including
name and address. Minimum charge $7.00 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in
advance. NO AGENCY DISCOUNTS. All ads must be received with advance payment by not
later than the 14th of the fourth month preceding date of issue. Example: Closing for SepUOct 84
issue (on sale Aug 7) is May 14. Ads received after closing date will appear in the following issue.
Please type or print clearly. NO PROOFS FURNISHED. Include name, address, post office, zip
code, city and state as counted words. Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA
92108.

ACCESSORIES

IVORY GRIPS-All Makes-Hand Carving. Free Colt
Medallions-Stamped addressed envelope for list.
Gunart, Box 22, Lakewood, NJ 08701.

IF YOU TAKE LIFE SERIOUSLY ... peruse our Procure
ment Index featuring specialty equipment used by profes
sionals worldwide. Concealment holsters, electronics,
disguised and unconventional weaponry from under
$20.00 to over $2,000.00. The catalog is $3.00 from:
A.S.P., Box 18595/AH, Atlanta, GA 30326.

PROTECT YOUR VALUABLES with Treadlok Security
Chests, Fire-resistant safes at Discount Prices. 3-year
replacement guarantee. CAVALIER SECURITY, Box
12507-HG, Roanoke, VA 24026. (703) 992-3355.

-----
JADE GRIPS for .45 Govt Auto $225.00 per set. Maze,
2124 Kittredge St. "I", Berkeley, CA 94704. Calif. resi
dents add 6% sales tax.

NEW VIBRA-TEK brass polisher and cleaner, the
relaader's choice the world over. Only 20 minutes to clean
once fires brass. Thmbler method takes 2 hrs. Economical,
draws only 20 watts. Doesn't damage cases, cleans inner
and outer surfaces, even primer pockets. No moving parts
or motor to replace. Thmblers burn out in less than 18
months. LIFETIME WARRANTY. Complete with media
and extra tub for cleaning with solvents. REGULAR
VIBRA-TEK 100 30.06 capacity, 2 lbs. media $69.95.
MAGNUM VIBRA·TEK 300 30.06 capacity, 5 lbs. media
$138.00. Extra 5 lbs. media $13.75. All prepaid. Hayden·
Holmes Co., 1844 Arroya, Colorado Springs, CO 80906.
303/634-8611.

RUGER MARK II OR MARK I walnut target stocks with
thumbrest, $19.95, postage paid. MAGNUM GRIPS, P.O.
Box 801-H, Payson, AZ 85541.

--------
HAND GUN Caddys-All nylon molded, mounts under
tables, desks, dressers, bed boards, on metal, etc. Hard
ware included, $10. postage paid. Check or Money Order.
Specify Cal.: B.G. & R. Inc. P.O. Box 141021, Coral Gables,
FL33114.

UZI MAGAZINES, barrels, extractors. 32rd mag. $17.00;
4 in pouch $75. 4 30rd. M-l carbine mags in pouch $21.
Mags for many other guns. Price list $1.00. Refunded with
purchase. 3 weeks for checks to clear. Scherer, Box AH,
Gilberts, IL 60136.

TREADLOK SECURITY CHESTS: Fire·Resistant Safes.
Check our prices. G & J SECURITY CHESTS CORP., Box
13711-AH, Roanoke, VA 24036. (703) 345-9119.

RUGER AUTO PISTOL LOADING AID For Mark I &
Mark II. Like it or money back on return. $1.79 each. post
paid. Reedshop, Box 62, Wonewoc, WI 53968.

GENUINE Gl M16/AR15 30 Round Magazines, Excellent
Condition, $5 each, 10 for $40. $2.00 shipping per order.
BIRDWORKS, Box 449, Oracle, AZ 85623.

CHRONOGRAPH CIRCUITS measure bullet velocities
easily. Kits or assembled, SASE brings information: lCD,
PO Box 10261 C.C., Fairbanks, AK 99701.

SEND FOR ONE TODAY! T.L.C. Cloth will remove
powder stains, leading and burnt residue from the barrel,
chambers and front of the cylinder. Send MO for $3.75 to
MARK MYERS, 2412 Bayshore Parkway, Bradenton, FL
33507, without delay. You'll like the way it works on your
stainless, chromed or nickled handguns ... Prompt ser
vice and satisfaction guaranteed.

BOWLER'S OLYMPIC GRIPS. Custom made anatomical
target grips in walnut, individually carved to your hand
print. Available for over40 pistols. Prices from $50. NEW!
Anatomical grip for 45 auto using Clark Aimpointor NPC
mount. We have moved to new larger premises due to
world wide demand. Send for model list and order form to
LESLIE BOWLER LTD. THE POST OFFICE LITTLE
BYTHAM; GRANTHAM, LINCOLNSHIRE, NG33 4QJ,
ENGLAND. "THE BEST OF BRITISH."

FULL·AUTO RUGER 10-22, 900 rpm, Guaranteed to
work, Mtrls. Inc. Complete in l·hour. Simple and Reliable
$10. E. Sweat, 612 E. LaPlata Street, Farmington, NM
87401.

Pistolsmith Tools-Colt, S & W, Ruger, Remington,
Winchester tools. Custom made for Custom pistolsmiths
and Armorers. Catalog $1.00. George Wessinger, 691
Brandy Lane, Westminster, MD 21157.

Exotic Hardwoods- Over 50 species for the knifemaker &
stockmaker. Brair, Blackwood, Bocote, Burls, Cocobolo,
Ebonies, Ironwood, Rosewoods, Snakewood, Thlipwood,
Ziricote. Gilmer Wood Co., 10426 N.W. Laidlaw, Portland,
OR 97229. (503) 292·4182.

AMMUNITION

Free Catalog #84: Reloading Thols, Dies, Bullet Moulds,
etc. for over 150 rifle, pistol, shotgun calibers, Safari Out
fitters, Baker, OR 97814-0931.

BOOKS

1984 REDBOOK OF USED GUN VALUES. Discover
what your firearms are worth in the most reliable source
book ever published. A comprehensive volume that covers
rifles, handguns, and shotguns, it contains more than
3500 listings. Only $5.95 postpaid. REDBOOK, Dept. HG,
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA
92108.••

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00 Schlesinger, Department E., P.O. Box 882, New
York, NY 10150.

SHOOT A HANDGUN reveals the expert's way to use
your handguns safely, effectively and within the law.
Learn how and where to shoot, firearms responsibility,
what ammunition to purchase, and more. Special chapter
on defensive pistol shooting, p)us a glossary of handgun
terms. Only $9.95 postpaid. GUNS BOOKS, Dept. SH, 591
Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.••

1983 AMERICAN HANDGUNNER ANNUAL. Includes
reports on New Handguns for 1983, Airgun Review, Self
Defense Handgunning, 500 Best Places to Shoot Across
the U.S. plus much more! Only $4.95 postpaid. HAND
GUNNER ANNUAL, Dept. HG-3, P.O. Box 85201, San
Diego, CA 92116.••

IN THE GRAVEST EXTREME by Massad Ayoob. How
and when to use a gun, authoritively written by an active
duty policeman. For your copy, send $7.95 (includes
postage) to: GUNS BOOKSlDept. CA, 591 Camino de la
Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108."

FEDERAL GUN LAWS-Covers machineguns, silencers,
rules and regulations pertaining to all aspects of dealing
in firearms and ammo-20 pages ... $3.95. CONCEALED
WEAPONS PERMIT BOOKLET, How to receive one ...
$2.50. YOUR OWN STATE GUN LAWS, Know the reg
ulations and laws in your state ... $1.75. STATE GUN

~t~S~o(;a~I:.~J~~~~~~:tH.ea':k~~ni:,~ti~628:

OUT-OF-PRINT Books Found. Send Wants. BookLook, 51
Maple Avenue, Warwick, NY 10990.

The Ruger 1022 Exotic Weapons System is a conversion
system you can bet your life on! Over 60 explicit photos,
plus machinist's drawings and full-scale templates, show
you how to transform your Ruger 1022 into a selective-fire,
close-combat gun you can trust. Order Now! 9x12, soft
cover, 86 pages, $14.00 postpaid. Paladin Press, Box 1307·
BBX, Boulder, CO 80306.

INTERSTATE TRANSPORT OF PER'SONALLY
OWNED FIREARMS $1.50. Rights when traveling with a
firearm. QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS PERTAINING
TO FEDERAL FIREARMS LAWS AND REGULATIONS

~kb~JgE LAw~0,{'NDREG&etA~IJJ~2r9~E;lLr6F
THE ABOVE $4.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHP,
Box 19466, Houston, TX 772Z4

ACTION BOOKS FROM PALADIN PRESS! Updated cat·
alog fisting fascinating books on survival, weaponry,
knife fighting, creative revenge, exotic weapons systems,
self·defense plus much more! $1.00. Paladin Press, Box
1307·KPI, Boulder, CO 80306.

FULL AUTO manuals for selective fire conversions. Pic
tures, instructions, machinist drawings, templates.
Mini·14, Ruger 10/22, AR-15, UZI, H&K 91193, AK·22,
Remington 1100, 30 cal. Carbine, 45 cal. Thompson,
Mac·lO. $10.00 each postpaid. Send money order. FULL
AUTO, Dept. AM, 1715 Leaf Ave., Murfreesboro, TN
37130.

"DEATH DEALER'S MANUAL"Illustrated Textbook for
professional killers-or bodyguards who protect against
them! Actual methods taught government operatives! 112
pages. $10 plus $2 postage. REALWORLD PRESS Dept.
AH, 901 North 71st, Seattle, WA 98103.

UNUSUAL BOOK TITLES. Learn to be self-employed,
survive recession and improve your love life. Send SASE
to TGB Enterprises, Box 983, Madisonville, TX 77864.

EXOTIC WEAPON BOOKS 158 pages filled with over 200
weapons and where and how to buy them. Advertised
elsewhere for $9.95. Limited supply left at $4.95, postage
paid. Money orders only to: T.J. Brazier, 14221 Lake Road,
Lynnwood, WA 98036.

WILL THE JURY SAY IT WAS SELF-DEFENSE?
Attorney clearly explains all about use of guns in protec
tion of self, others or property. Many examples from
actual cases. Only $6.00: A.B. HUNTER,1074 Fairmount
Road, Burbank, CA 91501.

HOWTO COLLECT UPTO $83,501.00 WORTH OF GOV·
ERNMENT BENEFITS before retirement. $5.95. Inter·
state Enterprises, Box 19466-AHB, Houston, TX 77224.

THE RUGER PISTOL EXOTIC WEAPONS SYSTEM
here are the plans for a super-compact, selective-fire
machine pistol! Transform your Ruger Mark I or II into a
fistful of power! 9x12, softcover, 96 pages, complete with
machinist's drawings and full-scale templates, plus
detailed photos. Send $15.00 to: Paladin Press, P.O. Box
1307.KLJ, Boulder, CO 80306.

THE SECRETS OF CASINO WINNING-Blackjack,
poker, craps, baccarat, keno, roulette, sp_ort betting.
$6.00. Interstate Enterprises, Box 19466-AHB, Houston,
TX 77224.

Illustrated catalogues FREE for 12 months! Throwing
knives, 'hawks, Survival. Send $1.00 postage to:
V.S.LP.C., 1422 Del Norte Drive, Corona, CA 91720.

THE COLLAPSE OF CIVILIZATION The most horrify
ing fact fitled book of the century. Learn how to survive
the coming ultimate holocaust. Fast delivery! Send
$10.00. 7M Publishing Co., Dept. AH 136, Chriesman, TX
77838.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BE A GUN DEALER, Official Federal Firearms License
Kit, Application Forms, Instructions, Wholesale Sources
ofFirearms, Ammo & Accessories. The Most Complete Kit
Available. You can Start Selling Guns & Ammo for Full or
Part·time Income Today. Send $4.95 to: S.G.S.E., P.O. Box
780-AH, Mocksville, NC 27028.

BECOME A GUN DEALER: Professionally prepared kit
includes official forms, covers licensing, purchasing, rec
ords-everything! List hundreds of top wholesalers. Guar
anteed! $4.00. BUSINESS CONSULTANTS, Dept.·H,
P.O. Box 1232, Uniontown, PA 15401.

BE A LICENSED FIREARMS DEALER. Full or part time
income. How to start your own firearms business. You
take gun orders, then buy one gun or many wholesale by
mail. Sent same day your order received: Latest Official
Federal Application Forms, Complete instructions,
Wholesale Directory, Federal addresses and phone num
bers, practical dealer tips (written by a gun dealer), dis
counts on business cards, rubber stamps, forms, etc. Most
complete kit available. Send $5.00. Interstate Enter
prises, Dept. AH, Box 19466, Houston, TX 77224.

OVERNIGHT WEALTH? Nonsense! That's sucker·bait.
Private Security is a prestigious, recession-proof profes
sion, not a get-rich-quick scheme. Guards needed every
where-cities, podunks, boondocks. We'll show you how to
start and operate a successful guards/partrolmen agency
with minimum cash, no diploma needed. Others have
prospered; you can too. Complete step-by-step manual
with priceless, exclusive information, only $6.95.
SecuriTech·H, Box C, Vashon, WA 98070.

BE A FIREARMS DEALER-Buy wholesale-No invest·
ment needed-Full or part-time. Send for OFFICIAL FFL
KIT with BATF application and our carefully-researched
1983 GUN DEALERS GUIDE with: Complete instruc·
tions/requirements, BATF numbers, Valuable hints,150 +
wholesalers, Manufacturers, Gunsmiths, etc. Be assured
our publication is no "rip_off." It's all you will need. Sent
same day. $7.50. Thank you. RK ENTERPRISES, 2616
Las Positas, Santa Barbara, CA 93105.
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"Money Making Opportunity" $600 Monthly, work at
home, receive money daily, honest, enjoyable. Rush SASE
+ $2.00 for details to: KLG, Box 221-B, McCammon, ID
83250.

WOODWORKERS-Start exciting woodworking busi·
ness at home. Grow Big Fast. Free Details. Pine Shop, 7B·
AY, West Peterboro, NH 03468.

SELF·EMPLOYMENT THROUGH QUALITY SCISSOR·
SALES. SAMPLE AND INFORMATION $3.95. WRITE:
REDCO, BOX 337-J, PISMO BEACH, CA 93449.

COLLECTORS

PEARL GRIPS- Wholesale prices-Colt Single Action
Oversize $76.46 plus $2 postage: Safari 'lrading, 7711
Rosemead Blvd. Unit #31, Pico Rivera, CA 90660.

EMBLEMS & INSIGNIA

TOP QUALITY ALL-FABRIC PATCHES FOR YOUR
JACKET OR CAP! Guns Team Member Patch: $3.50,
American Handgunner 1st Patch: $3.50, 25th Anniver
sary Guns Collectors Patch: $5.00. Special-all 3 patches
only $11.00 postpaid. GUNS Patches, Dept. HP, 591
Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, CA 92108.··

OFFICIAL SHOOTERS CLUB OF AMERICA all-fabric
patch and decal-$3.00 postpaid! GUNS Patches, Dept.
APS, 291 Camino de la Reina, #200, San Diego, CA
92108."

CUSTOM EMBROIDERED EMBLEMS-FREE Catalog
and price quotes. Highest quality GUARANTEED
Lowest prices, NO Minimum. Money Back Guarantee.
Send Sketches to: Stadriah, 61 Jane Street, New York, NY
10014.

CUSTOM MADE CLOISONNE ENAMELED PINS,
MEDALS & CAPS BADGES. Send SASE for FREE Bro
chure ... FOREST VIEW ENTERPRISES HG, 4744 N.
Grand Avenue, Covina, CA 91724. (213) 966-7589.

HANDGUNNER KEYCHAIN-Authentic detailing. Die
cast metal. Short or long nose revolver, Luger or Colt
styles available. $2.95 + 50C shipping. B & F, 7131
Owensmouth #926, Canoga Park, CA 91303.

FIREWORKS

Distributors wanted for new food products, (Not Dehy·
drated) appealing to campers, backpackers, and sur·
vivalist. Your own business, Income depends on effort.
DALTON, Box 2162, Williatl}sport, PA 17703.

FIREWORKS-Fun, Safe, Patriotic; top quality, lowest
prices, illustrated catalogue $1.00; (refundable). Pyro
Sonic Devices, Box 711.AH4, Grand Haven, MI 49417.

DISCOUNT FIREWORKS: Firecrackers, bottle rockets,
roman candles, and much more. For catalog send $1.00 to:
Spartan Fireworks, P.O. Box 792-AH, Tiffin, OH 44883, or
after May 5 call toll-free in Ohio 1·800-821·7901, outside
Ohio 1-800·821-2483.

Fireworks-Firecrackers, rockets, Roman candles, bottle
rockets, MUCH, MUCH MORE! LOW PRICES, Quick
delivery, HIGH QUALITY. Delivered to your door
throughout the United States year-round. Illustrated cat
alog $1.00. EAGLE FIREWORKS, Dept. A3, Box 800,
Clackamas, OR 97015.

ROCKETS, COLORED SMOKE DYES, for signalling,
survival applications. MBO Salutes, Fireworks-you con
struct. More! Catalog $1.00. NorStarr, Box 5585,
Pocatello, ID 83202.

Salutes and Cannoncrackers home made. The Best! Sim
ple easy methods, my secrets revealed. Details: Brown
Diversified, Box 53, Fishers, IN 46038.

. CHEMICALS for every purpose. Technical grade
potassium chlorate, nitrate, sulfur, acids, others. Also
books and formulas, Catalog $1.00. D & R Enterprises,
Box 14741, Cleveland, OH 44114. .

FUSE! 3/32' DIAMETER WATERPROOF SAFETY
FUSE. 100' -$10.00300' -$25.00. POSTPAID. GUAR·
ANTEED, GREENMAN BOX 90260, PEORIA, IL 61606.

List ofChinese and Domestic Fireworks sources, supplies,
plus formulas, instructions and sample safety fuse. Send
$5.00. DALTON, Box 2162, Williamsport, PA 17703.

Fireworks to your door! Thp quality, low prices. Illustrated
catalogue $1.00 refundable. Great Lakes Fireworks, P.O.
Box 5324, Cleveland, OH 44101.

1) BE A FEDERALLY LICENSED EXPLOSIVE
DEALER, A financially rewarding, exciting & challeng·
ing business with very limited competition. Explosives
are used in mining, construction, agriculture, industry,
underwater demolition, oil rigs, aerospace, Defense Dept.,
and a huge Fireworks industry to service. EXPLOSIVE
DEALERS KIT includes: Federal Explosive Application
Forms (for Explosive License and Explosive Permits),
Instructions, Federal Explosive Laws, Explosive
Security, Directory of Explosive Manufacturers, Whole
salers and Distributors; Explosive LicenselPermit Num
bering Systems; Explosive Dealer's and User's Guide to
Federal Explosive Regulations ... $5.95 ... 2) COM
MERCE IN EXPLOSIVES. The complete book on dealing

in EXPLOSIVES and FIREWORKS covers: License and
Permits, Conduct of Business & Operations, Storage
Requirements ... $5.95 ... BOTH EXPLOSIVE DEAL·
ERS KIT AND COMMERCE IN EXPLOSIVES ... $10.95:
S.G.S.E., P.O. Box 780-GS, Mocksville, NC 27028.

FOR SALE

Chesapeake·Pups, trail, hunting stock. Stud service.
Redlion Chesapeakes, Box 213, Vincentown, NJ 08088.
609/859·3570.

RED WINDOW DECAL: "Warning! This property pro
tected by an armed American citizen," $1, 6/$5; Profes
sional FFL Application Kit, $3; Personal Firearms Record
Book(56 guns) $2.50, 3/$6; Business Card Kit, $1. PFRB/8,
Box 2800, Santa Fe, NM 87501.

ESTATE SELLING SIGNED, NUMBERED REMING
TON BRONZE-$450. Rene Briegel, 1129 Brady, Daven
port, IA 52803.

GUN PARTS

DROP IN Fiberglass Stocks for Remington, Ruger 77,
Winchester, Mauser. Send $1.00 for list. Bozeman
Gunsmith, 2010 N. 7th, Bozeman, MT 59715.

GUNSMITHING

~:~:;~e~or;A,gsiiX(hThjjn~u"A~IkT\.?lDonw;.i~:r
call for prices: Ensley's Shooting Supply, Rt. 2, Box 225,
Louisville, TN 37777. (615) 970·GUNS.

Pistol & Rifle Barrel Reboring & Rifling. Cylinder cham
bering, Pistol conversions from .357 & .41 to .44 or 45 L.
Colt, also chambering in new .357 maximum. Top quality
work, guaranteed. S.S.A.E.: Redma~'sRifting & Reboring
Shop, R.R.1, Box 330-A, Omak, WA 98841.

CUSTOM .45 GUNSMITHING. Police and combat com
petition modifications a specialty. For free price list send
SASE. JIM HOAG, 8523 Suite "C", Canoga Park, CA
91304.

DROP IN Fiberglass Stocks: for Remington, Ruger 77,
Winchester, Mauser. Send $1.00 for list: Bozeman
Gunsmith, 2010 N. 7th, Bozeman, MT 59715.

MACHINE TOOLS, Specialize in gunsmith's require
ments. Lathes, Mills, Drills, Accessories and more. Cata
log One Dollar. Watkins Enterprises, 1915 Middle Glen,
Carrollton, TX 75007.

LATHES-MILLS-TOOLS-Unimat 3', Compact 5',
Compact 8', Compact 10', Maximat Super 11' and V-13'
lathes. Jet lathes and mills. Emco Maier FB-2 and Sher
line 5000 bench top milling machines. Measuring instru
ments, cutting tools, chucks and collets. Catalog $1.00.
Blue Ridge Machinery and Tools, Inc., P.O. Box 536-G,
Hurricane, WV 25526.304-562-3538.

INSTRUCTION

FUNDAMENTALS OF COMBAT PISTOLCRAFT. N.P.1.
is now accepting applications for the instruction of
qualified students in the basic practical skills of modern
defensive pistolcraft. For information and applications,
send $1.00 to: Northeast Pistol Institute, Dept. 714C, PO.
Box 453, Union, NJ 07083.

SMOKE and Cure Venison. Send $1.00 S.A.S.E.: Ole's
Secret Recipe, Box 296, 'Ibrquay, Saskatchewan SOC 2LO.

45 COLT AUTOMATIC, home accuratized without special
tools, step by step, diagrams, $4.95. GLADIATOR ARMS, .
4718 Meridian Ave., Box 95·G, San Jose, CA 95118.

Deadliest Fighting System. Learn what you do when you
can't reach your gun in time. When Survival is reduced to
man against man, What? Send $10.95 to: Green Dragon
Society, 6810 N. Sheridan, Chicago, IL 60626, Dept. A8,
Catalog $1.00.

KNIVES & SWORDS

Custom Handmade Knives reasonably priced. Also all
type knives and Historic weapons. Unbeatable prices.
Color Catalogs $2.00. Deinitinis, 107 Summit Ave., S.I.,
NY 10306.

KNIFE- Tiger loek blade opens to a big 8'. Stainless steel
blade, beautiful hardwood handle, $11.95. G B 'lrading
Co., P.O. Box 1088-D, Bullh~ad City, AZ 88430.

30·40% OFF ALL GERBER, SCHRADE KNIVES, RED
FI');;LD, Leupold, Tasco scopes; Muzzleloaders! Send $1.00
for Complete Price List! KNIVES, 52 Edmund, Dept. AH,
Uniontown, PA 15401.

QUALITY KNIVES-Reasonable prices. Full color 14
page catalog. $2.00 refundable with first order. Satisfac
tion guaranteed. Recondo, 930 Hialeah Dr., Suite 2,
Hialeah, FL 33010.

MILITARIA

Discount special forces manual. Explosives- booby
traps - survival- incendiaries - si lencers - machi ne
guns-demolition-unconventional warfare, many other
titles. Send $1.00 for descriptive brochure. CASSADAY
PRESS, 8690 Aero Drive, Suite MlA-184, San Diego, CA
92123.

LEATHER FLIGHT JACKETS. USN G-1. USAAF A-2.
New US manufacture. Closeout prices. Send SASE. Per
egrine, POB 96, Yorba Linda, CA 92686.

Military Medals, Shoulder Patches, Badges, Insignia, LD.
Books. Buy-Sell trade large Catalog $1.00. Quincy, Box
52641-HG, Tulsa, OK 74152.

MILITARY SURPLUS

Military Surplus-Chemicallbiological warfare equip
ment, military clothing and equipment, SASE for catalog;
JR Sales, Box 4253H, Lancaster, CA 93535·4253.

MILLIONS OF SURPLUS BARGAINS! Many 1% original
cost. Jeeps included! "Nationwide Government Buyer's
GuidelDlrectory" -$2.00 (Guaranteed) DISPOSAL, Box
19107-MX, Washington, DC 20036.

MISCELLANEOUS

SHORT·RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA
90029.

NINJA CATALOG ... Nightsuits, handclaws, footspikes,
calthrops, blowpens, shuriken, and reference materials
for the Shadow Warrior. Send $1.00 to: Ninja Supply Sys
tems, Box 28222/AH, Atlanta, GA 30358.

MILITARY & MARTIAL ARTS-I.D. Cards & Certifi
cates. Airborne, Special Forces, C.I.A., Police, etc. Bro
chure $1. Kenwood, Box 66, Dept. H, Long Green, MD
21092.

PASSPORTS, DUAL CITIZENSHIPS available from Cas
tellania. Information package $5.00. Box 40201, Pas
adena, CA 91104.

FREE! World's Leading Novelty Catalog. Things You
Never Knew Existed. 1600 Novelties, Jokes, Tricks, Sci
ence, Sports, Hobbies. Johnson-Smith, C-6522, Mt. Clem
ens, MI 48043.

KNUCKS: Genuine brass paperweights, not cheap alumi
num, same day delivery. $7. prepaid: Mathews Police Sup
ply, P.O. Box 1754, Mathews, NC 28105.

NAZI War souvenirs and daggers! Illustrated catalog $10,
bill (refundable). Disco, Box 331·H, Cedarburg, WI 53012·
0331.

"HELP FIGHT CRIME-SHOOT A BURGLAR" and
"RUSSIA SICKS" bumper stickers, $2.00 each. Also
"ILLEGALLY PARKED" stickers for inconsiderate driv·
ers, 8 for $4.95. Add .50c postage and handling on all
~fr"::in~,Il'i~!s~~~i\m7a7'1J7~nterprises,Dept. A, 13033

CIGARETTES 30C PACK? Yes! Kings, Reg, Filter, Men·
tholated. Buying AddresslDetails $1.30-Richard
Meyerhoff, 151 North 6th Street, Brooklyn, NY 11211.

FANTASTIC SPACEAGE ELECTRONICS LASER
WEAPONS, more . .. Survival writer discovers secret
sources for laser pistols,listeningdevices, ultrasonic pain
field generators, paralyzing self·defense protectors, true
I.R. see-in-the-dark viewers, absolute security systems,
bug detectors, voice scramblers, micro-transmitters, elec
tronic tracking devices, ultra-sophisticated detection and
surveillance equipment, police broadcast unscramblers,
many more too "hot" to print! Send $1.00 for giant cata
logues: AMERICAN, 15015 Ventura Blvd., Dept. HG-1,
Sherman Oaks, CA 91403.

CHEWING-SMOKING 'Ibbacco!! Do you chew-Smoke?
Free samples-'I\vist, Snuff, pipe and pouches-prices.
Guaranteed satisfaction. FREDCO'S, Dresden, TN 38225.

BID ON CARS, TRUCKS, VANS. Confiscated from crimi
nals. Auctioned by U.S. Government. Minimum bid
$50.00. Bid by mail. Buy for your own use or resell for
profit. We send same day: Instructions, application, tips,
etc. $4.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHA, Box 19466,
Houston, TX 77224.

SIGNED ESTATE HUNTING BRONZES-SETTER,
COCK PHEASANT, RETRIEVER, BULL-ELK, TWO
DOGS FLUSHING PHEASANT-ADMINISTRATOR,
1129 BRADY A21, DAVENPORT, IA 52803.

T-Shirts Camouflage & Olive drab green GI style sizes
S-XL $6.95 each ppd. Camouflage Caps $5.95 each ppd.
T-Shirt Shop, 48 Kernwood Dr., Rochester, NY 14624.

INDOOR, UNDERGROUND Rifle Range. Do it yourself
underground Rifle Range. Designed for basement privacy.
For Blueprints and instructions send Money Order or
Cashiers check for $20.00 to: L.D. Services, P.O. Box 393,
Erie, CO 80516.

WRITE TO OVERSEAS LADIES. MARRIAGE MINDED,
FLUENT, ATTRACTIVE. SEND HELPFUL DETAILS
AND $5.00 TO: REDCO BOX 337·J, PISMO BEACH, CA
93449.
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ELK ANTLER BELT buckle with carved elk. $20. Satis·
faction guaranteed. Send check to: ANTLER CREA·

IONS, 782 Dickson, Idaho Falls, In 83402. Please specify
large, medium, or small.

NEW! BURGLAR ALARM WARNING DECALS. Protect
your guns and valuables. Designed by us. Custom made
for us. Available only from us. Beautiful quality, 4 Decals,
$2.00-10 for $3.95. Interstate Enterprises, Dept. AHD,
Box 19466, Houston, TX 77224.

Castilian Wine-skin, Great for hunters, holds 1 qt. your
favorite drink. Send $7.95 to: William Cobb Gifts, PO.
Box 521, Stevenson, AL 35772.

REAL ESTATE

LAND·FOR·TAXES! For Almost Nothing. Complete
Instructions. $2.00: Grandcees, AHT, Hamilton, GA 31811.

SURVIVAL

Nuclear War Survival Skill by Cresson Kearny. Expedi.
ent Shelter, food preparation, fallout meters. Medical
care, pre-crisis preparation, E.M.P. Protection, Excellent
Book! Satisfaction guaranteed. $9.95 postpaid. to: AM
Tech, Dept. AH1, Box 1995, Davis, CA 95617.

EXPLOSIVES, INCENDIARIES, TWENTY USEFUL
FORMULAS ONLY $3.00. DOC ROSCOE'S GUNCOT·
TON RECIPE $1.50. BOTH FOR $4.00! SEND TO: D&R
ENTERPRISES, BOX 14741, CLEVELAND, OH 44114.

WANTED

Inventions, ideas, new pror.ucts wanted for presentation
to industry and exhibition at national technology exposi.
tion. Call toll free 1·800·528·6050. In Arizona, call
1·800·352·0458. Extension 831.

IPSe, PPC 6 SEIVICE .UMS
tailored to your needs

.w. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send .... for prices)

WEAVER STANCE
Continuedfrom page 48

started using his two-hand position, he
won every match he fired, and that caused
a stir. Some felt that he was "cheating"
because he used two hands, but Weaver
correctly reasoned that if combat shooting
was supposed to be practical, why hand
icap the shooter by forcing him to use one
hand. That sounded fair, and soon after
everyone was grabbing their guns with two
paws.

The strong point of the Weaver Stance
seems to center around the belief that it
red uces recoil. True or not, the Weaver
does give the impression that recoil is re
duced or at least controlled by the way the
gun is held.

There are three things that make the
Weaver different than the more conven
tional Isosceles: first, the gun-hand pushes
the weapon forward while the supporting
hand pulls it in. Advocates say this dual
action "locks" the gun in better. The sec
ond difference is the angle of the body in
relation to the target. Where the Isosceles
demands that the shooter's body should be
squarely facing the target, the Weaver
Stance places the shooter at an angle to the
target, i.e., if a shooter is right handed his

left side is toward the target and vice versa.
Third, is the way the shooter's arms are
held.· Unlike the Isosceles, in the Weaver
the support arm is noticeably bent at the
elbow, while the shooting arm mayor may
not have a slight break.

Just for the record, one of the hidden
advantages of the Weaver is that it draws'
the rear sight closer to the shooter's eye. By
doing this, the field of view-as seen by the
shooter in his rear sight-is increased,
thereby allowing the shooter to pick up his
sights on target just a little quicker. This
assumes, of course, that the shooter is re
ally concerned with his sights-something
that has been proven to be lacking in ac
tual shooting situations.

The Weaver enjoys quite a following
with the "combat" crowd, mostly civilians
engaged in shooting as a sport. Although
some mighty fine shooters have used the
Weaver to fire impressive scores in com
petition, many respected police agencies
are not yet convinced about its appli
cability in actual field use.

In talking to several representatives
from agencies in the Los Angeles area, this
is what they said: Hadley James, Firearms
Instructor Los Angeles Sheriff's
Department, member LASD Pistol Team
and California Governor's 20: "We used to
teach the Weaver Stance a few years ago
before we learned what we were doing. We
instruct a lot of people, both our own and
outside agencies, and through the years
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SCOP DGUNS Fmally a
way to carry large scoped
guns with up to 14-inch
barrels. Camo or black. right
or left. Convenient and
lightweight.

INSIDE-THe-PANT Made
of a black. super-thin laminate.
Black metal clip sacures
holster. Non-chafing to skin.

-------------------I Send $1.00 for 24-page catalog to MlchaaIs
I 01 Oregon, Dept. AH3. P.O. Box 13010.
I PorUand. OR 97213.

I Name
I
I Address
I
I City/State/Zip

veRTICAL SHOULDER
A 9f98l hunting and all
purpose holster for large
I8IIOIYers &1IU1D8.
Comfortable harness with
unique support system.
Camo or black. right or left.

ANKLE Now a truly
comfortable ankle holster you
can wear for hours. Velcroe
adjustments all around. Safety
strap with thumb break.
Black only.

Custom .45 work. checkering. trigger
guard modification and accurizing. In
dustrial hard chrome. PPC revolver
work. barreling and installation of all
typ.. of sights. Complete machine shop
for all of your need••

IDEKICKTM
HOLSTERS

HIP Medium high ride.
camouflage or black. right or
left. 11 sizes fit most I8IIOIYers
&1IU1D8.

JACK·s GUN SHOP
3911 W. Waters Ave.

Tampa. Fl. 33614
(813) 932-8824

HORIZONTAL
SHOULDeR Tuck revolver
or auto underyour arm. Extra
flat harness. Safety strap
has thumb break. Black only.
FIts right at left.

, NOW AT YOUR DEALER
All of these high quality holsters (except Inside
the-Pant) are made of Cordurae nylon.
waterproof closed cell foam padding and nylon
lining to protect the finish of your gun. Snug fit
for all guns. Adjustable safety strap keeps gun
secure. Made in U.S.A. Complete holster
selection guide at your dealer.

we've found out what works and what
doesn't, the Weaver doesn't. In the first
place, we don't like the idea that an officer
has to tum his side toward his opponent. If
a suspect is shooting back, the officer ex
poses his side to danger. Even if he's wear
ing a protective vest, the officer becomes
vulnerable." James continued by saying:
"The other thing we found was that scores
dropped considerably during night
qualification when the Weaver Stance was
used. It became obvious, at least to us, that
in order to be more effective in reduced
light conditions, an officer is better off ifhe
stands square to the target, he just seems to
respond more accurately with the Isos
celes. Considering that a majority of our
shootings occurred at night, we wellt for
what worked and that's the Isosceles?'

Another well known shooter who put in
his two-cents was John Pride, a Firearms
Instructor for the Los Angeles Police De
partment. Pride, a top competitor in many
big money matches and a member of the
California Governor's 20, had this to say
about the Weaver: "The Weaver is a crutch
for .45 shooters who can't remember to
lock their arms so the gun will operate
properly. In order to shoot a .45 effectively,
you have to give it some resistance so it will
perform all its functions, the Weaver
Stance does this by forcing the shooter to
'push and pull' at the same time. If you
know what you're doing, you can do the
same thing with the Isosceles."

Straight forward opinions, to be sure,
but without mincing on words, these two
gentlemen have gone to the root of the
matter-for competition and other
handgun "gaming," the Weaver mayor
may not have some questionable at
tributes, but in the field of real-life combat
(a fact that policemen must deal with on a
day to day basis) the Isosceles appears to
be the better choice. This view is further
substantiated by training statistics that
show "average" shooters revert back to the
Isosceles in moments ofstress regardless of
their exposure to the Weaver.

On balance, it would appear that the fol
lowing enjoyed by the Weaver Stance is an
emotional one-perpetuated in part by
numerous pictures of world-class shooters
using the stance in competition. It's also a
fair assumption that the Weaver is popular
with semi-auto shooters for obvious rea
sons already discussed. On the other hand,
the great majority of law enforcement
agencies still use the revolver (another
great debate) and as such, the problem of
reliability due to improper grip is not as
important as the question of accuracy..

The bottom line is this: if you shoot for
sport you can afford to experiment with
complex equipment and shooting styles.

·But if you depend on your equipment and
technique of shooting for your very life,
then you had best keep it simple-stick to
the things that work. Leave the fancy stuff
to those who are trying to win prizes or
earn a reputation as a ~

firearms "guru?' ""'
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At this time, I'd like to pay my respects
to one of the all-time great handgunners
Elmer Keith. He passed away in mid-Feb
ruary after a long illness. There were and
are many legends in the gun field, but few,
if any, ever achieve the stature of this gen
tleman. His writings have enhanced the
knowledge of shooters around the world,
not only by its quantity, but most ~
especially by its quality. ~

• • •

give you test reports on these and other
new guns: AMT's "Lightning" the .22 auto
that looks a lot like the Ruger Mark II;
L.A.R.'s Grizzly .45 Magnum auto pistol;
Randall's left-hand .45 auto; the unique
detachable compensator system for just
about any auto pistol from Personal Protec
tion Systems; the Wichita silhouette single
shot pistol, and the raft of revolvers which
will be available chambered for the new
.32 Magnum cartridge.

Look also for Walther PP and PPK/S
autos from Manhurin, the original post
war makers of these guns. And, beside the
Bren Ten and FIE's TZ-75, I look for more
CZ look-alikes in the near future.

In the accessory line, Dillon is setting
the reloading field on its ear with its fac
tory-direct sales of the Model RL-450 pro
gressive press. The biggest ammunition
stir at the show was caused by U. S.
Ammunition Company and their reloada
ble .38 Special plastic-case ammo. Shock
waves were felt throughout the show by the
announcement that Weaver Scopes had
closed their doors - they are looking for a
buyer, but production has ceased. And,
I've got to mention Paul Sokolovsky; he
was there, exhibiting his hand-made .45;
sure wish he would get off the stick and get
this gun in production - it's perhaps the
best .45 design in the country. We under
stand, too, that the Glaser Safety Slug will
soon be available at dealers throughout the
country; this ammo, while a bear in stop
ping power, is best known for its safety
factor-its non-ricocheting qualities make
it one heck of a self-defense load.

SHOI SHOW HAD NON-LEAIHER
HOLSTERS JUSI ABOUT EVERYWHERE

I t's difficult to explain the SHOT Show to
those who have never been to one. It is

sponsored by the National Shooting Sports
Foundation as an exhibit of products in the
shooting, hunting and outdoors field. It is
for dealers only, and that's a shame, for I'm
sure that any shooter would enjoy visiting
the more than 900 exhibits.

The 1984 SHOT Show was exciting to
me, not so much because of the prolifera
tion of new products, but because of the
upbeat tempo of the show. The gun busi
ness in general has been hit hard by the
economic situation, but from the tone of
the show, it is apparent that a recovery is in
the making.

Among the exhibits were some guns that
had been announced a year or more ago.
On the other hand, some guns promised for
1982 and 1983 were conspicuous by their
absence-the om Viking, Wildey and
Sterling come to mind.

Showing their guns, and promising
delivery during 1984, were Dornaus and
Dixon with their Bren Ten (awaiting deliv
ery of magazines), Magnum Research and
its Eagle. 357 auto pistol, Coonan and their
.357 auto; Freedom Arms and North
American Arms with their super .45 single
action revolvers, and Detonics with their
Pocket Nine auto. If all of these guns do
come into the marketplace in 1984, it
should be a banner year.

If there was one major trend in gun
equipment evident at the SHOT Show, it
was the proliferation of non-leather hol
sters. I have never seen so many nylon,
Cordura, ballistic cloth holsters in my life,
and I doubt that this is the end. Michaels of
Oregon seems to have started the big push,
and now just about every major holster
maker is climbing on the bandwagon. Per
sonally, I'm glad to see that the trend in
these holsters is breaking away from the
camoflage finish; the new Bianchi line,
among others, has these holsters available
in plain black or blue; never did understand
a camo shou~der holster for a snubby, for
instance.

In the coming year, we.hope to be able to

Hercules.
Specialists in
smokeless powders
for the Reloader.
Hercules. The leader in reloading
powders for more than sixty years.
Red DotID Buliseye<R> Herco®
Green DotID UniQuel!ll Reloder 7<R>
Blue DotID Hercules 24001!ll

Each is special. and each delivers
high energy. fast. clean burn. shot-to
shot consistency, and economy.
Anticorrosive. too. for gun protection.

You do a special job when you re
load. Be sure your powder comes
from the specialist. And be sure to
pick up a Hercules Reloaders' Guide
FREE at your dealer's.

Hercules Incorporated, Marketing
Division. Wilmington. DE 19899."., fP HERCUl£S
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